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AM Standard's Impact Uncertain 
by John Gatski 

WASHINGTON Although hailed for 
IK potential to restore some quality to 
AM, some industry analysts believe a 
new law requiring the FCC to select an 
AM stereo standard may not have a big 
impact on AM stations or equipment 
manufacturers. 
Nonetheless, if at least some stations 

decide to convert as a result of a mandat-
ed standard, AM stereo equipment may 
get a mild sales boost, according to 
equipment manufacturers. 
Doubts about a major impact are 

fueled by AM stations' financial woes, 
a feeling a standard is too late in com-
ing and the allure of more modern tech-
nical enhancements, such as digital 
audio broadcasting (DAB) on the AM 
band. 
Currently, the majority of stations 

transmitting AM stereo use Motorola's 
C-QUAM as opposed to Kahn 
Communications' ISB system. Still, such 
stations—fewer than 700—represent a 
small fraction of the nearly 5,000 AM 
stations on the air today. 
The FCC declined to approve an AM 

stereo standard in the 1970s and the 
early 1980s, opting instead to let the 
marketplace determine the best sys-
tem. Critics contend that without the 
guidance of a standard. AM stereo 

never caught on. 
The NAB predicts that a standard may 

convince a few AM mono stations to 
convert, but not many. 

No flood of converts 
"It's hard to say. — said John Marino. 

NAB's manager for technical regulatory 
affairs. "But (a standard) probably won't 
bring a lot of stations over to AM 
stereo." 
Most AM stereo equipment companies 

agreed that a stereo standard is not likely 
to convince a large number of stations to 
convert to AM stereo. 
Motorola, Broadcast Electronics, 

Nautel, Delta and Harris manufacture 
stand-alone AM stereo generators. 
Broadcast Electronics, Nautel (and soon 
Harris) produce transmitters with built-in 
generators. Other companies also build 
equipment that completes the stereo 
equipment chain. 

Tim Bealor, sales manager tor 
Broadcast Electronics, said a standard 
will not persuade numerous mono AM 
stations to convert to AM stereo. 
"I don't think you are going to see a big 

rush," Bealor predicted. 
Other answers were similar. "1 wonder 

if it (a standard) is too late to have much 
impact," Nautel Sales and Marketing 
Manager Jorgen Jensen mused. " It may 
change a few more stations' minds. But I 
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don't see a great rush to invest more 
money." 
Delta's Marketing Vice President Joe 

Novak agreed. "I don't think that this 

is going to have a large effect. I wish 
it would, but I'm trying to be practi-
cal." 

An added expense 
Bealor said many AMs cannot afford to 

convert to AM stereo because of finan-
cial difficulties. Not only would mono 

continued on page 7 
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CARLE PLACE, N.Y. Suspicions 
that AM stereo might stay locked up in 
the courts were bolstered by recent com-
ments from Leonard Kahn, inventor of 
the ISB AM stereo system, a competitor 
to Motorola's C-QUAM. 
Fear of legal entanglement has marred 
AM stereo standard talk for a decade. 
The potential threat of litigation from 
losing system proponents was once 
thought to be an underlying reason for 
the FCC's refusal to select a standard in 
the early 1980s. 
Kahn Communications has been in liti-

gation with Motorla and General Motors 
for several years, alleging patent 
infringement by Motorola. 
Although he said he intends to submit 

his ISB system to the FCC for consider-
ation under its congressionally-mandat-

ed standard process, Kahn predicted that 
litigation will continue if the FCC 
chooses either ISB or C-QUAM. 
"The net result will be years of further 

delay in the final free implementation of 
a workable AM stereo system," Kahn 
said in a faxed written response to sever-
al questions posed by RW. 
Kahn indicated he actually opposes the 
FCC setting a standard. "... All 
Americans should favor economic free-
dom because it goes hand in hand with 
all types of freedom" he said. 
Despite signs of implied threats of 

possible litigation involving the 
standard process, Terry Haines, chief 
of staff for FCC Chairman Al Sikes, 
said the standard process cannot be 
disrupted because it is required by 
federal law. 
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NEWSWATCH 
CCS Beams 

Election News 

HOLMDEL, NJ. Swiss radio stations 
sent U.S. election reports back home 
using the Corporate Computer Systems 
(CCS) Micro 661 audio codees and 
AT&T's Switched Digital International 
Service ( SDI). 
The service enabled Swiss reporters to 

send and receive information between 
the two countries via 7.5 kHz audio line. 
Correspondents in the U.S. were able to 
dial up different locations in 
Switzerland. at a cost of only $2.50 per 
minute. 

Stern Show 
Brings Fines 

WASHINGTON The FCC appears to 
be going after the nationally syndicated 
"Howard Stem Show" for alleged inde-
cent programming violations, levying a 
$105.000 penalty on KLSX(FM) in Los 
Angeles and upholding $6,000 in fines 
against three other stations. 
The Stern morning show, with its 

bawdy discussions of numerous subjects 
including sex, is simulcast in several 
markets, including New York. 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles. Cleveland 
and Dallas. Several other markets are 

also being considered for the show. 
Because of its wide market coverage. 

complaints have been made to the FCC 
about certain show segments considered 
obscene. 
KLSX's fine came shortly after the sta-

tion moved into number one during 
morning drive time. Besides KLSX's 
mammoth fine, the FCC upheld fines of 
$2,000 each for New York City's 
WXRK(FM), Stern's originating station; 
Philadelphia's WYSP(FM) and 
Washington. D.C.'s WJFK(FM) for other 
alleged violations of the indecency rules. 

Studio Rule Eased 

WASHINGTON The FCC has eased 
studio staffing rules by allowing a man-
agement-level employee to only be based 

A Little Bit of MAGIC... 

THE R-10 IS BASED ON A SIMPLE PREMISE: 
Low cost does not have to be synonymous with low 
quality ( as is so often experienced) When you've got 
Audioarts experience and expertise. value engineering 
becomes a task of carefully defining the features re-
quired and manufacturing in an efficient manner, utilizing 
the best of computer and machine technology. 

THE RESULTS ARE SELF-EVIDENT: the R-10 is 
a fully modular console, with the componentry you'd 
expect to see in a much larger design No other console 
in its price range can even come close' 

The R-10 has gold audio switches, gold edgecard 
connectors, conductive plastic faders, conductive plas-
tic monitor pots, fully burned- in socket-mounted ICs. 
industry standard machine control switches and, of 
course, documentation and instructions that make 
installation really simple 

With the R-10 you can take advantage of Audioarts' 
reputation and experience, and be assured that quality 
and performance will be yours 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 

6720 V.1 P Parkway. Syracuse NY ( tel 315-455-7740 fax 315-454-8104) 

at the main studio, report to work there 
every day and only spend a -substantial" 
amount of time there. 

In 1991, the FCC said a station had to 
have at least one management employee 
physically present at the main studio dur-
ing business hours. The NAB had opposed 
the rule and lobbied for its softening. 

Satellite CD Radio 
Application Progresses 

WASHINGTON The FCC has accept-
ed for filing Satellite CD Radio's appli-
cation for authority to construct, launch 
and operate a digital audio radio service. 
Satellite CD Radio plans to launch two 

geostationary satellites and install urban 
repeaters to provide subscription and 
pay-per-view digital audio services. 

Ad Sales Surge 

NEW YORK National spot and local 
radio advertising shot up in September. 

continued on next page 
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according to the Radio Advertising Bureau. 
Local revenue was up by 10 percent 

compared to September 1991. National 
spot sales, suffering from months of 
decline, posted a healthy two percent 
increase. 
"This the first month that we've seen an 

increase in both the local marketplace 
and national spots, and it bodes well for 
the continuing gradual recovery of 
radio," RAB President Gary Fries said. 
Fries said that if the upswing continues, 
1992 radio revenue should finish with an 
overall two percent increase. 

COMSAT Relays Debate 

WASHINGTON National Public Radio 
broadcast the second presidential debate 
from Richmond, Va. using the COMSAT 
mobile communications 56 kilobit per 
second (kbps) audio feed vehicle. 
The Digital Audio Feed Vehicle 

(DAFV) is a four-wheel drive vehicle 
equipped with an INMARSAT terminal 
that enables radio reporters to send high 
quality 7.5 kHz audio anywhere in the 
world. COMSAT's earth stations route 
the signals to their destinations. The 
vehicle was designed by WolfCoach. 

Businesses Get Census 

WASHINGTON The U.S. Census 
Bureau deadline for returning the 1992 
economic census forms is Feb. 15, 1993. 
More than 3.5 million forms have been 

mailed out by the Census Bureau in what 
it calls the most comprehensive business 

survey ever undertaken. 
Taken every five years, the economic 

census identifies trends in business activ-
ity that are vital to measuring and 
encouraging growth in the American 
economy. 

CCA Offers 
Service School 

FAIRBURN, Ga. CCA Electronics 
has announced its annual service school 
to be held Dec. 7-8 at the company's 
plant in Fairburn. 
The school will cover transmitter main-

tenance, operation and trouble-shooting. 
The cost is $ 150 which covers meals, 
work materials and certificate of comple-
tion. For a reservation, call CCA at 404-
964-3530. 

WVGR Gets Grant 

ANN ARBOR, Mich. Public radio 
station W VGR( I'M has received 
$94,624 from the U.S. Department of 
Commerce's Public Telecommunications 
Facilities program to upgrade Michigan 
Radio Network's signal to western 
Michigan. 
WVGR has operated continuously since 
1961 as a satellite of the University of 
Michigan station. WUOM(FM). The 
WVGR transmitter serves about a 1.3 
million population including Grand 
Rapids, Kalamazoo and Battle Creek. 
The grant, which is nearly half of the 

$200.000 project, will help replace the 
transmission system with state-of-the-art 
digital technology. 

—A GREArveremiw DEAL 
more than phasors 
From transmission line components, RF parts, 
and AM/MF dummy loads, and equipment racks to 
complete directional antenna systems, Kintronic Labs 
offers high quality products at competitive prices. 
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make our products a great deal. 

When you buy from Kintronic Labs 

yo J get handcrafted quality, access to 

a large inventory of RF components 

available for immediate delivery, and 

the flexibility to order custom parts. 

Kintronic Labs maintains a com-

plete fabrication facilities, as well 

as, a highly qualified engineering 

staff in order to provide innova-

tive solutions to any of your 

broadcast requirements. 

We have built a reputation for 

quality which includes 24 hour 

access to our wide range of ser-

vices. 

Kintronic Labs is an established 

company which has been serving 

the needs of the worldwide 

broadcast community for over 40 

years. 

So when you want more than 

just a great deal, call Kintronic 

Labs. 
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FCC Ponders AMAX Mandate 
For Receivers with AM Stereo 
by John Gatski 

WASHINGTON Along with select-
ing an AM stereo standard. the FCC is 
considering whether to require AM 
stereo receivers to meet provisions of 
the "AMAX" standard, which so far 
has been voluntarily implemented by 
receiver manufacturers. 
Legislation was approved in October 

mandating that the FCC select an AM 
stereo standard within a year after 
embarking on a selection process. A 
standard is likely to be chosen by the 
end of 1993. 
The odds-on favorite is Motorola's C-
QUAM, the system that has prevailed 
in the marketplace. 
But along with preliminary work on 

the standard-setting process, sources 
said the FCC staff is discussing whether 
to further require that receiver manufac-
turers add AMAX enhancements. 
AMAX performance enhancements for 
AM include noise blanking, ex-temal 
antenna connection and extended fre-
quency response. The standard was 
approved by the National Radio Systems 
Committee in 1991 as a way to get 
receivers to produce better AM radios. 

FCC Chairman Al Sikes' office 
declined to detail what features it 
would require if it decided to imple-
ment a receiver standard, but con-
firmed that requiring some or all 
AMAX features is a possibility. 
"That is certainly something we are 

looking at," said Terry Haines, chief of 
staff for Sikes. 
The possibility of setting receiver 

standards is contrary to the position 
taken by the FCC when mulling over 
its expansive AM improvements rule-
making earlier this year. But there may 
now be a feeling that AM stereo radios 
need to meet a minimum quality stan-
dard in order to have acceptable per-
formance in the stereo mode. 
The Electronic Industries Asso-

ciation ( EIA), which supports both 
AMAX as a voluntary standard and 
the government's involvement in the 
AM stereo standard, said it has not 
heard about a possible AMAX mandate 
for AM stereo receivers, but would 
oppose such action. 
EIA Consumer Electronics Group 

Vice President Gary Shapiro said 
requiring AMAX compliance for AM 

continued on page 7 
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who's 
running 
the ship? 

U nattended 
operation is 

one way to keep your 
station profitable, but 
you still have to mind 
the store. 

The acclaimed Burk 
Technology ARC-16 
Remote Control System 
is the first step. You can 
control transmitter and 
studio from any phone. 

But wait. There's more! 

Introducing AutoPilot' 
from Burk Technology. 

AutoPilot is break-through 
computer software that 
makes automatic operation 
of your studio/transmitter 
facility a dream come true. 

Automatic power changes 

Automatic pattern changes 

Automatic site changes 

Automatic power trim 

Automatic fault recovery 

Automatic logging 

Now your imagination is 
the only limit. 
The new FCC fine schedule 
is imposing. Why risk a big 
penalty when AutoPilot 
can help you stay within 
the rules? 

Call us at 508-433-8877 
or toll free at 
1-800 255-8090 

for more information 
and a FREE DEMO. 

BTECHNOLOGY 

Passing on Convention-al Wisdom 
by Alex Zavistovich 

WASHINGTON Home again. I've 
survived another fall convention season 
none the worse for wear—except, of 
course, for my suits, which have been 
dry cleaned nearly to pieces. 
October was a hectic month for me, 

covering both the AES show in San 
Francisco and the SBE convention in 
San Jose. Still, I've had it a lot easier 
than some of the manufacturers, who 
are only just now getting back from 
their trade show tours of duty. 
As far as the AES show was con-

cerned, of all the trends I spotted in the 
exhibit hall, the most interesting one 
was not in the booths, but in the aisles. 
There, amongst the studio owners, 

musicians and other regular AES show 
attendees, were some easily recogniz-
able faces from some of the broadcast 
industry's better known companies. 
Dan Braverman and Mike Sirkis of 
Radio Systems, Bob McNiell of 
Fidelipac, Gordon Stafford and Nick 
Krassowski of audiopak, Jack Williams 
of Pacific Recorders & Engineering, 
Tim Bealor of Broadcast Engineering... 
What were all these broadcast indus-

try manufacturers doing at one of the 
nation's biggest pro audio shows? 
Detective work, probably. It seems like 
smart businessmen are always looking 
for a new market, a different approach 
to broaden a narrow niche, maybe even 
working relationships with some other 
manufacturer whose name may be bet-
ter known in the professional audio 
arena. 
For almost all of the folks I've just 

mentioned, one of the most important 
pieces of detective work they had to do 
was to examine some of the new tech-
nology that might eventually compete 
directly with their own products. 
Remember, the AES show debuted two 
new so-called "cart replacements": the 

Sony MD and the Digital Broadcast 
Associates dB-Cart. 
Both of these products have some 

cash behind them (the Sony connection, 
of course, is obvious; the dB-Cart uses 
the "Floptical" disk drive supported in 
part by 3M). Because Fidelipac and BE 
each offer their own floppy disk cart 
replacements, and all the companies 
offer some NAB cart-related products, 
the AES show was a crucial event for 
strategic intelligence gathering. 

Hmm...professional audio guys get-
ting involved in the broadcast industry, 
broadcasters scoping out professional 
audio...it only goes to show you that the 
two markets are, as we've noticed, 
starting to overlap more and more. Add 
to that the additional crossover taking 
place with the musical instrument 
industry, and you have to conclude that 
audio electronics manufacturing is real-
ly starting to see its own version of the 
"global village" concept. 
We at RW, having spotted this trend 

coming some time ago, will be taking a 
closer look at the convergence of these 
industries in upcoming issues. It really 
is getting to be a small world. (But, as 
comedian Steven Wright says, "I'd sure 
hate to paint it.") 

* * * 
The folks from the broadcast industry 

weren't the only recognizable faces at 
the AES gathering, though. Part of the 
fun of going to a pro audio show is see-

Facilities world-wide have adopted the DCR1000 Digital Cart 
Machine by Fidelipac, with over 500 units in use. The 
DCR1000 reduces maintenance costs, media expense and 
delivers spectacular on-air audio. Can you afford to wait 
any longer? 

Order now and get 100 digital diskettes FREE! 
Call for details: 

Eastern & Central 

800/525-1037 

Mountain & Pacific 

800/523-1037 

BROADCAST 
SERVICES CO. 

The Davis Communications Group, Inc. 

ing all the music industry notables that 
come to play with this year's toys. 
Regrettably, I blew my chance to meet 

someone whose work I've admired for 
some time. Somewhere into the second 
day of exhibits at the AES show, I 
noticed Jeff "Skunk" Baxter prowling 
the aisles. I'm sure most of you remem-
ber Baxter from his guitar work with 
The Doobie Brothers, as well as his 
other studio exploits. A hot guitarist, 
and a tech-head to boot. 
Well, to make a long story short, I 

never got to say hello, because / com-
pletely forgot his name. Maybe I was 
star-struck, or maybe my short-term 
memory isn't what it used to be, but I 
just couldn't place it. 
The only thing I was sure of was the 

"Skunk" part. Of course, you don't 
want to roll up to some guy you've 
never met before and greet him with a 
cheery, "Hi, Skunk." Even, "Hello, Mr. 
Skunk" doesn't cut it—especially if 
you're wrong about who you're talking 
to. What a nightmare that would be. 
So, discretion being the better part of 

valor, I bravely decided not to intro-
duce myself. I missed the opportunity. 
But I guess it was better than calling 
someone I've never met a skunk. 

* * * 
Ten days later, I was back on the west 

coast, this time for the SBE convention 
in San Jose. I wanted to give the event 
the benefit of the doubt, because I knew 
the controversy over last year's show 
would make the society work harder to 
make this year's a success. 
In a nutshell: The sessions were good, 

but sparsely attended. There was noth-
ing like last year's Canadian L-band 
propagation test results that really stood 
out as a show-stopper. 
In the exhibit hall, very few new 

products were to be seen, and traffic 
was light. Some exhibitors, like Clark 
Wire & Cable, did report good leads 
from the show, but many complained 
of the painfully slow pace. Two 
exhibitors even compared the event 
unfavorably to the SBE convention 
held in Denver a few years back. For 
those who didn't make it to that one, 
things were so slow in Denver that 
people were actually pitching pennies 
in the aisles. 
So I was surprised to see the SBE 

press release of Oct. 28, calling the 
convention successful. Attendance fig-
ures for the four days were listed as 
"1,005," which John Poray, the SBE's 
new executive director, said was a 
cumulative number based on people 
through the door each day. 
That number differs considerably 

from the actual registration total, which 
as of the last day of the show was 
460-250 paid and 210 or so exhibitor 
guests. 
I think the society would have been 

better off citing the 460 figure. That 
way, attendance was off by about 20 
percent over last year. Comparing 
cumulative totals, the decrease is actu-
ally closer to 50 percent. Makes you 
think, doesn't it? 
That's it for now. Tune in next time, 
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Spectral manipulation 
encouraged 

Dear RW, 
I'd like to add my two cents' worth on 

the subject of changing the spectral bal-
ance of recorded music. Bruce Bartlett of 
Crown International points out recording 
engineers and producers work hard to 
create a certain spectral balance on their 
CDs. He wrote, "Why tamper with 
it?"Easy. Because you're letting the per-
sonal preference of each individual 
recording engineer or producer tailor the 
sound of your radio station. 

If there are a thousand songs on your 
station's playlist, then a thousand differ-
ent people EQ your audio. They can't all 
have it right. I feel the time and effort 
spent on developing good multiband 
compressor/limiters is time and effort 
well spent. 

Dave Stewart, Disc Jockey 
WPLJ(FM) 

New York, N.Y. 

CCA was there 

Dear RW, 
Your coverage of the 1992 NAB Radio 

Show in New Orleans failed to mention 
CCA and the line of products we had on 
display. 
CCA featured its time-tested, rugged, 

dependable FM4000G 4 kW grounded-
grid FM transmitter. CCA has long been 
a proponent of grounded-grid technolo-
gy. With its corporate philosophy 
"Reliability through simplicity," CCA 
has long known that fewer parts means 
fewer problems, higher quality and 
increased reliability. 
Grounded-grid technology is still con-

sidered state-of-the-art around the world. 
Eliminating one complete power supply 
means less to go wrong. Having the 
transmitters' RF output tied directly to 
ground provides a path for harmless dis-
sipation of corona charges associated 
with lightning. 
CCA transmitters exhibit among the 

lowest figures for AM synchronous noise 
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in the industry, and word has it that the 
longest documented tube life was with 
an Eimac tube operating in a CCA trans-
mitter. It lasted over 180,000 hours— 
that's over 20 years! 
CCA also entertained its distinguished 

circle of South and Central American 
friends and clients. Having this year's 
show in New Orleans provided them 
with the opportunity to meet face-to-face 
with many of the names behind CCA 
that previously were only known to them 
through the phone. Everyone had a good 
time discussing CCA's design and manu-
facturing convictions. 

Howard M. Ginsberg, Sales Engineer 
CCA Electronics, Inc. 

Fairbum, Ga. 

Someone is watching 

Dear RW, 
There are many other stories related to 

our (my) association with "ghosts" Rudy 
Rubin and Bob Mettler, as mentioned in 
your article "Texas AMs Run on Phantom 
Power" (RW, Oct. 7, 1992). Many of 
them are more interesting and revealing, 
but then who wants to "scare the reader" 
with stories of three Shafer spot locators 
starting simultaneously and going in 
opposite directions or a transmitter that 
can go to high or low power and then cor-
rect itself before entry to the transmitter 

The Audio Engineering Society (AES) and Society of 
Rethi-nking Broadcast Engineers (SBE) national conventions and trade 

shows were each held in California in October. Both 
offered a slate of technical sessions and exhibitors dis-
played their wares. 

C Unfortunately, it is the differences, not the similarities. 
onvention between these two shows that suggest the SBE bow to the 

opinions of many in the industry—including members of 
the society itself—and discontinue its national convention. 
The AES show boasted thousands of attendees throughout its exhibit hours, 

even on the last day of the show. The SBE show, on the other hand, netted only 
1,005 attendees (according to the SBE) over four days, a significant decrease in 
attendance over last year's event. 
Exhibitors at the AES show (by appearances, a near sell-out) also boasted a 

large collection of product introductions and innovations. Conversely, nearly all 
exhibitors at the SBE convention instead used the NAB's fall gathering in New 
Orleans to introduce new products or refinements. Further, many of the booths 
at the SBE convention were unoccupied; some exhibitors dismantled their dis-
plays well before the end of the second day. 
Clearly, the SBE's belief that moving the national convention around the coun-

try would attract otherwise unserved members has not been supported by atten-
dance figures. In fact, the only successful national show staged by the SBE was 
the one held in St. Louis, which is where it all began as a regional gathering. 
Further, it's thought by many that the society's agreement with the RTNDA to 
host a trade show jointly in Miami next year will not turn things around since 
these two organizations are so divergent. 
The SBE's limited resources may be better spent supporting regional trade 

shows like those in St. Louis and Seattle, and by putting more emphasis on 
training and certification programs. SBE board and chapter chair business can 
just as easily be conducted at other trade events during the year, or in modestly 
budgeted meetings in centrally located metropolitan areas. 
The society and its membership would be better served if the SBE board 

frankly analyzes its track record and reconsiders the value of staging its own. 
independent national trade show. —R W 

the SBE 

site can be completed? 
There was one incorrect element in the 

article. Rudy's protective entity ( instead 
of ghost) has never been sensed at the 
KMND(AM) transmitter location. Rather, 
all of the references made to KMND cor-
rectly would have read KNFM-FM 
throughout the article. I mention this 

because we don't want to "upset" the pro-
tective element at KMND...do we? 
This morning on KNFM they were Jim-

iiing your article at 6:42, when the station 
went off the air. Need I say more? 

Max Howard 
KMND/KNFM 
Midland, Texas 

GUEST EDITORIAL 

The Inevitability of Change 
by Dain Schuh 

ATLANTA Love change. hate change. 
fear change. Change, like taxes and death, 
is inevitable. While change can be mesmer-
izing and enticing, most people, when an 
actual element of change starts to take place 
in their own lives, recoil in fear. 
Radio as an industry is fraught with 

change on a daily basis and yet no other 
industry resists change as much as this one 
does. It's like wanting to put tailfins on a 
new Corvette. 
The sweeping changes by the swing of the 

pendulum to deregulation in the 1980s have 
led to the pendulum's reverse swing to 
what is the massive hangover of the 1990s. 
The landscape of the radio industry has 

forever changed, first with Docket 80/90 
and now the relaxation of the duopoly rules. 
The jobs created by the addition of all 

those new FM stations will now give way 
to the downsizing of staffs via the new 
efficiencies of duopolies as well as satel-
lite automation. 
Baseball is the only other "business" that 

comes close to radio for tradition constant-
ly butting heads with change. Someone 
pointed out to me that radio people, like 
most baseball players, are the only people 
in the world that are quick to tell you how 
many years of experience they have. 
Does your doctor remind you every time 

you see him about how many years of 
experience he has? Not likely. He's too 
busy plotting his tee shot on the fifth hole 
later that afternoon. 
Does the plumber who stops by to fix 

that leak under your kitchen sink remind 
you that his 17 years in the business means 
that his work is superior to the plumber 

with only five or 17 years tenure with the 
pipes? Not hardly. In fact he too is proba-
bly plotting his chip shot on that same hole 
where he and your doctor team up with 
your lawyer and yardkeeper for their 
weekly foursome. 
And yet we keep right on bragging about 

how our particular number of years in this 
business somehow qualifies us for special 
dispensation from everyone else. 
Whether someone's experience level totals 

23 years or 23 minutes is of no consequence 
if the resistance factor to change remains. 
Have you ever wondered what happened 

to all those people who crafted buggy 
whips in the 1890s? What happened to 
these craftsmen when Henry Ford cranked 
it up in the early 1900s? 
Some of them may have snorted that those 

horseless carriages would never make it 
and went right back to work crafting their 
buggy whips. Their descendants now work 
(while there's still work available) in the 
defense industry in Southern California... 
But the others may have swallowed hard 

and decided to get their resumes into 
Dearborn and move forward. 
That's what we, as an industry, have to 

decide about now too. 
If programming jobs are being lost left 

and right to duopolies and satellite ser-
vices, should displaced jocks continue to 
wait for that big call to the majors or con-
sider the benefits of cutting one's hair, 
slipping into a suit and moving into sales 
to make some real money? 
Don't everyone roll their eyes or laugh. As 
a consultant I can vouch that the number 
one request of clients seeking employees is 
for salespeople. A good salesperson can 
write his or her own ticket these days. 

Like it or not, there has been no change in 
the philosophy of many managers and own-
ers that jocks are "a dime a dozen," nor is 
there any parity in the foreseeable future of 
program directors ascending to the general 
manager's chair in relationship to sales man-
agers making it to that slot. Having started 
out in programming myself, there's no joy in 
admitting all of this, but that's the point. It 
needs to be admitted. 
The same is true of engineering. I can 

count the number of good engineers on 
just two hands right now and one of those 
is retiring soon, so there's a table for one 
waiting on my right pinkie. 
We can all hold wakes for all the lost 

jobs due to the changes of this decade or 
we can climb up off the canvas and use the 
changes for good. Having survived the 
convening of the "liars club" that passed 
for a radio convention recently in New 
Orleans, we can continue to resist change, 
but at what price? That resistance to 
change only led to fewer exhibit booths, 
hospitality suites and attendants. 
We need more salespeople. We need 

more engineers. We need more creativity. 
We need more open acceptance of change. 
Can we afford to keep on making more 
buggy whips? 

ODD 

Dain Schuh is a radio consultant based in 
Atlanta. Now principal of Radioactivity hie.. 
he has more than 20 _years of experience in 
all facets of the radio business. He can he 
reached at 404-767-1840. 

Correction 
The November 4 Digital Domain 
article, "DISQ Unveils 'Supercomp-
uter' at AES," incorrectly listed 
Gotham Audio's fax number as its 
phone number. The correct phone 
number is 212-765-3417. 
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Logging 
Made Practical. 
No Hassles. 

So efficient, it makes 
logging practical. So easy 
to use, hundreds of 
Eventide-built digital loggers 
are already in use all over 
the world. 

Eventide's VR240 Digital 
Broadcast Logger 
automatically records up to 
252 hours of audio on a 
single low-cost DAT (Digital 
Audio Tape) cassette, with 
better quality than any other 
kind of logger. 

Full-time audio logging 
is a versatile, highly effec-
tive management and 
programming tool. With 
eight audio channels 
standard ( 16 or 24 channels 
optional) you can record 
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your station's AM, FM, and 
TV audio continuously— 
and the competition, too. 

The two-deck version of 

the VR240 allows you to 
record on one deck while 
simultaneously playing back 
on the other. So you can 
search and play back 
previous recordings while 
continuing to record current 
programming non-stop. Or 
have the decks record 
sequentially for up to 21 
days unattended recording. 

Every station operation 
can appreciate the value of 
having a complete audio 
record of everything that 
goes out on the air. Full-
time logging gives you 

absolute verification of 
which spots ran when, and 
for live copy, exactly what 
was said. The Program 
Director and the Sales 
Manager can monitor your 
competition, too— full-time 
or just the morning show, 
for example. 

And couldn't the news 
department use an " instant 
replay" of fire and police 
messages to stay on top of 
local events? With 
Eventide's digital format, no 
tape is ever wasted on 
recording dead air. 

Best of all you can have 
all these advantages 
without fussing over a 
finicky reel-to-reel logger, 

without the cost and 
storage problems of moun-
tains of tape reels. And 
without the inconvenience 
of other digital storage 
schemes which use 
modified personal com-
puters and keyboards. 

The compact rack-mount 
Eventide Digital Broadcast 
Logger is in a class by 
itself. With the VR240, for 
the first time logging is a 
truly convenient, cost-
effective productivity tool. 

Don't wait to put this 
exciting digital technology 
to work for you. Call 
Harris Allied— hassle-free. 

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST 
1-800-622-0022 
Fax 317-966-0623 
Canada 1-800-268-6817 
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Standard Unlikely to Produce Boom 
I> continued from page I 
AM stations have to purchase an AM 
stereo generator, Bealor added, they 
would also spend money to convert the 
rest of the audio chain to stereo, includ-
ing consoles and STLs. 
In a prepared response to the impend-

ing FCC AM stereo standard action, 
Motorola said lack of an AM stereo 
standard has hindered its acceptance. 
"Motorola recognizes the importance 
of adopting a single AM stereo stan-
dard since the lack of a standard has 

FCC Looks at 
AMAX Mark 
Requirement 

continued from page 3 

stereo radios would drive up the cost of 
receivers and reduce demand. 
"If you mandate AMAX, you would 

deprive a huge portion of the public from 
being able to buy AM (stereo) radios," 
Shapiro said. 

In weighing the benefits of AMAX 
enhancements and AM stereo to the 
radio industry, Shapiro said the AM 
stereo standard action by the FCC is 
"much more significant" than AMAX 
for broadcasters and manufacturers. 
Although opposed to mandated receiv-

er standards, Denon Engineering 
Consultant Almon Clegg said adding 
AMAX to home receivers/tuners that 
are already stereo would not increase 
the price that much. He said stereo is 
the most expensive part of the conver-
sion. 
Clegg emphasized that on a $200 

receiver, adding stereo adds about $20 
while installing AMAX features would 
add perhaps another $5 to $ 10. 

Requiring AMAX on portables, how-
ever. could double the price, he added. 

slowed the conversion to AM stereo. 
We will participate in the rulemaking 
process once the FCC begins that 
process." 

Privately, however, Motorola officials 
said the standard probably will not create 
a massive conversion to AM stereo. 
Selecting a standard might have had 

more impact on U.S. stations in the 
1970s and ' 80s when the technology 
was new and AM stations were finan-
cially more healthy, according to the 
NAB. 
During that time, several systems were 

proposed as possible standard bearers, 
including C-QUAM, ISB system, the 
Belar system, the Magnavox system and 
the Harris system. 
However, critics have said that the 

FCC's reluctance to choose a standard 
left stereo technology without direction, 
with each system trying to prove itself. 
Sony even marketed a radio that could 
decode all five stereo systems. 

C-OUAM on top 
Eventually, Motorola's C-QUAM and 

Kahn's ISB systems emerged as the 
top contenders in the marketplace, with 
Motorola enjoying the advantage. 
Soon, however, Motorola and General 
Motors became entangled in a compli-
cated patent infringement suit with 
Kahn—a dispute that is still in the 
courts. 
The NAB's Marino said "there was a 

lot of momentum" for AM stereo in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. The AM 
stereo momentum, he conceded, has long 
since waned as AM radio lost market 
share and revenue. 
Depending on how quickly digital 

broadcasting evolves, some industry 
analysts predict that more AM stations 
may be swayed to go stereo in the 
interim if there are dramatic increases 
in AM stereo receivers and consumer 
demand. 
C-QUAM AM stereo radios have been 

produced for several years, but not in 

great quantity or with much fanfare. 
Herb Squire, chief engineer for 

WQXR-AM-FM in New York City, 
agreed with the equipment manu-
facturers that a standard is not going to 
influence a lot of stations to convert to 
stereo, but more receivers might. "I 
would think they ( stations contemplat-
ing broadcasting in stereo) would wait 
until more receivers come out." he 
said. 

More receivers needed 
Industry groups agree. "The receivers 

are really going to help out," said John 
Quinn, chairman of the NAB's AMAX 
Committee, formerly the AM Receiver 
Manufacturer Liaison Committee. 
AMAX is the voluntary, high quality 
AM product standard developed through 
the NRSC. AM stereo has been part of 
the AMAX promotion effort in the U.S. 
for more than a year. The AMAX 
requirements include enhanced frequen-
cy response, external antenna connec-
tion, and noise blanking. 
While endorsing the law mandating an 
AM stereo standard in the U.S., the 
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), 
which represents receiver manufacturers, 
said an increase in AM stereo broadcast-
ers will encourage manufacturers to pro-
duce stereo radios. 
"You could (get more companies pro-

ducing AM stereo radios) if some more 
of the broadcasters broadcast with the 
standard." said Gary Shapiro, vice presi-
dent of the EIA's Consumer Electronics 
Group. 
Some industry sources said an AM 

stereo standard will give the receiver 
industry at least a small boost because of 
the legitimacy a standard can bring to a 
product. 
For example. a recent broadcast stan-

dard that resulted in consumer demand 
for a product is the MTS TV stereo stan-
dard, approved in the mid- 1980s. Today, 
there are numerous VCRs and TVs with 
the MIS badge. and customers look for 
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HD- 1000 MASTER 
• Drives Four Independent Headsets 
• High Output for 8 to 600 ohm Headsets 
• Stereo Balanced Line Inputs 
• Panned Microphone Input for Announcements 
• Stereo or Left Only-Mono Output 
• Balanced Line Out to HD- 100 
• Half Rack or Desk Mount 

HD- 100 
• Drives Single Headset 
• High Output for 8 to 600 ohm Headsets 
• Stereo Balanced Line Inputs 
• Loop-thru Inputs Feed Multiple Positions 
• AC Powered, Compact 
• Ideal for Offices and Study Carrells 

the designation on these products. Some 
consumers bought MIS TVs and VCRs 
before stations began broadcasting in 
stereo. 
MIS stereo is not entirely analogous to 
AM stereo. Unlike AM stereo, TV 
stereo benefitted because the standard 
was enacted when there was initial inter-
est and enthusiasm for it, analysts 
remarked. 
One manufacturer said such enthusiasm 

is helpful to fledgling technologies. As 
an example, he cited the enactment of C-
QUAM as the AM stereo in Japan earlier 
this year. 
The manufacturer concluded that more 
AM stereo interest was generated 
because of heavy promotion by the 
Japanese government, receiver manufac-
turers and broadcasters. 
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Radio "Toys" Discussed at RTNDA 
by Gordon Govier 

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. There were. 
unfortunately, few products to attract 
radio people on the exhibit floor of the 
recent Radio-Television News Directors 
Association ( RTNDA) conference here. 
The exhibits were heavily weighted 
toward television. 
Radio reporters looking for a chance to 

scope out the new Sony NT- 1 "Scoopman" 
micro cassette recorder were greatly disap-
pointed. "I asked for one but they wouldn't 
give it to me," Sony salesman Scott Baker 
lamented. "They said it's a consumer prod-
uct, not a professional product." 
But exhibition hall dismay was eased 

immeasurably by a superb seminar called 
"The Latest Radio Toys," assembled by 
KIKK ( Houston) News Director Chuck 
Wolf and local WOAI reporter Jan 
Thomas. 

The latest gadgets 
The session offered everything from a 

look into WOAI police reporter David 
Cuellar's gadget bag to the latest digital 
interface to connect your tape recorder to 
a laptop computer for editing and filing 
stories. 
Cuellar covers the nightly police beat. 

Consequently, he said he carries a 
750,000 candle power spotlight, among 
other things. (A night-reporting tip: 
Some typewriter correcting fluid around 
the mic input of the tape recorder can 
prevent embarrassing mistakes.) 
The two WOAI reporters said they go 

for the less expensive and simple tape 
recorders. "If it breaks, you just throw it 
out and buy another." was the explana-
tion. 
Thomas reported WOAI had better 

quality audio from a recent visit by First 
Lady Barbara Bush than did competi-
tors with better quality tape recorders. 
The difference was a shotgun micro-
phone. Thomas and CueIler both carry 
relatively inexpensive ($49.95) video 
camera directional mics, modified with 
longer cables. 
Thomas also recommends a lavalier 

mic for interviews. A relatively inexpen-
sive Radio Shack mic provides good 
quality audio and helps prevent intervie-
wee mic fright, he said. 

Using Gentner's Microtel 
Most currently available tape recorders 

are not ideally configured for feeding 
stories over the phone. A little black box 
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AUDIO PRECISION QUALITY IN A PORTABLE TEST SET 

PORTABLE—AFFORDABLE— EASY TO USE 

Just press a button and take a measurement! 

• amplitude 
• noise 
• THD+N 
• IMO" 

• phase • two-channel level 
• frequency • amplitude ratio 
• wow & flutter • crosstalk 
• generator load • AC mains check 

The Portable One—a two-channel analyzer at the price of 
single channel competitors! 

FM). Box 2209, Beaverton, OR 97075 
503/627-0832 1-800/231-7350 
FAX: 503/641-8906, TELEX: 283957 AUDIO UP 

called the Gentner Microtel does offer AudioPort. 
the capability for wrap-around feeds The AudioPort plugs into the comput-
from the field for only $226. er's parallel port. It can input line and 

It's possible to feed audio via 

cellular with a little better quality 

than just holding the phone over 

the tape recorder speaker. 

Those who have used the Gentner 
device say it's reliable, although it's not 
for use with pay phones: it needs to be 
plugged into a modular jack. A modular 
plug interface is now available for cellu-
lar phones, for about $250. That means 
it's possible to feed audio via cellular 
with a little better quality than just hold-
ing the phone over the tape recorder 
speaker. 
One of the audience members said it is 

possible to feed audio over a cellular 
phone by tapping into a hands- free 
microphone set-up. 
Doug Berg, a Southwestern Bell 

Mobile Systems spokesman, discussed 
cellular technology. He also exhibited 
an NEC UltraLite Cellular Workstation, 
which combines a notebook computer, 
a modem and a cellular phone in one 
case. 

The computer age 
Most local radio reporters probably are 

not ready for that kind of technology just 
yet. But the technology is ready for 
radio, through a little audio cassette-
sized device called the MicroKey 
AudioPort. It's made by Video 
Associates Labs of Austin, Texas. 
"It's only been on the market for about 

eight weeks," Wolf said, pulling out a 
laptop computer with a microphone and 
tape recorder connected to it through the 

mic level audio. Then the audio is edit-
ed on the screen with the software that 
comes with it. Finally, the edited file of 
digital audio can be fed to the news-
room through the computer modem. 
Of course, that assumes the news-

room is already configured for digital 
audio. 
Basys brought its D-Cart multi-user 

editing system to the San Antonio 
RTNDA show. Basys' Ham Soper said 
the D-Cart is a competitive digital 
alternative for setting up anything but 
the smallest news operation, at a price 
of $ 12,000 to $20,000 per workstation. 
Marti Electronics also was represent-

ed at RTNDA. "Today's Marti units 
send broadcast quality audio, as 
always," company spokesman Dan Rau 
said. "But they also send data and fax 
material." 
The most exotic form of communica-

tion is probably the satellite telephone, 
which also was demonstrated for the 
"Radio Toys" audience. Set-up takes 
about five minutes, calls run from $6.50 
to $ 10.00 per minute and the basic unit 
sells for about $45,000. 
Radio news directors who like technical 

talk hope to do better next year. The 
1993 RTNDA convention will be in 
Miami, and held concurrently with the 
Society of Broadcast Engineers ( SBE) 
convention. 

Coast to Coast 
The Preferred Source 
The very best broadcast equipment 
and service at the very best prices. 

Equipment Lease Specialists 

BROADCAST 
SERVICES CO. 

The Davis Communications Group, Inc. 

Eastern & Central 
VOICE 800/525-1037 
FAX 919/934-1537 

Mountain & Pacific 
VOICE 800/523-1037 
FAX 805/266-1695 
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-13-780-R.DAT . 
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times play speed, Variable Search Mode 
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232/422 interfaces, Auto Cue function 
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DAY technology. 

DYAXIS Digital Workstation 
The great sound, full compatibility, 

and unlimited irtual tracks of Dyaxis 

make it the perfect choice for the 

digital studio. Our exclusive MacMix© 

software has all the professional features 

you'll ever need such as EQ, DSP, 

synchronization, time-scaling, sample 

frequency conversion, mixing, non-

destructive editing, plus a new and 

unique remote controller. 

For the ultimate in Hard Disk, DAT 

and CD professional recording systems, 

call your Snider representative. 
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KEYBOARD CONNECTION 

Keeping Track of FCC Rules with Your PC 
by Barry Mishkind 

TUCSON, Ariz. Is there really a rea-
son for having the FCC Rules and 
Regulations on-line in the computer as 
opposed to its standard printed form? At 
first it was hard for me to decide. What 
advantage could be gained by being able 
to scroll screen after screen of the Rules 
on the monitor? 
This question actually encompasses far 

more than the Rules. The computer is a 
marvelous box that lets us do many 
things more efficiently. On the other 
hand, while you could balance your 
checkbook on the computer, it's no faster 
and a lot more expensive than pulling out 
the pocket calculator. 
So, the key to whether any application is 

useful must be whether it saves us signifi-
cant time or does something we couldn't 
do on our own. Pike & Fischer's 
"Broadcast Rules On Disk" seems to 
meet the criteria for many stations. 
True, every station should have a cur-

rent set of Rules on hand. Yet, most 
engineers rarely look at them unless 
they need to deal with the FCC. And 
keeping up with changes? Sadly, the 
majority of copies of the Rules found in 
stations are neither up to date nor com-
plete. 
So, what is in the P&F package? 

Pertinent information 
"Broadcast Rules On Disk" contains 

the complete text of Parts I (Practice 

and Procedure), 17 ( Antenna 
Construction, Marking and Lighting), 25 
(Satellite Communications), 73 
(Radio/TV Broadcast Services) and 74 
(Experimental, Auxiliary and Special 
Broadcast Services). Additionally, all 
current NPRMs (Notices of Proposed 
Rule Making) and NOIs (Notices of 
Inquiry) are included. 
Using the FolioTM information retrieval 

system, the user can access any section, 
paragraph, word, or phrase in the Rules or 
specific sections that might be needed. 
Footnotes or linked references in a selec-
tion can be accessed by a simple key-
stroke. 
Locating a section you need is as 

simple as typing a word or phrase, and 
immediately the program shows you 
how many times it occurs in the 
Rules. By modifying the request you 
can narrow in on the exact section you 
need. 
Unlike some information retrieval sys-

tems, Folio shows only the immediate 
context of your search request. However, 
once you've found an item, you can 
quickly expand the display to see the 
material before or after the target. 
Naturally, a key feature is being able to 

export the text you've located to hard 
copy or your word processor. This is 
indeed supported in Folio; you can for-
mat the output as it goes to the printer, or 
save it in a "generic word processing" 
format. 
In these days of ever-changing Rules, 

it's nice to be able to get the bi-monthly 
update, and let the computer do the 
update. For some, not having to spend all 
day changing and deleting pages is worth 
the price. 
"Broadcast Rules On Disk" is supplied 

by subscription, and includes bi-monthly 
updates and a newsletter summarizing 
significant items for broadcasters. A 30-
day guarantee lets you look at the ser-
vice and decide if it's for you. You may 
order or get information at 301-654-
6262. 

Software update 
The fall computer show, COMDEX, is 

rapidly approaching. Just as with the 
NAB's spring show, many new pro-
grams and updates will be released at 
COMDEX. If you're considering buying 
or upgrading the programs you use, you 
might want to hang in there another 
month. 
I'll try to keep you informed about the 

major releases. However, they're com-
ing fast and furious, so feel free to let 
me know the programs in which you're 
interested. I'll try to check them out for 
you. 
Meanwhile, if you're involved in 

writing custom programs or utilities at 
your facility, a new book from Ethan 
Winer can be a big help. " BASIC 
Techniques and Utilities" (Ziff-Davis, 
1992) focuses on BASIC compilers, 
including the interface for QBASIC 
included with your DOS 5.0. Winer's 

SERVICE AND SUPPORT 

When the Empire State Building's newest tenants needed top quality high 
power transmission line, they turned to the company that's been on the job 
at the Empire Broadcast Center for over two decades—MYAT. We delivered 
TV Channel 41's 83À6" 75S2 line and Channel 25's 93À6" 5012 waveguide 
adapters on time, in spec and within budget. Our computer-aided 
design, manufacturing and testing capabilities can do the same for you. 

That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture 
them using pure highest quality copper or aluminum and thoroughly test 
each one before shipping. Princeton University's Plasma Physics Labo-
ratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components for their 
research reactor. 

RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY 

4111 

They're important to you—and to us. So we use non-galling silver plated 
beryllium copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and virgin Teflon 
inner supports-MYAT line sections and components are warranted for a full year. 
That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by 
Harris, Aerodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thou-
sands of broadcast stations worldwide. Whether you're planning a new tower, upgrading an older installation, or 
coping with an emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission system. 

Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at (201) 767-5380. 

tips and tricks will assist you in 
exploiting the best from BASIC. 

BBS update 
Interest in computer broadcast ori-

ented bulletin board services (BBSs) 
has grown greatly in the past year, as 
several networks have been formed 
and developed outlets all over the 
country. Naturally, RW wants to keep 
you up to date with the latest informa-
tion. 
Toward that end, here's another new 

network: the Broadcasters Professional 
Communications Network (BPCN). 
Based at the Broadcasters' BBS in 
Phoenix, BPCN is actively adding out-
lets as far away as Stockholm. The host, 
Mark Shander, has linked over a dozen 
interest groups including the Broadcast 
Want Ads area from National 
Supervisory Network. 

If you'd like to check out the BPCN, 
call 602-872-9148. A complete listing 
of BBSs carrying the network can be 
found there, so you can look for the 
closest. Here are a couple more BBSs 
on the net: California, Mike's Video, 
818-240-5769; Colorado, NSN, 303-
949-3253; Florida, SPPE, 813-525-
2326; Pennsylvania, W3NU, 412-981-
3151; Michigan, Lighthouse, 517-321-
0788; and Canada, 1040 BBS, 604-736-
6330. 

DOD 

Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic 
Engineer," can be reached at 602-296-
3797. Computer users can connect on 
FidoNet at 1:300111.3 or "barry@coy-
ote.datalog.com" on Internet or via 
links from CompuServe and America 
Online. 

CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG. 
RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE. 

MYAT, INC. 
Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951. 
40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence. 

380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, NJ 07648 • Tel (201) 767-5380 • Fax (201) 767-4147 
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'Tin Man' Was Heart of 

WLAD Storm Broadcast 
Dear Alex, 
Boy, I wouldn't wish this day on my 

crosstown rival... 
I'm writing this fairly late in the 

evening, after a helluva day helping keep 
our station on the air during some of the 
nastiest thunderstorms I've ever been 
through. 
Lemme take it from the top. Thunder-

storm warnings were up throughout 
Connecticut for the entire afternoon. By 
about 2 p.m. we began to hear lightning 
"shred" in our monitors (good ol' AM). 
Within minutes, the Greater Danbury 
area was being socked by the first wave 
of several storms. 

It didn't take long for one leg of our 
building's three-phase power to go south 
on us. The consoles went dead on both 
stations, while most of the lights stayed 
on. CE Tom opened the service panel and 
swapped the console breakers over to the 
rail that was still lit. Bingo—light and 
120V sauce for the studios. 
Because the building we're in had no 

functional backup generator, Plan B con-
sisted of a rather elegant—albeit 
goinky—solution: battery operated 
radio! WLAD whipped out a mono cas-
sette machine and the "Tin Man," while 
WDAQ strapped a double-deck cassette 
boombox across the lines to the tower. 
OK folks, it's show time! 
"Tin Man" is an unbelievably ugly 

portable homemade six-channel mixer lov-
ingly constructed by a former engineer, 
and puts out enough sock to tickle the 
transmitter from several miles away. With 
three mic inputs and three line level faders, 
there was plenty of flexibility and sonic 
clarity to spare. 
Emergency music cassettes (both of 

them) were to cover only a short outage. 
If it weren't for PM guy Kirk Michaels' 
wedding fill cassette from his DJ service, 
we'd have recycled the same music 
every 44 minutes. Meanwhile, over on 
WDAQ, the double-bay boombox was 
being loaded with cassettes of Hot AC 
stuff, jingles and generic storm 
announcements to be shuttled, segued 
and skillfully mixed with nothing more 
than "play" and "pause" buttons. You 
know you're good when you can make a 
doubledecker sound like a full studio. 
Tom's concerns were not unwarranted. 

Moments after his swap at the power box, 
we lost juice—along with 8,000 other 
city residents and businesses. Within a 
few more moments, both WLAD and 
WDAQ were up and running in a build-
ing without any auxiliary power source! 
Emergency lights cut through the dark-

ness, a colossal wet cell kept our electronic 
phone system working, and Traffic pre-
pared next-day logs by hand on legal 
paper. Flashlights and lanterns were plenti-
ful, the number for Domino's Pizza was in 
the Rolodex, and our news team kept the 
still-active phones in business taking storm 
info from our meteorologist and fielding 
cancellation calls. 
Alas, Alex, this crisis brought even 

more discovery. As I mentioned, power 
wasn't to return for close to four-plus 
hours. Our emergency lights lasted only 
90 minutes! The flashlights were about 
to pull double-duty on fading batteries. 
The only solution was a sprint to Radio 

Shack in the season's worst storm yet. 
Eighty bucks worth of batteries went on the 
boss's charge. We were back in business. 
I held halogen lanterns over Lisa 

Romanellos so she could read the news 
over WLAD to a confused, concerned pub-
lic. We actually had the capability to play 
voicers over Tin Man, by patching another 
cassette machine to an unused input. 
So you'd think by this time things would 

be well in control, right? I mean, both sta-
tions were on the air, word on the storm 
was timely and accurately broadcast, we 

had fresh batteries...what more could go 
wrong? • 
When the first leg of our stations' power 

went down, I heard what I thought was arc-
ing coming from an outlet box (perhaps 
water made it down the metal conduit from 
above). With everything else happening, it 
escaped my mind until we all had a chance 

to sit and collect our thoughts, to outline 
what to do for the next time we lose the 
juice. Our moment of unguardedness 
didn't last long. Flapping out of nowhere 
into the failing beam of an emergency 
wall light, a little brown bat decided it 
was time to scope out all the excitement. 

continued on page 13 

Clear 1 yDigita 
Moseley's DSP 6000 Digital Transmission System... 

the clear solution to your STL problems is now a reality. 

V Convey up to four 15 kHz audio channels with 

CD quality specifications over a single STL. 

V 25 dB system gain improvement over analog 

STLs reduces new antenna & transmission line costs. 

V Fade and co-channel intermod problems have no 

effect on SNR, so even quiet passages remain crystal 

clear and noise free. 

V AES/EBU digital I/O allows direct digital interface 

to other digital hardware. 

V Interface to any composite STL, preserving the 

capital investment of your exsisting STLs. 

V Low coding delay of 3.8 ms keeps the air talent 

happy. 

V A built-in V.35/RS-422 interface opens the door 

for utilizing the DSP 6000 with Fractional Ti digital 

Telco circuits. 

To learn more about the digital transmission 

advantage, call today for our free color brochure. 

Moseley 
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES INC. • Ill CASTILIAN DRIVE • SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 • (805) 968-9621 • FAX (805) 685-9638 
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With its hugely successful DN-970 and 
DN-950 CD Carta Players, Denon helped 
make CDs the broadcast media of choice. 
Given the success of these industry-standard 
players, there were only two things Denon could do: 1. Make a CD Cart 
player that is smaller, faster, smarter and better; 2. Make a pro CD player 

that is not a Cart player. Denon did both. 
The new DN-961FA Drawer-Loading 

CD Player is Denon's answer to the many 
broadcasters who formerly had to choose 
between the drawer-type player they needed 
and the Dencn performance they wanted. 
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Its Eject-Lock during play adds another 
most-wanted feature to its list of attractions. 

111 Meanwhile, the new DN-951FA CD Carr 
Player dramatically improved functionality 

with its Auto Track Select (ATS) system, which reads bar-coded carts to 
lock-in, lock-out or auto-cue to a specific track. 

That's not all; three-in-a-rack mounting, true instant start, and 
end-of-message signals with selectable time-to-end are just a few more 
key features of these cost-effective new players. 

The DN-961FA and DN-951FA. Denon just made it twice as easy 
to decide which CD player is 
right for you. DENON 

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-7810 
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COLE'S LAW 

Station Contests Can Win You Trouble 
by Harry Cole 

WASHINGTON With the regulatory 
pendulum apparently swinging away 
from deregulation and back to the regu-
lation end of things, we were reminded a 
few months back of the FCC's rules gov-
erning licensee-run contests. 

In July, the Commission surprised a 
licensee with a $6,250 fine for a contest 
which had been run at least three years 
ago. In light of this, a simple refresher 
course in station-conducted contests may 
be useful. 
The Commission's contest rules are 

short and to the point. Section 73.1216 
of the rules states that "a licensee that 
broadcasts or advertises information 
about a contest it conducts shall fully 
and accurately disclose the material 
terms of the contest, and shall conduct 
the contest substantially as announced or 
advertised. No contest description shall 
be false, misleading or deceptive with 
respect to any material term." Simple. 
right? 

Every last detail matters 
Well. kind of. The rule itsell is indeed 

simple: complying with it may not be. 
To run a contest the right way requires a 
good deal of planning. an equal amount 
of supervision, and a whole lot of record-
keeping. 

Let's talk about planning. As you can 

The Storm and 
The 'Tin Man' 

continued from page 1 I 

The "arcing" I heard was just him scratch-
ing his way into our space through a very 
small hole in the newsroom. 
Three grown radio professionals. who 

only moments ago had no problem stick-
ing hands into an electric service panel 
during a thunderstorm, took off scream-
ing bloody murder into whatever corners 
we could find. All to escape a fuzzy. 
five-ounce flying mouse. 
To make a long story short. Alex, 

power came back to our building about 
three minutes to 7 p.m.. just in time for 
our Red Sox coverage to begin. We were 
prepared to carry the game via dial-up on 
a regular dial phone, zip-corded from the 
now-dead electronic phone system's ter-
minal block to Tin Man. 
Well, with the console reactivated and 

the satellite receiver up and running, we 
hit the pre-game show without missing a 
beat. Smaller stations that read my notes 
to you may find comfort in the knowledge 
that power failures at the studio site 
needn't mean going off the air. By my 
own reckoning. a "tin man" rig can be set 
up anywhere with the Radio Shack disco 
mixer, a couple of cheapie cassette decks, 
extra cable to repatch studio mics and 
some arrangement to throw the whole 
thing on line (bypassing the console). 
As for me, allow me to inform you that 

I'll write again next month. 
—Al 

ODD 

Al Peterson writes from WLADIWDAQ, 
Danbury, CT 06810, and now holds 80 
Radio Shack "Battery of the Month" 
cards. The above account is true. The 
pizza was cold. 

see from the text of the rule, by the time 
a contest actually gets on the air, the 
FCC expects that you know all of the 
"material terms" of the contest and that 
you are in a position both to disclose 
those terms and to conduct the contest 
according to them. 
That means you have to get your ducks 

in order well in advance—gone are the 
days that you could just slap a contest on 
the air on the spur of the moment, with-
out at least some concern about possible 
FCC ramifications. 
Getting your ducks in order includes 

figuring out such things as: ( 1) exactly 
what prize(s) you will be giving away, 
and then making sure that those prizes 
will be available when necessary: ( 2) 
how and when winners will be deter-
mined: ( 3) how and when the contest will 
be promoted. The more valuable the prize 
or complex the contest mechanics, the 
more tied down each detail should be. 
Usually it's a good idea to reduce these 

elements to writing once everything is 
planned but before it goes on the air, so 
that you have a clear idea of what all the 
contest's elements will be. That will also 
assist you in preparing promotional copy 
containing all of the contest's "material 
terms." 

Put it in writing 
On this last point, there is no FCC defi-

nition of "material terms." Rather, it 
depends on the nature of the contest. As 
a general rule you should assume that 
any contest promotion should disclose 
how winners are to be selected and what 
they will win. 
If there are any "gotchas." such as limi-

tations on the prize (e.g., the station will 
pay airfare, but the winner is responsible 
for hotel or food costs on the trip), or 
limitations on eligibility (e.g., nobody 
younger than 18, nobody who has won 
another station contest in the last 30 
days, etc.) or the like, they should be dis-
closed, too. 
Obviously, the more complicated the 

deal, the more wordy the promos will 
be—a strong argument for keeping 
things nice and simple. Still, notwith-
standing the likely complaints from your 
programming department. it is best to 
err on the side of completeness in your 
promos. 
While the FCC's rules do not require 

that every contest promo contain a listing 
of all material terms, you should make a 
point to have at least one promo which 
does cover all the terms, and it is good 
policy to make sure that one or more 
such promos airs at least a couple of 
times during each daypart. That way all 
listeners will be likely to hear it and 
know the rules. 
To be sure that the promo is broadcast 

as written each time, you may wish to 
record it so that there is no risk of inad-
vertent (or ad lib) variations. Also, it is a 
good idea to have a written set of the 
complete rules available for distribution 
on request. 

Stick to the script 
Once you have everything planned out 

and arranged for, the conduct of the con-
test must be supervised carefully to 
make sure that the station's staff runs 
the contest as it has been designed and 
promoted. Announcers should be re-

minded of the need to run things exactly 
as planned, without ad libs or varia-
tions—remember. an ad lib could result 
in a violation even if the contest has 
been carefully planned. 

If non-station personnel are involved 
(e.g.. contestants are invited to submit 
entry blanks at participating advertisers' 
stores), you should spot-check the non-
station participants to make sure that 
they are complying with the rules you 
have set up. ( Remember. non-broadcast 
businesses may not be as sensitive as you 
to the need to keep the FCC happy—so 
you should not assume that any non-sta-
tion participants will be as diligent as 
you might like in jumping through all the 
hoops.) 
Finally, as with everything else in life, 

the job isn't done until the paperwork 
has been completed. It is advisable to 
have written records of each time the 
contest is played. and the results thereof 
(e.g.; the winner's name, address and 
phone). 
When prizes are awarded, some record 

(usually at least a receipt signed by the 
winner) should be retained. The idea is 
to be able, if necessary. to "reconstruct" 
how the contest went down if you hap-
pen to get an FCC inquiry about it some-

where down the line. 
Once the contest is over and done with. 

you should keep a file with the initial 
written descriptions or design of the 
contest, the text of all promotional 
announcements aired concerning the 
contest, the records reflecting the actual 
conduct of the contest, the paperwork 
relating to the contest winner(s), and any 
other notes, memos or the like relating 
to the contest. Again, the idea is that, if 
an FCC inquiry arrives, you should be in 
a position to show the Commission 
exactly how everything happened. 

Case study 
To illustrate the usefulness of this 

careful approach, let's look at the fine 
handed out in July, 1992 for a contest 
violation which appears to have 
occurred in 1989, or even earlier. The 
station was running a " Last Number 
Lotto" contest with relatively low-end 
cash prizes. 
Apparently, a non- station business 

(possibly a station advertiser) agreed to 
fund a $200,000 "bonus" prize to be paid 
out over 20 years. While the $200,000 
bonus was promoted on air and specifi-
cally mentioned in the contest's written 
rules, no mention was made that the 
bonus prize was coming from a non-sta-
tion source. 
You can probably guess the rest. A con-

testant won the bonus but, after the first 
continued on page 26 
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Make Your Life Three 
Times Easier! 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The Eventide BD980 Broadcast Delay makes talk shows flow smoothly with such good audio quality that 
many stations choose to keep it on-line around the clock. It's advanced CATCH-UP system allows convenient 
shi fting from delay to real t i me, automatically and inaudibly, letting talent concentrate on the show. 
Nlfg. List $5,495.00 Call For BSW Price 

Eventide's MOM is one of the easiest-to-use digital effects units available for broadcasters, and it's one of 

the most trusted when it comes to quality and realism. Anyone can create weird sounds, alter voices, or just add 
subtle room ambiance in seconds with this indispensable production tool. 

Mfg. List 2,995.00 Call For BSW Price 

The Eventide VR240 Digital Audio Logger allows you to log. store and retrieve voice communications 
more easily and efficiently than conventional loggers. Now you can fit up to 252 hours ( ten and a halfdays) of audio 
on a single compact DAT cassette. Total recording time can be divided among as many as 24 channels. Purchasing 
the dual DAT drive option allows you to double your unattended logging time or simultaneously record on one deck 
while playing back on the other. 

Mfg. List From $9,995.00 Call For BSW Prices And Configuration 

With Eventide And BSW 
BSW makes purchasing quality Eventide equipment easy with great 

prices and service! 

Call Toll Free 800-426-8434 or Fax 800-231-7055 

BSW 
BROADCAST SUPPLY WEST 

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier 

7012 27th STREET WEST TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466 
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CONSULTANTS CORNER 

Optimize Your AM Antenna Performance 
by Steve Crowley 

WASHINGTON An AM station opera-
tor faces nianv challenges in order to 
deliver good audio quality to the listener. 
For years. not much could be done about 
lightning, interference from other sta-
tions, or poor radios. 
Now with the AMAX campaign, more 

manufacturers are selling radios with 
advanced signal processing circuitry 
that improves fidelity and cuts down on 
the noise. The FCC has adopted new 
AM interference criteria that have the 
potential to reduce inter-station interfer-
ence over the long term. Some transmit-
ter manufacturers have even started 
including AM stereo as standard equip-
ment. 
There is one factor solely under the sta-

tion's control—the bandwidth character-
istics of the antenna. A small amount of 
money spent here can result in audio 
improvements to many. 

Antenna technology 
After remaining essentially unchanged 

for several decades, AM antenna tech-
nology has benefitted in many ways 
from recent engineering developments. 
Modern computer modeling techniques 
make it possible to accurately analyze 
and optimize the bandwidth performance 
of AM antennas. This analysis can be 
done in ways that are impossible using 
classic computational techniques. 
This discussion focuses on directional 

antennas because they are the antennas 
most subject to bandwidth problems. The 
same ideas, however, apply to nondirec-
tional antennas. 
Broadbanding can be subdivided into 

two areas: impedance broadbanding and 
pattern broadbanding. Impedance broad-
banding helps the transmitter final ampli-
fier see a uniform impedance characteris-
tic at sideband frequencies which mini-
mizes transmitter-generated distortion. 

Pattern broadbanding helps assure that 
the shape of the pattern stays essentially 
the same at carrier and sideband frequen-
cies. 

It is possible to have a very flat imped-
ance characteristic as seen by the trans-
mitter final amplifier and still have the 
pattern distort greatly, especially in the 
minima regions. Conversely, the pattern 
can remain stable at the sideband fre-
quencies while impedance asymmetry at 
the transmitter results in audio distortion. 

If both the pattern and common-point 
impedance are not broadband, the listen-
er will experience increased distortion. If 
you look at broadbanding. be sure to 
make the distinction between the two 
types and make sure both are at least 
considered. 

Design it in 
The easiest way to provide for broad-

banding is at the antenna design stage. 
After pattern design, it is necessary to 
determine the operating impedance of 
towers. This must be done to design 
power dividing and phasing circuitry for 
the towers. 
Accurate prediction of operating im-

pedances saves time and money when 
broadbanding. Operating impedances 
can be predicted several ways. 
A traditional approach is through classi-

cal antenna theory. This uses the self and 
mutual impedances of the array elements 
based on the sinusoidal current distribu-
tion assumptions and appropriate imped-
ance transformations to generate the 
operating impedances. This method has 
several flaws, starting with the need to 
assume current distribution shape that 
rarely occurs in practice. 
A modern, accurate approach is to use 

moment-method modeling. This recent 
technique, which mathematically breaks 
the tower into electrically-short seg-
ments, eliminates the need to assume the 
current distribution characteristics for the 

towers. Operating impedances can be 
predicted with great accuracy using this 
approach, which makes results of broad-
banding much more predictable. 
After predicting operating impedances, 
a system of networks must be designed 
to feed the array elements. Reactance 
values for "Pl" and "T" networks are cal-
culated. Transmission line formulas cal-
culate the phase shift of voltages and 
currents in the lines. 

The whole picture 
Nodal analysis software looks at the 

antenna system as a whole, enabling the 
designer to see total systems perfor-
mance with varying frequency. The net-
works that divide power and feed it to 
the various towers can be optimized for 
both pattern and impedance bandwidth 
using the software. 
By making appropriate adjustments to 

network parameters, broadbanding can 
often be done with no increase in compo-
nent count or cost. One method used by 
antenna engineers is to combine the 
impedances from the individual towers 
so that sideband reactances are of equal 
magnitude and opposite sign. The reac-
tances cancel, leaving a flat impedance 
characteristic. 
By flat, I mean flat at the transmitter 

final amplifier and not the common 
point. That's where it counts. Because of 
impedance transformations that take 
place within the transmitter's output net-
work, a flat common-point impedance 
usually results in asymmetrical, distor-
tion-producing impedance characteristics 
at the final amplifier. 
Perhaps you have an existing system 

and don't have the luxury of starting 
from scratch. It is still possible to get 
significant improvement in imped-
ance and pattern bandwidth perfor-
mance at little cost. The cheapest and 
easiest thing is to use phase shifting 
and sideband reactance cancellation 

If you're in a hurry, we understand. 
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Maybe you just want to get on the air. Your choice of one exciter/amplifier over another or whose STL to 

install may not be your first priority. 
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at the common point circuit. 
For better performance, the bases of 

individual towers can be treated as well. 
Each antenna system has to be looked at 
on a case-by-case basis. 
What about DAB? If a viable system is 

developed for the AM band, antenna 
broadbanding will be even more impor-
tant. 

ODD 

Steve Crowley is a consulting engineer 

based in Washington, D.C. He can he 

reached at 202-223-6700: fa.v 202-466-
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NEW AM RULES 

AMSTUDY 
DAYTIME ALLOCATION STUDY 

• Both Dataworld and FCC Databases 
Studied 

III Utilizes NEW (Corrected) 
Groundwaye Curves 

• NEW Adjacent Channel Protection 
Ratios Employed 

AMNIGHT 
NIGHTTIME 

INTERFERENCE STUDY 

• Utilizes NEW FCC Skywaye 
Propagation with Greatly Improved 
Accuracy 

• Calculates Extent of Nighttime 
Interference Received (Detailed 
Individual Night Limit) 

II Provides Allowable Vertical 
Radiation to All Pertinent Stations 
(AM Night Permissible Radiation) 

• Includes All Co-Channel and First 
Adjacent Records 

GWAVE 
GROUNDWAVE (Daytime) 

COVERAGE CONTOUR STUDY 

• Utilizes NEW (Corrected) 
Groundwave Curves 

• Allows Input of Measured Soil 
Conductivity Data 

• Counts Population Within Coverage 
Area Using 1980, 1986 and 1990 
Census Data 

SKYWAVE 
SKYWAVE ( Night) COVERAGE 

CONTOUR STUDY 

• All AM Nighttime Coverage 
Contours Have Changed Size and 
Shape 

• Utilizes NEW FCC AM Skywave 
Propagation Model 

• Counts Population Within Contours 
Using 1980, 1986 and 1990 Census 
Data 

datawonle 
P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20824 

FAX (301) 656-5341 

1301) 652-8822 (800) 368-5754 
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LOWPOVVER LOWDOWN 

Fifty Facts About FM Translators 
by Howard L. Enstrom 

MOUNT DORA, Fla. During my 
career in low power broadcasting, I've 
amassed a list of facts about translators 
that I feel is useful to know and remem-
ber. With your indulgence, I present them 
here for you today, in the hope that you 
may find them equally useful. 

I. Think of translators as "narrowcast-
ing" for particular communities and 
areas. 
2. As amazingly cost-effective as trans-

lators are, those who contribute money to 
a project should have realistic expecta-
tions. 
3. Most systems differ in cost, ERP, dis-

tance from the primary station, antenna 
height, radiated pattern shape, coverage 
pattern shape and how its signal is affect-
ed by terrain. 

4. FCC rules purposely limit a transla-
tor's coverage distance. 

5. The metric standard of measurement 
is used in FCC applications. 
6. If a translator's 1 millivolt-per-meter 

(60 dBu) coverage contour is 7 km (4.35 
miles) out, the 50 microvolt-per-meter 
(34 dBu) fringe contour is about 32 km 
(20 miles) out. 

7. If a translator's 1 millivolt-per-meter 
(60 dBu) coverage contour is 13 km (8.1 
miles) out, the 50 microvolt-per-meter 
(34 dBu) fringe contour is about 52 km 
(32 miles) out. 
8. The maximum of 250 W ERP is con-

ditioned on antenna HAAT, geographic 
regions and non-caused interference. 

9. Ten watts ERP may be used for any 
antenna HAAT, conditioned on geo-
graphic regions and non-caused interfer-
ence. 

10. One of the most important decisions 
you can make about a translator concerns 
the site location with respect to commu-
nity or area of service. 
1 1. In general, the best site is centrally-

located and channel use permits the trans-
lator to radiate non-directionally from an 
antenna having an optical view of area of 
service. 

12. Sites with co-located electronic ser-
vices increase the possibility of intermod 
product, desens and cross-modulation 
interference. 

13. Local interference is dealt with 
using techniques and equipment, but first 
the problem must be diagnosed with 
expertise. 

14. Translators should be powered from 
a dedicated AC breaker or fused circuit. 

15. Make sure equipment is installed for 
convection cooling by allowing free air to 
flow about it. 

16. A translator mounted on a wire-type 
closet shelf using brackets is preferable to 
one shoved back on a solid wood shelf. 

17. Since 1/2-inch or 7/8-inch transmis-
sion lines are quite stiff, a more work-
manlike installation uses flexible 
"jumper" cables for connection with 
equipment. 

18. The FCC does not require translator 
logs. 

19. Good practice, however, suggests 
the keeping of a maintenance log show-
ing dates, times, off-air periods, reference 
information, etc. 
20. The FCC requires that a sign be 

posted at a translator site to show the call 
sign, name, and telephone number of per-
son in control of operation. 

21. Many properly installed translators 
operate for years without problems or 
regular maintenance. Nevertheless, every 
translator licensee should have some per-
son with technical expertise available for 
assistance, if needed. 
22. If a translator is off the air for 30 

days or more without notification to the 
Commission, it may not legally return on 
the air. 
23. Remember, one cannot vent or force 

air from an enclosure unless it also has an 
air intake opening. 
24. Screen vent openings to preclude 

insects, rodents, etc. 

25. Security measures should be taken 
to reduce tampering or thievery. 
26. AC line surge protectors are just as 

important as RF line types. 
27. Beware of old, moisture-laden trans-

mission line that is lossy. 
28. Be sure all outside RF line connec-

tors are sealed against water intrusion. 
29. Regardless of some notions, if all 

impedances are matched, transmission 
line length is not critical, except for the 
loss factor. 
30. From a practical standpoint, PL-259 

("UHF" type) RF connectors are as use-
ful as the more expensive "N" type. 

31. The standard impedance for anten-
nas and line is 50 ohms, though some 
systems use 75-ohm type FM receive 
antennas. 
32. Incoming interference to a primary 

signal is dealt with by using the right type 
directional antenna, line filters, site loca-
tion, or combination of all considerations. 
33. To minimize lightning damage 

potential, let someone else's antenna be 
the higher one on a structure. 
34. Before settling on a site, make sure 

it enables ' round-the-clock, reliable 
reception of the primary station. 
35. If a primary station's signal is unsta-

ble in level, the reason is multipath, and 
excursions will change with the sun's 
position. 

36. An antenna preamplifier is used to 
continued on page 23 
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Call-ins don't have to be a shattering experience. After all, 

your requirements are simple. You want great sounding phones 
with the ability to monitor callers through open speakers. Sounds 

easy enough...until you crank up the speakers and get Feedback 

lelos comes to the rescue. We are the only manufacturer 

whose hybrids include digital feedback suppression circuitry. 

And ours are the only hybrids to offer digital dynamics control 

for perfect levels, call after call. 
Choose from the best selling lelos ONE, the dual hybrid 

lelos ONE plus ONE, or our top-of-the-line lelos 100 Delta, the 

only broadcast product with dynamic, digital equalization. Each 

is a complete digital signal processing package which produces 
the most natural sounding, full-duplex audio without feedback. 

Isn't it time you experienced the pleasure of great phones? 

oil, cone ON! 
THE JOCKS' CAN 
PUT UP WITH A 
LITTLE FEEDBACK! 

.1Mbiewagoni VC MP' Jib 

Telos ONE 

lelos ONE+ONE 

lelos 100 Delta 

2101 Supe ior Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

216.241.7225 • FAX:216.241.4103 
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STATION SKETCHES 

PC Software Inspires Better 

Station Documentation 
by Tom Vernon 

HARRISBURG, Pa. Often in contract 
engineering it's the trivial and repetitive 
jobs that get postponed or are never com-
pleted, no matter how important. One 
such task is documentation. 
Frequent changes in studio wiring and 

equipment upgrades make timely and leg-
ible documentation a must. But all too 
often "documentation" translates into a 
few ragged pages from a legal pad. These 
usually contain a list of wire numbers and 
where they go, along with a few handwrit-
ten notes scrawled at 3 a.m. They usually 
are shoved in a file folder and forgotten 
until the next major project comes along. 
By then, your notes have lost all meaning, 
and several minor changes to the wiring 
have gone undocumented. 
This month's Station Sketches looks at 
a computer-based solution to these 
problems using INSPIRATION, a 
graphics/outlining program from Ceres 
Software. Keeping all of your client 
documentation on disk makes upgrades 
and changes relatively painless. 

Creating a diagram 
Let's begin with a simple diagram. 

Figure 1 shows the wiring of a small carri-
er current installation. To create this draw-

ing, symbols were laid out on the screen 
and connected with links. Both symbols 
and links may have text assigned. This 
makes it easy to designate wire numbers. 
These links may be either diagonal or set 
to make 90 degree angles. Locations of 
angles may be adjusted after completion to 
accommodate unusual or complicated dia-
grams. Titles can be added to diagrams 
with the text only symbol. 
When viewed on the screen, each sym-

bol has a button that reveals a hidden 
text field. For engineering work these 
fields lend themselves well to mainte-
nance logs or equipment specifications. 
A variety of shapes and symbols come 

with the program, and they may be com-
bined to create useful troubleshooting 
diagrams for operators. Standard ANSI 
flow chart symbols are enhanced with 
blocks containing supplemental informa-
tion for several steps. Very complex 
drawings are manageable by creating 
sublevel diagrams for symbols. These 
will remain hidden until selected by dou-
ble clicking on the upper right handle. 

The real fun 
The real fun with INSPIRATION starts 

when you customize the program for 
unique applications. Graphics may be 
created in other programs and imported 

The ENCO DAD486x 
DIGITAL AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

*Special 
Introductory 

Price 

$4500 
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SiffIDEV 

Professional Software for Digital Audio Broadcasting 
Full Bandwidth Stereo Audio Record/Playback 

• Intuitive Graphic Audio Editing 
• Instant Play "Array" & "Hot" Buttons 
7 Multiple Playlist Creation & Editing 
• Data Compression Options 

Operates on Any Common PC/AT 486 System 
I Choose Your Own Hardware Source & Options 
71 Network Multiple Workstations with LAN 

ENCO Systems, Inc. 
1866 Craighsire Drive • St. Louis, Missouri 63146-4006 USA 

Telephone: 800-ENCO-SYS (USA) • 314-453-0060 • Fax: 314-453-0061 

'Includes S/VV and D.S.P. PC adapter 
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Simple diagram of a campus carrier current installation. Program includes features 
to ensure uniform size, spacing, and alignment of symbols. 

to INSPIRATION and used as symbols. 
Color or gray scale objects may be 
employed as well. 
They have all the same features as 

INSPIRATION's built-in symbols— 
namely, they can have text attached, and 
can be connected to other symbols with 
link lines. Also, they can have notes text 
attached. Symbols that are used regularly 
may be saved in one of the two User 
Symbol Menus. Fifty symbols may be 
saved in each of these menus. 
Figure 2 shows the layout of a computer 

network. The computer and punchblock 
symbols don't come with the program, 
but were created and saved for this spe-
cialized application. For radio work, sym-
bols can just as easily be created for fixed 
and variable attenuators, isolation trans-
formers, splitter pads, patchbays. etc. 
INSPIRATION has other features that 

make it a compelling item for the con-
tract engineer. If you have to do presen-

tations or reports for clients, you'll 
appreciate the program's outlining capa-
bilities. It will automatically assign pre-
fix labels to your outline in one of sever-
al formats, including Roman numeral, 
alpha numerical, legal, numeric, or bul-
let. This makes it very easy to stay orga-
nized. 
If you prefer to brainstorm your ideas in 
a visual mode before outlining, do so 
with INSPIRATION and it will automat-
ically convert your mindmap into an out-
line! A single keystroke is all that is nec-
essary to toggle between the visual and 
outline modes. 

If you want to find out more about 
INSPIRATION, call Ceres software at 
503-245-9011 between 8:30 and 5:00, 
Pacific Time. 

DOD 

Tom Vernon divides his time between 
contract work and completion °fa Ph.D. 
He can be reached at 717-367-5595. 

Figure 2. 
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With its ability to import graphics and create custom strip symbols, INSPIRATION may be 
customized for unique applications. Up to 50 user symbols may be installed in each 
user symbol menu. Here the program is used to document a computer network. 
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PRODUCER'S FILE 

Sound Effects Library Sets the Mood 
by Ty Ford 

BALTIMORE I love sound effects. As 
a production director at various radio sta-
tions, whenever I started to run dry in an 
attempt to come up with a creative idea 
for a spot, I'd peruse the sound effects 
catalog until something sparked. 

Sometimes it happened quickly 
("Aardvarks in well water—that's it!"). 
Sometimes it took longer. 

A need for ambience 
The main downside to sound effects 

libraries is that they often don't have 
enough different sustained ambiences. A 
good library should have different activi-
ty levels and different perspectives. For 
example: small town and big town street 
ambiences, vacant streets, busy streets, 
busier streets. 
For spot work, it's important that the 

ambiences be at least 60 seconds long. It 
can be great fun to spend 30 minutes or 
so looping beds and stacking sound 
effects to custom-build your own envi-
ronment. 
I've created some great 60- second 

stereo ambiences by staggering the same 
20-second mono background loop by a 
few seconds on different channels. After 
you make the loop, you lay down 60 sec-
onds' worth on one channel. Then go 
back to the top of the production and lay 
down another track of the loop, making 
sure that it starts at a different place than 
the first track. 
Provided there aren't any unusual 

sounds that make the tracks sound 
strange when combined, you'll get a very 
complex bed. Do a little panning, EQ 
and fader-move magic during the mix 
and you've got some nice stuff, but that 
takes time...and multitrack capability. 

The Producer's Sound Effects 
Library, 12 CDs of which I've listened 
to. is the first library I've heard that 
has long-bed ambiences. On the aver-
age, each ambience bed is two to three 
minutes long. With beds that long, it's 
obvious that the collection is a prime 
candidate for feature film and long-
form video projects. 

Pick a mood 
Overkill for simple spot work maybe. 

but damn nice to have. For example. CD 
BG2-01. "Backgrounds 2—Restaurants 
and Cafes," contains twenty-one ambi-
ences with varying amounts of conversa-
tion and kitchen noise and dish clatter. 
There's even a restaurant patio ambience 
with bird noise. 
On "Traffic/General" there are 

tracks, each more than three minute, 
long. Ten of them are "City" ambiences 
including street level, second floor, fourth 
floor and eighth floor perspectives. 
There are five freeway tracks. The fir,i 

two are close-up and long-shot perspec 
lives of highway sounds in the desert 
The others get busier and noisier. 
Following that are a pair of "rural street .. 
tracks for that 20-30 m.p.h. small-town 
feel. The last six tracks ( Wet Traffic) are 
of cars and trucks on wet and puddled 
streets. 
The "Rain and Thunder" CD is equally 

impressive: 25 variations of rain, each from 
two- to three-and-a-half minutes long; 15 
variations of thunder claps; and the all-impor-
tant two-minute "rain on umbrella" track. 

The 76 different audience cheers and 
applause on "Applause-AP-01," while 
shorter in duration, are equally diverse 
and extensive. "Doors-DO-01" contains 
99 different door sounds, knob rattles, 
lock/unlock sequences, squeaks, groans 
and slams. You never knew there were 
so many different doors. 
The Producer's Sound Effect Library 

definitely gets high marks for attention 
to detail. One of the things I liked most 
about the library was that there were sev-
eral versions of each of the shorter sound 
effects. The company is definitely not 

stingy with its sound. 

Each of the three "Science Fiction" 
CDs, SY-01, 02 and 03, contain just 
under 100 electronic sounds. While many 
of them are analog synth zaps, chirps and 
monster groans that sound like they came 
from "Dr. Who" and "Star Wars," others 
are more evocative of "Star Trek—The 
Next Generation." If you've been looking 
for some laser effects and drone beds to 
spice up your station bumpers and pro-
mos, check these disks out. 
On " 101 Sound Effects" you get exact-

ly that, a combination of real sound 

effects with a few sci-fi weebs, warbles 
and waroongs. The real sounds are just 
that, not weird approximations that sort 
of sound like what you'd expect. 

No dupes 
There is also almost no noticeable 

duplication. ( well, OK, "Old Garage 
Door Opening" from " 101 FX" and 
"Attic Stairs Pull Down" from the Doors 
volume are very similar, but that's about 
it.) All of the recordings were made on 
DAT or on a Nagra with Dolby SR noise 

continued on page 20 
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The Sony PCNI-7010 DAT erfeCOrldher 

It wasn't Sony . Because the 

PCIV1-7010 was built from the ground 

up as a professional DAT recorder 

that can handle everything from 

music recording and on-air radio 

and television broadcasting to 

audio-for-video production and 

corporate multimedia systems. 

The PCN1-7010 features 

high-speed search, variable-speed 

playback, punch-in/out with cross-
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facie and confidence monitoring. 

And, with its advanced options, you 

can record, playback and display 

SIVIPTE time code and store digital 

audio in memory for instant-start 

playback. If you want a workhorse 

OAT recorder that can do it all, today 

and tomorrow, you want the Sony 

PCIVI-7010. For more information, call 

the Sony Professional Audio Group 

at 1-800-635-SONY, ext. 7010. 
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Solving RF Interference 
by John Bisset 

FALLS CHURCH, Va. Solving RF 
interference problems is a challenge 
most of us could do without. 
Morris Blum, owner of WANN in 

Annapolis, Md., and his engineering staff 
of Merrill Pittman and Les Jamison, have 
provided a compendium of RF suppressors 
currently available. 

Industrial Communications Engineers 
of Indianapolis ( 1-800-ICE-COMM) 
offers a series of "terrestrial interference 
filters," and the company has a liberal 
exchange policy, should the filter you 
buy not solve the problem. The Model 
465 offers 30 dB of attenuation, and 
eliminates most RFI. For really tough 
cases, the Model 467 attenuates the inter-
ference by 50 dB. ICE also offers 
Applications Bulletin 46 that contains 
some helpful tips in getting rid of RFI. 
For more information, circle Reader 
Service 50. 
Telephone Extension Corp. in Pearl 

River, N.Y., manufactures the RF-I400 
filter, available through RF Specialties 
offices. This filter accepts modular 
plugs, and is very consumer friendly. 
You simply unplug your phone from the 
wall jack, plug the filter in, and plug the 
cord into the filter—the RFI goes away! 
For more information, circle Reader 
Service 160. 
TCE Laboratories offers both a single 

line filter and a dual-line version, for 
homes with two phone lines (and double 
the RFI). This company also sells RF-
proof telephones. The TPXL is a single-
line touchtone phone, and the TPXL-2 is 
a dual-line telephone. For more informa-
tion, circle Reader Service 88. 

RE AMERICA, INC. 
31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145 
Phone: (216) 871-7617 A Fax: (216) 871-4303 
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The WANN crew also told me about a 
COIL RFI Suppression Network, manufac-
tured by COIL Sales and Manufacturing 
Co., 708-806-6300. These are the filters 
the phone company uses. In fact, John 
Jones of Chesapeake and Potomac 
Telephone of Annapolis provided this 
information. The three versions C&P use 
are the Model 12-10A, which mounts 
inside the phone using spade lugs; the 
Model 12-1 3C, using a modular plug and 
jack; and the 12-14C which has a selector 
switch to isolate the specific RFI. For more 
information, circle Reader Service 113. 
Another company that the phone com-

pany uses is Keptel Inc. The company 
manufactures a suppression filter that is 
used outside the home where the line 
enters the house. Keptel is located in 
New Jersey, and the toll-free number is 
1-800-735-3783. For more information, 
circle Reader Service 173. 
For engineers who would rather "roll 

their own," Palomar Engi-neers comes to 
mind. The company has printed up an RFI 
tipsheet with suggestions for using its fer-
rite beads and cores. Palomar also sells 
split beads and cores for ribbon cable. An 
experimenter's kit runs about $20. 
Palomar is located in California, and can 
be reached at 619-747-3343. For more 
information, circle Reader Service 92. 
The engineering staff at WANN can be 

reached in Annapolis, Maryland by call-
ing 301-269-0700. 

* * * 
On the subject of telephones, Dwight 

Weller of Weller Audio-Visual 
Engineering shares a neat idea using a 
Comrex. Dwight feeds a weekly automo-
tive show from his Maryland studios to 
two stations at the same time each week. 

Rather than buy a second two-line 
Comrex 2XP, and two more phone lines, 
Dwight ordered three-way calling from 
the phone company. Since the R.1-11 out-
put of the Comrex is shifted audio, there's 
no magic to making the dual feed work. 
At the beginning of the broadcast, 

Dwight connects to the first station. 
Using the switchhook to "flash" and 
obtain the three-way 
dial tone, the second 
station is connected. 
The same procedure is 
performed for the sec-
ond line of the Comrex. 
Bingo! Dwight Weller 
can be reached at 410-
252-8351. 

* * * 
Looking for a snazzy 

way of placing liner 
cards'so the jocks can 
read them, but without 
taping them to the copy 
board or to equipment? 
Consider investing in 
an X-ray clip. Your 
local Medical Supply 
store will usually sell replacement parts 
for the X-ray readers it sells. Mount the 
clip portion along the top of the copy 
board, slip in the liner cards, and save 
the tape for better uses than defacing 
your studio. 
So you find the X-ray clips out of your 

budget range? Then take a trip to your 
office supply store instead. 3M, the mak-
ers of the Post-it Notes® sell a poster-
board-sized panel that is covered with the 
same sticky glue used on the Post-it Notes. 
Not only does the panel make for a nice 

bulletin board which never needs tacks, 
but a one-inch strip cut from the panel 
and fastened to the top of the copy board 
makes for an inexpensive way of secur-
ing liner cards. 

It seems that today's contract engineer 
is always expected to pull a rabbit from 
his toolcase. This is especially true when 
adapting RF cables. RF Industries makes 
this trick especially easy, by offering the 
new Unidapt Kit. This kit, which sells 
for $ 125, will match any male or female 
UHF, N, BNC, TNC, mini UHF, or 
SMA connector. Optional F and RCA 

This assorted RF connector/adapter kit will save 

the day for the busy contract engineer. 

Just when you thought your bag 
of technical tricks was empty, RE 
America introduces the 15kHz Tie 
Une Audio Codec. Developed for 
15kHz quality audio links, the 
RE8720/8730 (stereo or dual 
mono) and RE 8721/8731 (mono) 
provide a cost-effective alterna-
tive to expensive digital or equal-
ized telco circuits by utilizing 
existing twisted copper pairs. The 
RE Tie Une products add new life 
to DC metallic pairs between 
your studio and transmitter. 

Ile Line Audio Advantages 
A Install and forget. 
A Less than 4ms total delay. 
A Superior to mechanical 

equalization. 
A Digitally pure sound. 

Tie Line C,odec Applications 
A Studio to transmitter links. 
A Studio to microwave links. 
A Studio to studio links. 
A Satellite backhaul. 
A Sports, RPU and many more. 

connector adapters are also provided 
(See Figure 1). The kit comes in a 
padded zippered case. All the connectors 
are silver plated machined brass, with 
gold plated contacts and Teflon 
dielectrics. The 30- piece kit can be 
ordered by calling RF Industries toll-
free: 1-800-233-1728. For more informa-
tion, circle Reader Service 144. 

12 CI 
John Bisset is a principal with 

Multiphase Consulting, a contract engi-
neering and projects company. He can 
be reached at 703-379-1665. 

Effects Library 
Sets the Mood 
c ontinued from page 19 

reduction and are extremely clean. 
The "FX Directory" contains a division 

for each of the library's 64 categories 
and comes in a three-ring binder so it can 
be easily updated. Directory updates are 
free whether or not you order the newest 
CDs. The directory is also available on 
Leonardo Software and Gefen Systems 
library softwares. 
The most recent six, Science Fiction 

SY-01, SY-02, SY-03, Telephones, 
Applause and Doors are available as a 
set for $399. " 101 FX" is available for 
$59.99. The earlier CDs are available at 
$89.99 each. Another set of six CDs 
should be available after the first of the 
year. If you're looking for a bargain, 
contact Leonardo and Gefen. Rumor has 
it they sell the line at below list price. 
There are also plans to release a CD-
ROM disk for the Roland 770 sampler, 
including sounds from autos, machines 
and some others. 

For more information call The 
Producer's Sound Effects Library at 213-
969-0339 or 800-826-3397. 

o O 

Ty Ford is an audio producer/voice tal-
ent. Reach him kv phone at 410-889- 
6201. via MCI mail (347-6635), or via 
America Online (Tford). 
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Introducing ADX, the first digital production system designed for the real world of 
broadcasting. A world where time is of the essence, change is the rule, last-minute is routine, and creativity 

is the competitive edge! 

ADX is a fully integrated system which combines the creative flexibility of digital recording 

and editing with the speed and intuitiveness of a fully automated production mixer. Instead 

of simply storing audio elements and their edit decisions, ADX also recalls and recreates 

the mixing and processing talent of the producer. 

Just imagine having the ability to precisely replay complex multitrack production work 

the way you mixed and equalized it yesterday, last week or last month! Think of the creative time 

saved when a change or update is requested in an otherwise perfect mix. 

Plus, the ADX is unencumbered by the architectural limitations of first-generation 

workstations and is designed to grow and expand with your needs. Even the basic system has more 

standard features than anything before. 

And like all PR&E products, ADX is a powerful tool optimized for the fast and furious 

demands of broadcasting and backed by world-famous PR&E support. Call .today for information on 

ADX, the next generation of digital. 

e Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation, 2070 Las Palmas Drive Carlsbad, CA 92009 

Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA Contract: GS-03F-2057A 

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
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WITH EVERY NEW 
TECHNOLOGY, 

THERE COMES A DAY 
WHEN PRICES DROP 

AND PERFORMANCE JUMPS. 

TODAY IS THAT DAY. 

An affordable, easy to learn multitrack disk recorder for radio. 

For around $7000, Roland's DM-80 will speed up 

your spot and promo production amazingly! This 

means you'll have the freedom to experi-

ment with many different approaches—a 

creative process that will make your 

programming more exciting. And, 

because you can remove and 

add lines almost instantly, 

updates are a snap! 

And there's no computer 

shock! The DM-80's optional con-

troller makes it "look" like a tape 

recorder, so it's extremely easy to 

learn, and even faster to use. 

The DM-80 is easily 

upgraded from 4 to 32 

tracks, and for on-air 

applications you can 

add SCSI compat-

ible disk drives for 

Roland's 

custom VLSI chips 

give the DM-80 amazing 

power at a price that 

will astound you! 

up to 12 hours of recording time per 4 tracks. 

And because it all comes from Roland, you'll get 

great service, too! 

Call (213) 685-5141, ext. 337 for a brochure, 

or to schedule a demo at your station. 

Roland 

ProAudioVideo 

Roland Corporation US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3696 

©Roland Corporation US 1992 
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SBE CONVENTION 
WRAP UP  

Quality Products, Few People at SBE 
by Alex Zavistovich 

SAN JOSE, Calif. Slow traffic 
through the SBE convention hall 
proved disappointing to many 
exhibitors that purchased space at the 
1992 trade show. Still, the event boast-
ed a variety of broadcast equipment to 
tantalize those engineers who did make 
the pilgrimage to the society's Silicon 
Valley venue. 

Outgoing SBE Executive Director 
Steven Ingram said that as of Saturday, 
Oct. 17, attendance figures totaled 460, 
excluding exhibitors. Ingram broke 
those figures down to 250 registered 
attendees, with the balance being 
exhibitor guests, and 125 people regis-
tered for the Ennes Foundation sessions 
on Oct. 14. 
Ingram estimated that the total repre-

sents a decrease of approximately 20 

Translator Facts You Can Use 
continued from page 17 

improve a signal-to-noise ratio, is located 
close to the receive antenna, and DC pow-
ered through the center conductor of the 
transmission line. 
37. If a circularly polarized receive anten-

na is used, be sure electrical rotation direc-
tion is the same as the primary station's. 
38. Be prepared to advise translator listen-

ers about receiving conditions involving 
set quality, terrain and obstruction-shield-
ing, antennas, signal reflection, etc. 
39. If a primary station is non-commercial 

educational (NCE), its translators may 
operate on any of the 100 FM channels and 
receive the input signal by any means, 
including satellite. 
40. If a primary station is commercial, its 

translators may operate only on one of the 
80 commercial FM channels, and may not 
receive the input signal by satellite. 
41. FM translators may not rebroadcast an 
AM station. 
42. An FM station must provide written 

authority to have its signal rebroadcast. 
43. A translator may serve as a relay station 

if it also serves a community of listeners. 
44. Any entity may be a licensee of more 

than one translator for a community. 
45. If a translator causes interference to 

reception of a full service FM station, even 

though it interference contour does not 
overlap that station's protected contour, it 
may have to relieve the problem, or cease 
operation. 
46. If a satellite-fed translator loses its 

input signal so that conventional carrier 
muting does not take place, it uses an 
audio-presence detector to perform muting. 
47. Since the FCC does not offer and 

assign a translator output frequency chan-
nel, the burden of discovery and proof of 
usefulness falls upon the applicant. 
48. Due to the complexity of rules and reg-

ulations, most applicants have an engineer 
with data resources and knowledge to assist 
with technical and application matters. 
49. At the present time, commercial trans-

lator applications, including major 
changes, must be accompanied with a fil-
ing fee in the amount of $425. 
50. An applicant has a non-extendable 18 

months from the issuance date of a con-
struction permit to build the system. 

ODD 
Howard L. Enstrom is a broadcast con-

sultant. He has owned and managed an 
AM station and is president of FM 
Technology Associates Inc., specializing in 
engineering design and sale of FM transla-
tor equipment. He can be reached at 904-
383-3682 or by fax: 904-383-4077. 

AN FM PROCESSOR / GENERATOR 
FOR $1875. ARE WE SERIOUS? 
Aminommimmimmil. 

Simplicity is the keynote of this full-
featured, integrated FM Processor/Generator. 
Simple in concept, but without compromise 
in performance. It features gated, gain-riding 
AGC, split-spectrum compression and limit-
ing, active overshoot compensation and digi-
tal synthesis of the composite multiplex out-
put. There's even internal combining and a 
pilot sync output for RDS. 

Just as amazing as its value is the way it 
sounds. Simplicity in circuit design yields a 
transparency that's often missing in more 
complex products. 

We call our Model 715 " DAVID" because it 
can hold its own against bigger (and much 
more expensive!) competitors. 

DAVID — great sound and great specs for 
$1875. Are we serious? You bet! 

I novo n ics, I nc. 
1305 FAIR AVE SANTA CRUZ CA 95060 
TEL (408) 458-0552 FAX (408) 458-0554 

percent from last year's figures. 
On the show floor, meanwhile, the 

story was not only what the manufac-
turers were exhibiting, but which of 
them chose to skip the event altogether. 
Some long-time SBE stalwarts opted 

not to take part in this year's conven-
tion. Notably missing were companies 
such as Belar, Continental, Marti, QEI, 
Kintronic Labs, Potomac Instruments 
and Burk Technology. Some other 
companies, like Telex and CCA, had 
reserved booth space but did not set up 
exhibits. Several distributors also chose 
not to participate, including Bradley 
Broadcast Sales, Broadcast Supply 
West and Crouse-Kimsey. 
Nonetheless, the show did generate 

some interesting news, such as a mar-
keting partnership between Gentner 
Communications and TFT. Under the 
partnership, the two companies will 
"participate jointly in...ventures includ-
ing sales training seminars, trade show 
displays, and special sales packages 
incorporating products from both com-
panies." As proof of the agreement, 
Gentner's audio processing equipment 
was shown at the TFT booth. 
Despite the sluggish traffic that 

marked this year's SBE convention. the 

This suit, according to Maxwell Safety 
Products, greatly reduces risk from 

exposure to RF radiation. 

show featured a cross-section of com-
panies. Attendees could outfit a radio 
station entirely from products displayed 
in the exhibit hall. 

Wired for sound 
Clark Wire and Cable showed its 8(X) 

series audio snakes, focusing on the 801, 
continued on page 25 b. 

TRUE BLUE 
FOR THE NEWS 

For top reliability, put your news cuts on 
the cart more stations count on. 

Tp.ol. (.Box3100• Wincriester,VA 22601 
Te l: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667-8125 

IDGES 
Fax.. (703) 667-6379 

BROADCAST CARTR  
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Products di Services Showcase 
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s) 

on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly. 

R-U CONFUSED • • • 
about program automation? 

Need to upgrade, repair or refurbish your system? 
Are you looking to buy, sell or trade automation 
equipment? 

Call Us! We can solve 
your automation problems! 

Broadcast Automation, Inc. has over 20 years of 
experience in program automation, and a list of 
over 50 new and used automation systems avail-
able now. We stock parts for many systems and 
offer consulting and brokerage services. 

Call us with your 
automation questions: 

1-800-336-8004 

I= =1 
Broacicaat Automation Inc 

214-380-6800 Fax 214-380-0823 
4125 Keller Springs, Suite 122, Dallas, TX 75224 

READER SERVICE NO. 133 

ONLINE/ 
REMOTE 
ACCESS 
%le - 

u. 

CDS RF Engineering 
Toole" provide broad-
cast engineers with 
access to the most 
current government 
data files including 
FCC Broadcast, FAA, 
US Census and USGS 

databases. Our online/remote 
access programs are invaluable in 
the preparation of applications, 
exhibits, coverage predictions and 
other engineering needs. CDS RF 
Engineering Tools"' include: 

• Real World Propagation' Studies 
• Online/Remote Access Services 
• 3 Arc Second Terrain Data 
• 1990 Population Data 
• FCC Si FM Databases 

Richard P. & Richard L. Biby. Principals 

Communications Data Services, Inc. 
6105-E Arlunglon Blvd., Falls Church. VA 22044. 
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READER SERVICE NO. 55 

• Switches to backup or tertiary stereo audio source when 
main audio source loses a channel or is missing 

• Switches both outputs to the channel with audio when 
one channel is missing from a stereo source 

I Corrects audio polarity if it is reversed 
la User programmed time delays and sequencing 
• FULL alarm outputs and total remote control 
• ON-LINE audio monitoring and stereo audio switching 
• Locate at Tranmsitter site for full REDUNDANCY 
• Locate at Studio site to monitor studio audio and make 

instant corrections for console, cart/tape, or satellite 
programming errors. 

AND MUCH MORE. . . CALL FOR DETAILS 

Model MLW-1 
TITUS 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
LABORATORIES 

77 Kreiger Lane Glastonbury, CT 06033 

(203) 633-5472 

ECONCO 

Econco 
REBUILT POWER TUBES 

"JIM. 

Approximately One Half 
the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 

Call for Our Price List 

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, G4 95695 

Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756 

Toll Free 800-532-6626 From Canada 800.848.8841 

READER SERVICE NO. 14 

Buy Into the Industry's 

Comet offers an extensive line of Swiss 
precision Broadcast Capacitors for 
transmitters, couplers and phasers. 

Voltages from 3 to 100 kV 

Currents from 30 to 1100A 

Capacitance from 3 to 6600 pF 

Variable and Fixed Versions 

Comet's quality 
and workmanship are outstanding. 

Many types from stock! 

Inmark Corporation 1-800-899-7947 
4 Byington Place Tel: 203-866-8474 

Norwalk, CT 06850 Fax: 203-866-0918 

#1 Buyer's Guide 
Place Your Products & Services 

Showcase ad in the 

1993 Radio World 
Directory 

Advertising space closes December 4. 

Call your Radio World Representative or 

1-800-336-3045 
For More Information 

Don't Miss Out!!! 

$10.000 

5,000 

C 

EXPAND 'ABILITY 
Expandable Digital Remote Control. 
As your station metering requirements  grow to additional 
sites and channels. the DRC 190 from Hallikainen & 

Friends grows with you. By its inherent, modular-
expansion design, the DRC 190 can accommodate a single 

transmitter or grow to manage up to 100. Reliable firmware 
includes a multiple access, anti-contention data packet system 
allowing any site to communicate with any other site over wire-
line. sub-canier or half-duplex UHF radio. The same firmware 

allows expanding the system by adding additional sites or channels 
at any time. For a system to grow with, not out of. expand with 

the DRC 190. 

1
 

PROGRA\1\1 \ It' EXPANDABLE AFFORDABLI DR( 

at 

190 

HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS 
141 Suburban E4, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7590 USA 

805-541-0200 
READER SERVICE NO. 179 

If you haven't tried this pre-amp, 
you don't know how good your 

microphones can sound. 

If you read ads for microphone pre-amps 

you'll find they all, regardless of price, 

promise the same things: low distortion, low noise, 

and great noise rejection. 

PROMISES. . . PROMISES 

Sontec promises you something better. 
Install our MPA-1 pre-amp. If it's not cleaner and 

more transparent than what you're now using, 

just return it for credit. Now that is a promise! 

Sontec Electronics 
Audio Drive, Goldbond VA 24094 USA 
703-626-7256 FAX: 703-626-7257 

READER SERVICE NO. 106 

CONSOLE UPGRADE 

WITHOUT THE BIG 

EXPENSE 
NEW 

CONSOLE 

COST COMPARISON 

Approach digital quality with 
your yesteryear audio 

console by using BDI plug-in 
retrofit electronics. If the cost 
of a new console is depriving 
you of a competitive air sound 

then BDI electronics are the 
answer. Better headroom, 

lower noise, lower distortion, dynamic range 
approaching 90dB and improved reliability are just 

some of the advantages of our easy to install upgrades. 
Call us today direct for a competetive air sound 

tomorrow! 

Our retrofit electronics 
currently support most 

Gates/Harris Consoles 
RCA Consoles 
McMartin Consoles 
McCurdy Consoles 

bdi 
Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
5 Crestview Avenue 
Peekskill, NY 10566 (914) 737-5032 

READER SERVICE NO. 76 READER SERVICE NO. 154 
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SBE Hosts Manufacturers 
continued from page 23 

a 24-gauge cable, NEC CL-2 rated prod-
uct. The company also showed its 24-
gauge low capacitance digital audio 
cable. 
Another introduction from Clark Wire 

is designed more for video and audio 
applications, rather than radio broad-
cast. CAMPLEX-1 is a flexible cable 
with stranded center conductor. CAM-
PLEX has a DC resistance of 14.7 
ohms per 1,000 feet; it is recommended 
for runs up to 1,800 feet. 
Other manufacturers of cable and relat-

ed gear included Cooper Industries/ 
Belden Division, which showed its dig-
ital audio cable. Lemo USA displayed 
its family of electronic connectors. 
ADC Telecommunications displayed its 
line of audio patching products, includ-
ing a digital audio patchbay employing 
110-ohm cable. Pacific Radio, a Los 
Angeles-based distributor, showed a 
variety of microphone cable assem-
blies. 
Antenna manufacturers in attendance 

included Rohn, Scala, LDL, Shively, 
Dielectric, Jampro, ERI and Antenna 
Concepts. Radiation Systems Mark 
Antennas Division, Stainless, Inc. and 
Alan Dick & Co. also had product 
information available. ERI said it has 
gotten involved in the international 
market. The company has just complet-
ed an installation in Taiwan, according 
to ERI's Robert Rose. 
To top off the tower products, so to 

speak, Hughey and Philips showed a 
variety of lighting beacons. 

Measurement and monitoring 

Several companies displayed products 
for protection from and measurement of 
RF radiation. Maxwell Safety Products 
introduced NAPTEX, a shielding tex-
tile. The firm showed a protective suit 
for tower climbers; it has a shielding 
effectiveness of up to 40 dB and weighs 
only two pounds. 

Holaday Industries showed its induced 
body current meter and its line of 
broadband RF instruments; Loral 
Microwave-Narda showed the 
Nardalert personal RF monitor, essen-
tially an RF and microwave dosimeter. 
Bird Electronic displayed its Model 
6085 broadband high power RF 
calorimeter. 
Power conditioning and lightning 

protection equipment also was on dis-
play. Northern Technologies showed 
its high-energy lightning suppression 
system and its transient control sys-
tem. PolyPhaser Corp. showed its line 
of suppression equipment, including 
the bulkhead-mount coax impulse sup-
pressor. 
Control Concepts Corp. featured the 

Islatron for protection from spikes, tran-
sients and lightning-induced voltages. 
Current Technology showed the Power 
Siftor distribution panel protection sys-
tem, and Bird Electronic displayed a 
variety of power measurement instru-
ments. Test and measurement products 
also were available from Neutrik, 
Tektronix, Audio Precision and Rohde 
& Schwarz. 

In the category of audio monitoring, 
Inovonics showed its Sentinel program 
audio monitor. Wohler showed its full 
line of rackmount audio monitoring 
equipment, including the AMP- 1 and the 
VM-4 for cueing and confidence moni-
toring. 

Transmission and STL gear 

Broadcast Electronics was on hand 
with its AMI 1 kW AM transmitter 
with built-in C-QUAM AM stereo 
exciter. 
AM stereo also was the theme at the 

Delta Electronics booth, where the 
Models ASE- 1 and ASE-2 C-QUAM 
exciters were shown. Delta's display 
also featured the AM splatter moni-
tor. 
TTC was at the show with informa-

tion on its line of transmission prod-
ucts. At the Harris-Allied booth, the 
Harris Gates 5 solid state AM transmit-
ter was demonstrated, along with the 
company's extended line of RF equip-
ment for AM and FM, including the 
Platinum series. Other RF manufactur-
ers on hand included TTC, Larcan and 
BEXT, which also showed some STL 
products. 
A number of companies provided STL 

devices which operate in the digital 
domain. Intraplex's 4800 DDAT link for 
fractional Il applications, Dolby's 
DSTL, the TFT digital modem, and 
Moseley's DSP 6000 system were all on 
hand. Moseley's Dave Chancey con-
firmed that KSJO here uses the DSP 
6000 in conjunction with the Orban 
8200 Optimod, connected via an AES-
EBU interface. 
Comrex displayed its DXP and DXR 

digital audio codecs, in addition to pro-
viding information on the rest of its 
product line. The codec allows full 
duplex audio transmission with 7.5 kHz 
bandwidth. 

In the studio 

Broadcast Electronics' exhibit also 
showcased the AirTrak 90 audio con-
sole, AudioVAULT hard disk storage 
system, and the Disc Irak floppy disk-
based cart machine. 
The Wheatstone display featured the 

company's new line of AudioArts 
Engineering console products, includ-
ing the R-10, a budget-priced user-
friendly console. Wheatstone also 
exhibited its full line of on-air and pro-
duction consoles, as well as the compa-
ny's line of graphic and parametric 
equalizers, notch filters and distribution 
amps. 
Manufacturers of processing gear were 

primarily shown through local distributor 
displays. Orban Associates featured its 
product line, including the Optimod in 
analog and digital versions, at the 
Advanced Marketing booth. CRL had its 
Audio Signature at the Broadcasters 
General Store exhibit, and the Cutting 
Edge Unity 2000 was shown by Harris-

A SEE THE  FUTURE A 

A AVANT-GARDE SERIES MURPHY  
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY WITH A CUSTOM FIT 

WE OFFER A CHOICE OF FIVE ELEGANT LINES OF STUDIO FURNTIURE STUDIO FURNITURE 

4153 N. BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 TEL (619) 698-4658 A FAX (619) 698-1268 A 

Allied. 
Gentner's Prizm and Lazer were 

shown in the TFI' booth. Inovonics had 
its David, a low-cost single rack unit 
analog processor, on display. 
Radio Systems showed its RS-6700 

DAT machine and a broadcast audio 
processor incorporeing Dolby S noise 
reduction. 
At the Fidelipac booth, showgoers 

were able to examine the Dynamax 
MX Series modular audio console, 
first shown at the company's suite dur-
ing the NAB Radio Show in New 
Orleans. According to Fidelipac's 
Scott Martin, the console will be ship-
ping in December. The DCR 1000 
floppy disk-based cart machine also 
was displayed. 
Another disk-based cart system on hand 

continued on page 27 

,Call 
Later. 

Our extended hours 
make it easier to call on 
the service, selection 
and support of Harris 
Allied, the nation's 
largest supplier of 

broadcast equipment. 

Eastern 
8:00 am - 8:00 pm 

Central 
7:00 am - 7:00 pm 

Mountain 
6:00 am - 6:00 pm 

Pacific 
5:00 am - 5:00 pm 

800-622-0022 

tibewl HARRIS 
ALLIED 
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Remote Control, Then and Now 
SAN JOSE The odds are that the FCC 
will take no further formal action regarding 
transmitter operation by remote control. 

John Reiser, an engineer with the FCC's 
Mass Media Bureau addressing convention 
attendees at a technical session during the 
convention, said a new notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPRM) on remote control 
operation will likely "never see the light of 
day." Reiser attributed that lack of action on 
a "freeze on NPRMs to reduce paperwork," 
and added that the issue is a "low priority 
for the FCC." 
Offering an historical perspective on the 

matter, Reiser recounted that the 
Communications Act originally provided 
for transmitters to be operated in the pres-

ence of a licensed operator. After World 
War II, the FCC reorganized FM alloca-
tions, and established low power Class D 10 
W non-commercial stations. The 
Commission changed its rules at that point. 
to allow for the operation of these station 
close to towers, he added. 
In the early 1980s, the Commission issued 

an NPRM to amend its rules for transmitter 
operation. said Reiser. These new rules. 
however, were limited in scope. They pro-
posed no technical ways of doing things. 
Reiser said, just the desired result. 
With the advent of dial-up remote control, 

the FCC in 1988 issued a public notice to 
address the questions raised by the new tech-
nology. The public notice indicated that the 

FCC on Wheels 
The local field office of the FCC brought its mobile 

electronic measurement unit to the SBE show. 

duty operator must have the ability at all 
times to turn the transmitter off. Simple con-
trol by phone lines was not enough, Reiser 
said. 
In recent times, the Commission has asked 

Congress to make broadcasters exempt from 
licensed operator requirements detailed in the 
Communications Act, or to eliminate that 
part of the Act entirely, Reiser said. 
Still, Reiser said, "dial-up remote control is 

wonderful." He further reassured the audi-
ence that "transmitters that were well-main-
tained under old rules wll be maintained 
well no matter what the rules may be." 

Contests Can Win Trouble 
continued from page 13 

two annual $ 10.000 payments, the money 
stopped and she complained to the FCC. 
The licensee responded that it was the 
other company. and not the station, which 
was responsible for the bonus prize. 
The Commission, however, reviewed the 

contest's promotional material and rules 
and concluded that the contest was pre-
sented to potential participants as a purely 
station-conducted contest. 
This placed the licensee in a no-win posi-

tion: If the promotional materials were 
correct and the contest was purely station-
conducted, then the station's failure to pay 
the bonus was a failure to conduct the con-
test as advertised; but if the promotional 
materials were incorrect, then the station 
had failed to fully and accurately disclose 
the contest's material terms. Either way 
the station had violated the contest rule, 
and the result was a $6,250 fine. 
Additionally, the Commission's ruling 

cannot have helped the station if the con-
testant attempts to sue in civil court for 
the balance of the prize. 

It appears that the station in question had 

been at least somewhat diligent with respect 
to the bonus prize: It had a written agree-
ment with the prize's sponsor. and presum-
ably it therefore enjoys at least some reason-
able arguments in the event of a lawsuit. But 
the station apparently did not take the extra 
step of assuring that the promotional copy 
plainly reflected the source of the money. 
And the station also apparently had not 
insisted that all of the promised prize money 
be put aside (for instance, in an escrow 
account) to guarantee its availability. 
In view of the fact that the Commission is 

nowadays clearly willing to issue fines for 
contest violations, you should probably 
review any contests you have on the air (or 
in the planning stages) and make sure that 
all your i's are dotted and t's are crossed. If 
you have any questions at all, you should 
probably consult your communications 
counsel right away, while there still may be 
time to correct any possible problems. 

DOD 

Harry Cole is a partner in the 
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel & 
Cole. Chartered. He can he reached at 
202-833-4190. 

7.5kHz or 20kHz Digital Audio... 
CCS has a CODEC for every need. 

In 1989 CCS Audio Products set new standards for 7.5kHz digital audio CODECs with the Micro56. Now CCS 

is proud to introduce CDQ-2000, the world's first commercially available CD quality stereo MUSICAM' CODEC. 

CDQ-2000 delivers high quality audio yet requires only 112Kbps of digital facility. This means stereo music can 

be transmitted using as little as half the digital bandwidth 

of other competing systems. Furthermore, only 

CDQ-2000 offers you multi- rate flexibility between 

112Kbps to 384Kbps, permitting connectivity 

between satellite services and terrestrial 

digital telephone networks such as ISDN, 

switched 56, or fractional Ti. 

From 7.5kHz news feed to 20kHz 

symphonic concerts, if you need 

Crystal Clear Digital AudioT" come 

to CCS for the best. 

[el 
COS. Europe GmbH 

Obere HauptstraBe 52 

d-8050 Freising 

49 8161 12255 Fax 49 8161 12260 
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of our European o in Ger Many 
Munic h,  . 

CCS 
CCS, Inc. 

33 West Main Street 

Holmdel, NJ 07733. USA 

(908) 946-3800 FAX: ( 908) 946-7167 
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SBE Sessions Target New Key Issues 
by Alex Zavistovich 

SAN JOSE Of the wide range of 
papers presented during the SBE conven-
tion here, several focused on issues cur-
rently under regulatory and legislative 
scrutiny: digital audio broadcasting 
(DAB), radiofrequency (RF) radiation 
exposure standards and improvement of 
the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). 

In a presentation titled "Planning the 
Future for Broadcast Engineers," Jerry 
Whitaker recapped broadcasting's com-
petitive battle with consumer audio prod-
ucts for the home and car. 
Whitaker added that plunging prices for 

radio station, coupled with the trend to 
LMAs and major mergers may lead to 
layoffs. These potential layoffs may 
exacerbate an already tight job situation 
in the industry, Whitaker said, noting 
that engineering staff at the average 
radio station has decreased from three in 
1986 to two in 1989. 
The NAB's Andy Butler, in a paper 

titled " Dodging Bullets and Seizing 
Opportunities," outlined some of the 
NAB's work on behalf of its members. 
This work includes improvement or 
enhancement of current broadcasting 
technical quality by pursuing digital 
audio broadcasting (DAB), radio broad-
cast data system ( RBDS) and AMAX 
certification for AM receivers. 
Butler gave evidence for the pursuit of 

digital technology for broadcasting by 
pointing out that "consumers have shown 
demand for high quality audio." In 1992, 
almost $ 10 billion dollars is expected to 
be spent on consumer audio equipment, 
he said, and digital cable audio services 
such as Digital Cable Radio and Digital 
Music Express have proved to be "attrac-
tive and seductive" to listeners. 
Synopsizing the key players in the DAB 

race and the timetable imposed on them 
by the Electronic Industries Assocation 
(EIA) planned system tests, Butler 
stressed that all DAB plans require new 
receivers, transmitting equipment and 
digital programming. He said the average 
implementation cost for DAB conversion 
could range from $20,000 to $ 100,000. 
depending on how much of the station's 
operation is already digital. 

Understanding RF compliance 
In a panel titled " Environmental 

Standards: What You Need to Know," 
discussion primarily revolved around RF 
radiation issues. The FCC's Bob 
Greenberg noted that OST Bulletin 65 
requires compliance with standards set 
by the American National Standards 
Institute ( ANSI) for the specific absorp-
tion rate of non-ionizing radiation. 
The FCC requires stations to power 

down or cut power when tower climbers 
are working on the tower; all stations on 
the tower must agree to and comply with 
the power reduction, he added. 
According to Greenberg, "many applica-
tions" are deficient regarding OST 65. 
Robert Cleveland, also with the FCC, 

said rule 1.1307(b) 47 CFR looks at the 
services that must comply with ANSI 
guidelines, which are time-averaged over 
a six-minute period. Included are radio 
and TV, fixed and portable satellite 
uplinks, and workers climbing towers. He 
added that the ANSI standard may soon 
be replaced by another, IEEE C95.1. 
New standards for exposure came under 

fire to some extent by consulting engi-
neers James Hatfield, of Hatfield and 
Dawson, and Dane Ericksen of Hammett 
and Edison. 
Hatfield said that the new standard for 

maximum permissible exposure—a two 
tiered standard for workers and the gener-
al public—maintains similar standards for 
occupational exposure, but decreases by 
one-fifth the public exposure limit in the 
human resonance range of 30-300 MHz. 
One problem with the standard, accord-

ing to Hatfield, is that for FM broadcast-
ers, the body current limit changes in 
mid-band ( 100 MHz). This point also 
was raised by Dane Ericksen, who point-
ed out that "a 6 kW Class A at 99.5 has 
to do yet another survey" if it plans a 
facility construction or modification, 
while a station above that point is not 
required to do so. 

If body current is really a problem, 
Ericksen said, the standard is deficient 
by being cut in half. A notice of pro-
posed rulemaking planned by the FCC 
will give broadcasters a forum for their 
opinions, he acknowledged, but Ericksen 
expressed concern that the Commission 
may choose the "easy solution" and 

increase the cut-off to 108 MHz—"a pox 
on all FMs, not just half." 
RF consultant Richard Tell stressed the 

need for federal certification and inde-
pendent assessment of protective clothing 
for RF exposure. He noted that protective 
gloves seem effective in reducing contact 
current. Tell also underscored the need to 
show compliance with RF safety require-
ments, by knowing the field at minimal 
measurement distances and considering 

downward lobe," he said. 
In a session titled "EBS Summit 

Conference," proponents of systems 
designed to enhance or replace the exist-
ing emergency broadcast system shared a 
panel with FCC representatives to dis-
cuss the future of the EBS. 

Something's got to give 
Session chairman Richard Rudman of 

KFWB in Los Angeles noted that broad-
casters have "gotten to a point where we 
know a change has to occur." 
Dane Ericksen outlined the points 

raised by the SBE in its filing with the 

If body current is really a problem, 

engineer Dane Ericksen said, the 

standard is deficient by being cut in half. 

uncertainty in equipment calibration 
when making such measurements. 
Shively Labs' Robert Surette main-

tained that "most stations comply with 
the ANSI standard." He acknowledged, 
however, that "where you get in trouble 
is with low towers." In stations with a 
substantial amount of energy close to the 
tower, changing the number of bays on 
the antenna can "substantially reduce the 

Products Displayed at SBE 
continued from page 25 

at the SBE was the dB-Cart, first shown 
in prototype form more than two years 
ago, and unveiled at the AES show in 
September. The unit, from Digital 
Broadcast Associates, utilizes a 21 
megabyte 3.5-inch "floptical" diskette. 
The Audiometrics CD cart player was 
shown by Harris-Allied, while the Denon 
CD cart machine was available for 
inspection from the distributor 
CanComm. 
RCS showed several products includ-

ing the MDL- 14, otherwise known as 
the RCS "Tracker," which can store a 
week's worth of radio programming on 
a single DAT cassette, with 100-2.500 
Hz frequency response. 
TM Century exhibited its " Ultim.oe 

Digital Studio," a programmable s-
tern for air playback of music and 
commercials. The system now inter-
faces with Computer Concepts' Digital 
Commercial System, a hard disk-based 
storage and editing system. The latter 
company also exhibited at the show. 
Other hard disk-based digital automa-

tion and editing systems were scattered 
throughout the exhibit hall. At 
Broadcasters General Store, attendees 
could examine the Desk Jockey from 
Rodman Brown. Audio Images. a pro 
audio distributor, offered demonstra-
tions of the Pro Tools system from 
Digidesign. Also, from ENCO Systems, 
was a display of the DAD486x, a I 6-bit 
hard disk storage and editing system 
using a proprietary DSP circuit board 
and touch screen operation. The Arrakis 
Digilink hard disk system was on dis-
play at the Harris-Allied booth, as was 
the AKG DSE 7000 disk-based editor. 

Service providers 
Not all the exhibitors at the show were 

manufacturers. however. Service 
providers were also available. One 
unusual company is Chip Morgan 
Broadcast Engineering (CMBE), which 
provides a variety of contract engineer-

ing services. CMBE provides contract 
engineers with a centralized administra-
tive service for collections and other 
paperwork. Another engineer, Doug 
Vernier, showed his broadcast technical 
software for contour mapping, FM 
search and other applications. 
Sequoia Electronics also had a booth at 

the SBE show. The company provided 
information on its inventory of parts for 
various recorders, duplicators and tape 
loggers, as well as service for the equip-
ment. Econco provided information on 
its tube rebuilding services, and NPR 
Satellite Services was on hand describing 
its various broadcast- related services. 
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FCC on the EBS overhaul. The alerting 
system, he said, must be equally avail-
able to AM, FM and TV stations, as well 
as being flexible and simple to use. 
Additionally, the SBE was looking for 
the FCC to make statements regarding 
remote control and depth of modulation 
in the alerting system. 

Rudman then brought up the 
"Emergency News Network" concept 
developed in Los Angeles. As detailed in 
another session during the show, the net-
work would provide news and official 
information originated by police and 
other authorities in the form of press 
releases, drafted in simple English. The 
network would not undermine regular 
news reporting, Rudman stressed, and is 
intended to solve problems associated 
with a break in the "daisy chain" of cur-
rent EBS notification. 
Richard Smith, of the FCC's Field 

Operations Bureau, noted that comments 
on a notice of proposed rulemaking 
regarding EBS are due to the 
Commission by Jan. IS. 1993, with 
replies on Feb. 16. He also pointed out 
that a demonstration of the new systems 
will take place in Washington. D.C. on 

continued on page 28 
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WRAP—UP  

AES CONVENTION 
Workstations Are Key Topic at AES 
by Nancy Reist 

SAN FRANCISCO A panel of digi-
tal audio workstation users and manu-
facturers presented a workshop on prac-
tical tips for audio producers convert-
ing to the digital domain. The panel 
convened at the 93rd convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society ( AES) in 
San Francisco. 
Panel members agreed that the process 

of choosing the correct workstation to 
meet specific needs is critical. They 
suggested several criteria that should be 
considered before making the invest-
ment. These include the specific fea-
tures, the manufacturer's reputation, 
upgrade capability, ease of file backup 
and restoring, compatibility with other 
systems, and the kind of filing system 
the workstation uses. 
Panelists agreed that prospective 

users should first carefully assess their 
particular needs. Then search for a 
workstation that meets those needs 
without getting distracted by superflu-
ous features. 

Know what you want 
Scott Gershin. from Soundelux said 

that, though features vary, digital work-
stations that provide complex editing 
capabilities are different machines from 
those that provide several simultaneous 
tracks for multitracking. Ben lng from 
Waveframe added, "The buying public 
has to realize that a facility has to spe-
cialize. They should look for a worksta-
tion that does what they want." 
Roland House's Michael David said 

the buyer also should consider the man-
ufacturers' reputation. 
Upgrade capability is another signifi-

cant criteria recommended by the pan-
elists. The technology is constantly 
evolving, a tact which make ,, many 

people afraid to invest large sums of 
money in a piece of equipment that 
may rapidly become obsolete. But pan-
elists asserted that a digital workstation 
does not have to be a technological 
dead end. 
Otari's Matt Ward advised, "Look at 

the company's record for stability and 
ability to provide upgrades. You're 

sized that you should also consider the 
ease of backing up and restoring the 
data. "If a manufacturer tells you a box 
isn't going to crash, run like hell, 
because every box is going to crash 
once in a while." 
Once a workstation is selected, you 

will need to change some of your pro-
duction routines. According to David, 

Prospective users should first carefully 

assess their particular needs, and then 

search for a workstation that meets those 

needs without getting distracted by 

superfluous features. 

dependent on it. Look at how the sys-
tem is set up to accept new technology. 
Some systems are more modular in 
nature. If a system is more modular it's 
much easier to upgrade." 

Ward also discussed different 
approaches to file management, which 
is a complex process in audio worksta-
tions, especially with space-consuming 
audio storage. 

File design 
He said that manufacturers usually 

take one of two approaches to file 
design. They may develop a dedicated 
system which can be sophisticated and 
efficient, but which also locks the user 
into specific hardware. 
On the other hand, Ward noted, they 

may use an existing file system which 
is more flexible and open to outside 
peripherals, but which may be less effi-
cient at accomplishing the particular 
tasks the user has in mind. 
Panelists were divided about which 

approach was preferable. David empha-
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"The key to all workstations is prepara-
tion and scheduling." 
He said a digital audio workstation 

can save you time and enhance your 
creative opportunities, but you need 
to set some new preparation time 
aside. 
Likewise, frequent project backups 

take some time. but it's time you can't 
afford to skip. Otherwise, your project 
is always vulnerable to disk failure. 
Gary Hall of Sonic Solutions said 

that it's often difficult to determine 
whether or not a workstation will 
crash. "When a tape machine goes 
down, it's obvious. When a disk sys-
tem fails, you can recover the data and 
ask if it's OK and all the manufacturer 
can say is ' I think it might be.' That 
adds a lot of stress." Scott Gershin 
from Soundelux said that the only way 
to prevent major disasters is to dili-
gently back up your projects so you 
can recover most of your data if the 
system crashes. 

Incompatible drives 
One practice that may lead to unnec-

essary system failures is the use of 
incompatible disk drives. The drives 
sold by the workstation manufacturer 
may cost considerably more than drives 
purchased elsewhere, but several of the 
panelists claimed it may be difficult to 
determine how well the cheaper drives 
will work with the system. 
James Moorer from Sonic Solutions 

warned that even a drive with the same 
model and make number as one recom-
mended by the manufacturer may not 
work perfectly. He said that although 
everyone uses SCSII chips, drives may 
behave differently in a number of areas 
including handling of reject messages, 
powering up, disconnect during the 
data phase, sensitivity to bus noise and 
long cables, co-existence with other 
peripheral devices and thermal recali-
brate behavior. 
The panel was divided about the best 

way to avoid these problems. Some 
preferred to stick to the drives provided 
by the workstation manufacturer. 
Others suggested calling the manufac-
turer, telling them what drive you plan 
to buy, and asking whether it will work. 
Ing and Ward said that Waveframe and 
Otani will specify what drives they rec-

ommend and will support. 
Gershin said that frequently a mal-

function that seems to be a disk prob-
lem is actually due to bad cables. He 
recommends buying high quality SCSII 
cables and keeping backups on hand. 
The way you connect different periph-

erals also can make a difference. Ing 
explained that as you add different 
SCSII 
devices you pull down the inductance 
in the system, which may impede oper-
ations. He also advised against mixing 
different kinds of cable and warned that 
Mac SCSII cable is not compatible with 
other kinds because Mac doesn't use 
some of the data lines. 
The workshop ended with a debate 

about the likelihood of the emergence 
of a standard. Everyone seemed to 
agree that a standard would be valu-
able, but most said they think it's 
unlikely one will be developed in the 
near future. 

SBE Targets 
Key Issues 

continued from page 27 

Dec. 11, 1992. 
The rest of the session was devoted 

to explanations of the new systems. 
Jerry LeBow described the RDS-based 
SAFE I alerting system, which operates 
on a 57 kHz FM subcarrier. Le Bow 
pointed out that manufacturers will 
build the RDS feature in automobiles 
only as a value-added feature. 
Therefore, such RDS capabilities as 
datacasting and similar features are of 
interest to manufacturers. 
LeBow said that implementation of 

EBS improvements may run to $50 or 
$60 million, which he hopes will come 
from FEMA or through other govern-
ment funding, rather than being shoul-
dered by broadcasters. 
Art Botterell described California's 

Emergency Digital Information Service 
(EDIS), a government-access newswire for 
computerized dissemination of news releas-
es coupled to a variety of distribution sys-
tems. Advantages of EDIS are low cost of 
implementation, a datastream compatible 
with newsroom automation and captioning 
systems, familiar technology and an operat-
ing philosophy that supports rather than 
supplants regular broadcast news. 

The National Weather Service's 
WRSAME system was described by Larry 
Krudwig. Krudwig noted that WRSAME 
is operational in seven cities, with a total 
of 15 expected by the end of the year. In 
1995, the Weather Service will replace its 
current system with a digital system, 
Krudwig said; some 415 stations will have 
the capability of transmitting the code. 
Finally, Fred Baumgartner explained 

Colorado's Emergency Alerting System— 
ICEBS, as it's referred to in the FCC's 
NPRM. The system uses multiple net-
works to reduce interruptibility, and 
employs 7-digit DTMF coding to identify 
the emergency condition. Baumgartner 
described ICEBS as a web structure, as 
opposed to the current EBS daisy chain. 
The system will survive even if up to 80 
percent of it is destroyed, he said. 
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Mic Techniques Outlined 
by Nancy Reist 

SAN FRANCISCO Three-channel 
stereo miking was one of two papers pre-
sented on sophisticated microphone tech-
niques at the 93rd Convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society. 

In the first paper, technical consultant 
Michael Gerzon described possible 
microphone techniques for three-channel 
stereo. He said that three-channel 
stereo—which uses three speakers locat-
ed at the left, center, and right positions 
in front of the listener—has been around 
for 50 years in the film industry. But it 
has been used almost exclusively in rela-
tively large listening spaces. 

l'he technique's possible implementa-
tion with high definition television 
(HDTV) and digital audio broadcasting 
(DAB) would bring three-channel stereo 
into smaller spaces. This means that 
recording engineers may need to develop 
new microphone techniques. 
Gerzon claimed that three-channel 

stereo provides a lot of room for experi-
mentation, but that it may be difficult to 
develop a good technique, if the experi-
mentation is done without a thorough 
understanding of the unique problems 
inherent in the system. 
Gerzon's paper described some of the 

theory behind three-channel stereo and 
discussed issues related to speaker place-
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ment. He then outlined the strengths and 
weaknesses of different mic placements, 
including discrete spaced mono mics, 
matrixed spaced mono mics, two spaced 
stereo mics, three spaced stereo mics, 
coincident techniques, near-coincident 
techniques, and the use of baffles. 
Gerzon writes that "all but the most 

naive microphone techniques for three-
loudspeaker stereo appear to need the 
design of dedicated matrix signal pro-
cessing, often of a frequency-dependent 
character." He suggested that more 
research is needed on the processing 
aspects. 
Gerzon also presented a paper describ-

ing the possible applications of 
"Blumlein shuffling" to conventional 
two-channel stereo microphone tech-
niques. Gerzon said Blumlein shuffling 

continued on page 32 
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Interface 
Affected 
By Jitter 
by Nancy Reist 

SAN FRANCISCO Problems 
with the AES/EBU/SPDIF digital 
audio interface were the topic of a 
paper presented at the Audio 
Engineering Society's San 
Francisco Convention on Oct. 1. 
In research presented by Malcolm 

Hawksford, who had conducted 
tests with Chris Dunn at the 
University of Essex, the interface 
appears to work well. 
"At first sight, it may seem that 

there are no problems and that the 
system is truly transparent," he said. 
"The fact is, if you transmit num-
bers over the interface, then the 
same numbers will be received at 
the end, assuming, of course, certain 
requirements like bandwidth and 
signal to noise ratio. On the face of 
it, it appears that the interface is per-
fect and allows exact communica-
tion of source data to the receiver." 
Hawksford, however, said prob-

lems occur in the final digital-to-
analog conversion process. It is not 
so much with the code itself, but 
rather with the timing of the code. 
The instantaneous timing deviation 

of clock transitions from their cor-
rect positions is known as jitter. 
Hawksford and Dunn developed 
models to try to identify the source 
of the jitter. They said they discov-
ered a relationship between the con-
tent and the jitter. 
"The correlation between the time 

displacement and the data contained 
is quite strong," Hawksford 
explained. He played some sample 
spoken word tapes and tapes of the 
isolated jitter that accompanied 
those tapes. The relationship was 
clearly evident, although this 
changed with an out-of-phase stereo 
signal. "It's interesting to note that if 
the two channels are out of phase, 
the correlation is much, much less. 
That's because we're averaging 
over two clocks." 
Hawksford said that problems 

associated with jitter also will be 
related to the cost of the system. "Of 
course, the bottom line is that if we 
engineer the D/A converter correct-
ly, we can eliminate the problems of 
jitter. There's no question of that. 
The problem possibly exists in 
cheaper installations." 
He suggested that one possible 

low-cost solution might be found in 
the decreased correlation between 
the signal and the jitter found when 
two signals are out of phase. "A 
simple thing would be to invert one 
channel of the interface itself. We 
heard that in truly out-of-phase sig-
nals the effect of jitter was very 
small. So in a stereo system if one 
channel were actually inverted, and 
provided the stereo content was 
small, the jitter would actually go 
down." 
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We don't ship tape recorders to you 

in pieces; you won't get our new disk 

recorders that way either. 

Our new DDR-10 digital disk 

recorder is a fully integrated system 

that comes ready to roll in and turn 

on. There's no assembly, no cabling, 

nothing more to buy. And because it 

looks great, clients simply love it! 

If you know tape recorders, 

you're ready to go the minute you sit 

down at the DDR-10's control panel. 

The buttons and knobs are familiar, 

and they do what you expect. It's the 

only audio disk recorder in the world 

designed in this way — designed for the 

professional. 

With up to 60 hours of the 

highest quality, full-bandwidth digital 

audio, and extensive editing capabil-

ities, the DDR-10 delivers the best 

"power-to-price" ratio you can buy. 

And its standard Macintosh® SCSI 
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buss (rather than a proprietary de-

sign), means you're free to take 

advantage of future advances in the 

computer industry. This way, you're 

not locked-in to a system which 

seemed "special" at first, but quickly 

became ancient. 

For your convenience, CD repli-

cation directly from your DDR-10 

soundfile is now available. For more 

information about this service, and 

the DDR-10, call Otan; a company 

famous for technical support and 

customer service, worldwide. 

(415)341-5900 

Otari 1991 
Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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CD, DAT Longevity Tests Released 
by Nancy Reist 

SAN FRANCISCO With the extensive 
use ut CDs and DAT at radio stations, 
the long-term reliability of these prod-
ucts was the focus of a discussion at the 
93rd Audio Engineering Society 
Convention. 
DigiPress has developed a compact 

disc, the Century-Disc, made of etched 
tempered glass and gold. It is intended 
for long term archiving. Denis Oudard, 
General Manager of DigiPress' North 
American subsidiary, discussed some of 
the tests for CD longevity that DigiPress 

used in the design of the Century-Disc. 
Many CD longevity tests expose CDs to 

extreme conditions, measure the impact 
of those conditions, and then extrapolate 
over time. He described three important 
components of longevity: chemical sta-
bility, mechanical stability and rugged-
ness. He criticized some tests of CD 
longevity as being overly simplistic and 
focused solely on chemical stability. 
"Life expectancy is a complex issue. 

There is a medium aspect and an envi-
ronmental aspect. In the medium aspect 
we cannot look at just one factor," 
Oudard said. 

DigiPress has subjected polycarbonate 
CDs, Taiyo-Yuden WORM CDs, and 
various combinations CDs constructed of 
glass and metals to a series of tests, 
exposing them to different temperatures 
and humidities, salt, synthetic sweat and 
immersion. 
According to Oudard, under most of 

the conditions imposed by DigiPress, the 
glass combinations held up best, fol-
lowed by the WORM CDs. He said the 
polycarbonate CDs showed problems 
such as peeling and oxidation in many 
of the tests; he suggested, however, that 
some of the problems with the polycar-

TOTALLY TRANSPARENT 
TRANSMISSION PROTECTION. 
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bonate CDs may have been due to poor 
lacquer quality rather than to flaws in 
the substrate itself. 
Moving from CDs to DATs, Slobodan 

Popovic from McGill University pre-
sented the results of his tests of DAT 
tape reliability. His three test groups 
each contained four tapes, one AGFA, 
one Ampex EX467, one Sony, and one 
3M. The first group was subjected to 13 
cycles of "mechanical stress," which 
added up to 90 minutes of still frame 
test, 2,600 mode switchings, 2,600 
reproduction passes, and 55 overwrites. 
The second group was subjected to 
"environmental stress" created by 
putting the tapes in an environmental 
chamber with the temperature set at 40 
degrees centigrade and 90 percent 
humidity for 30 days. The third group 
was subjected to 24-hour periods in the 
environmental chamber between cycles 
of mechanical stress. 
Popovic recorded a sine wave and a 

segment of music on the middle of each 
tape after each stress cycle. Tapes were 
analyzed for dropout subjectively 
through A/B listening tests administered 
to 12 subjects. Popovic also analyzed the 
tapes objectively by scanning the wave-
form on the Studer Dyaxis digital work-
station and monitoring the error indica-
tors on a Sony PCM 2500 DAT recorder. 
He said he found no dropouts in any of 

the 3M tapes, one dropout in an Ampex 
tape, two dropouts in the AGFA tapes, 
and four dropouts in the Sony tapes. 
While the audience found this paper 

interesting, there was some criticism 
of the study design. One audience 
member pointed out that the number of 
tapes analyzed was far too low to 
reach any serious conclusions. 
Another commented that several com-
panies get their tapes from the same 
manufacturers. 

Mic Techniques 
Outlined at AES 

continued from page 30 

converts intermicrophone time delay dif-
ferences into stereo amplitude differ-
ences. 
He claimed that the technique, devised 

in 1931, can be used in a number of 
ways including: the improvement of 
stereo localization quality and accuracy 
from recordings made using a binaural 
head; obtaining stereo from a closely-
spaced pair of boundary layer micro-
phones; obtaining a wide stereo pickup 
with a high degree of rejection of 
unwanted sounds from the side and the 
rear; and the pick-up of true stereo at 
great distances from the sound stage. 
Gerzon explained that the technique 

involves feeding the microphones' sig-
nals into a sophisticated signal process-
ing system, the Blumlein Shuftler. 
The lack of commercially available 

equipment that would allow the process-
ing to be done by someone unfamiliar 
with the theory has kept the Blumlein 
Shuftler from popular use, according to 
Gerzon. Its main disadvantage is that it 
has poor mono compatibility, he said. 
The technique also is more vulnerable to 
wind and handling noise than many other 
techniques. 
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New Products Blanket AES Trade Show 
by Alex Zavistovich 

SAN FRANCISCO During the recent 
AES convention here, the exhibit hall of 
the Moscone Center was covered in a 
blanket of audio products for both the 
recording and broadcast industries. Trends 
on the floor revolved around the key areas 
of processing, recording formats and their 
media, and digital audio workstations. 
Although the sheer volume of digitally-

based products seemed to confirm the 
direction of professional audio gear in 
the future, a minor backlash against the 
technology also represented a trend on 
the AES show floor. 
Some processor manufacturers in atten-

dance showed lines of tube-based prod-
ucts. For example, Anthony Demaria 
Labs displayed the ADL 1000 tube com-
pressor/limiter. The two rack space-high 
processor features frequency response of 
15 Hz to 30 kHz, within 0.5 dB. 
Lydcraft showed the newest Tube-Tech 

product, a two rack unit high vacuum 
tube compressor/limiter called the LCA 
2A. This device contains a separate lim-
iter and compressor on each channel. 
The channels can be used in mono mode 
or the two channels can be linked togeth-
er for stereo applications and can also be 
connected to other LCA 2As. 
Summit Audio showed a variety of 

tube-based products, including the EQF-
100 vacuum tube equalizer, the EQP-
200A dual program equalizer, the DCL-

200 dual compressor/limiter, as well as 
the MMP-125 mic preamp and the TLA-
100A tube leveling amplifier. 
Also on hand at the AES show was a 

company well known to broadcasters, 
ATI. While not part of the tube-based 
processing trend, ATI displayed a wide 
variety of analog equipment, from the 
Emphasizer to the Vanguard console. 

Solid state and digital 
Despite this tube revival, processing 

products at AES by and large carried the 
"digital" label—or, at very least, "solid 
state." 
Aphex Systems has revamped the Type 
C Aural Exciter. The new Type C2 
includes bass enhancement dubbed "Big 
Bottom," and provides simpler harmonic 
level adjustments. Also new from Aphex 
is the Dominator II Model 9721 multi-
band peak limiter module, a modular 
version of the Dominator II with on-
board pre- and de-emphasis. 
Sharing booth space with Klipsch, 

which was displaying its loudspeaker 
products, was Audio Animation, which 
exhibited its paragon audio processor. 
The paragon can digitally control various 
audio parameters including compression, 
limiting and equalization via a touch-
screen display. Audio Animation also 
has a broadcast-specific version of this 
product, the paragon-transmission. 
Audio Processing Technology (APT), 

developers of the apt-X digital audio com-

pression algorithm, were showing ways 
that apt-X compression could be used on 
recorded audio tracks. These compressed 
tracks can then be transmitted via ISDN 
phone lines to recording studios. 
BSS Audio previewed its Wireless 

Remote System Controller and introduced 
the new FCS-920 Slave Module for the 
FCS-926 parametric equalizer/analyzer 
system. 
The dbx Model 172—or "SuperGate," 

as the compay calls it—is a two-channel 

Dynacord showed its DRP2OX digital, 
32-bit reverb and effects processor. The 
unit is a two-channel processor capable of 
producing reverb, echo, chorus, flanging, 
doubling, phasing and many other effects. 
New from DOD was the Series II rack-
mountable line of audio processors, 
including the 231series11, which offers 
two separate 31-band EQs, and the 830 
series II with two channels of I5-band 
2/3 octave EQ. 
Drawmer introduced the DL441 quad 

compressor/limiter, configurable as four 
independent channels, with either chan-
nels 1/2 or channels 3/4 stereo linkable. 
New from Eventide is the DSP4000 

Aphex Systems showed the Model 104-Type C2 aural exciter, with "Big Bottom." 

gate/expander/ducker for recording stu-
dios, broadcast facilities, film and video 
post, and concert venues. Dolby 
Laboratories introduced the Spectral 
Processor, a one rack-unit, two-channel 
device that boosts signals below a user-
adjustable threshold in three frequency 
bands, up to 20 dB. 
Also from dbx was the Model 1024 

buffer amplifier. 

Ultra-Harmonizer, which allows users to 
build their own effects by linking modu-
lar effects building blocks from a library 
of such blocks. Pitch shifters, delays, 
reverbs, EQ and other effects are includ-
ed in this library. 
Lexicon and Sonic Solutions signed an 
OEM agreement during the show. 
Additionally, Lexicon introduced the 

continued on page 34 

Message Repeaters 
Enter The Digital Age 

PHONES 

Diane Program Repeater 
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e 
Despite all the advances in Digital Signal Processing 
technology, when it comes to recording and 
reproducing repetitive program material, a lot of 
facilities are still stuck with choosing between 
updated versions of well, " squawk" boxes. Listeners 
are treated to that drive-in restaurant sound, usually 
responding with, "what did he say"? 

Now, the solid state DPR-612 Digital Message 
Repeater from ITC finally delivers on the promise of 
digital audio quality, in a flexible, convenient to 
operate package. Designed to provide the same 
reliability and performance as our other renowned 
audio products. 

The DPR-612 offers: 

• 6 or 12 minutes storage, selectable 
• 15 separate high quality monophonic 
messages 

• Secure recording controls 
• Full, multi-function remote control 
• Simultaneous playback of two programs 

Perfect for repetitive announcements, ID's, music 
segments, concert lines, and emergency 
management situations. 
And, no squawk. 

For more information on the DPR-612, 
contact ITC at: 

(800) 447-0414 
Outside North America, (309) 828-1381; 

FAX: (309) 828-1386 

International Tapetronics Corporation 
P.O. Box 241 
Bloomington, IL 61702 USA lb 
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model 20/20 AD 20-bit analog to digital 
converter, with AES and SPDIF intercon-
nection. The company also showed 
Version 3.0 software for the Model 300 
digital effects system, allowing the unit to 
operate in single or dual machine modes. 
Panasonic Ramsa showed the WZ-

DM30 digital multi-processor, offering 
compression, limiting, graphic EQ, four-
way crossover and four-band parametric 
equalization. A backlit LCD and jog/shut-
tle dial enables the user to see how the 
audio is being shaped by the processor. 
Peavey showed a variety of processing 

gear, including the CDS 2000 dual chan-
nel compressor/limiter, the NOT 4000 
four channel noise gate and the PME 
4000 parametric equalizer. The company 
also showed the APB 8000 audio patch 
bay and 2400PB recording console. 
On display from Sabine Musical 

Manufacturing was the FBX-900, a DSP-
controlled digital notch filter that elimi-
nates feedback in real time. Also on dis-
play was the company's FBX-1200, a 
DSP-controlled filter with an LCD display. 
Symetrix showed the Model 601 digital 

voice processor. The 601 accepts mic or 
line level analog signals, converts to 18-
bit digital and performs 24-bit digital sig-
nal processing, including parametric EQ. 
shelving EQ, notch filtering, noise reduc-
tion delay, gating and other functions. 
Valley Audio Products showed a digital 

compressor/expander, in addition to its 
460 Autogate and 310 Advantage audio 
noise and level meter. 

Consoles, control room gear 
DDA introduced the QMR for the home 

studio or commercial audio facility. The 
I2-bus QMR features 24-track monitor-
ing and six auxiliary busses. It comes in 
two frame sizes, with 48 and 56 inputs. 
Klark-Teknik used the show to announce 

the DN800 configurable crossover with 
four inputs and eight outputs. The DN800 
can be configured as a stereo 4-way, 
stereo 3- way, or four input 2-way system. 
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COVERAGE MAPS AND OVERLAYS 
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Samson introduced the Model 2242, a 
22-input rackmount mixer that is ideal 
for studio recording, live or audio post-
production applications. Along with 22 
inputs, 10 XLR microphone inputs and 
four-band equalization, the 2242 features 
a six aux configuration with 4x2 bussing. 
Solid State Logic introduced several 

new products at the AES show. Among 
those products were the so-called "Dream 
Machine" G Series consoles for music 
production and the Ultimation moving 
fader automation system. Also new from 
SSL is the Scenaria digital audio/video 
production system combining a 38-chan-
nel mixing console, 24-track recorder, 
audio editor, multiple machine controller 
and automated routing system. 
Not all console products at the show 

were for recording. Revox had the MB 16 
broadcast console on display, featuring 
16 inputs for line, mic and telecom use. 
Genelec, a Finnish loudspeaker manu-

facturer, introduced its 1031A powered 
monitor system. The 1031A is a two-way 
monitoring system designed for the 
American market, featuring peak SPL 
levels of 121 dB at one meter and wide 
frequency bandwidth in a small enclo-
sure. Other active monitors from Genelec 
were the 1032A, 1037A and 1038A. 
Tannoy unveiled the PBM 5 playback 

monitor, a small monitor featuring a 3/4-
inch soft-dome HF unit, rear porting and 
a gold-plated five-way binding post. It 
can handle power levels up to 100 W. 
A number of new products were exhib-

ited by Sennheiser, including the 
HMD250 broadcast monitor headphone, 
the MKE44-P stereo recording mic and 
the HD440 lightweight, full-sized 
dynamic headphone. 
Shure showed its line of microphones 

and related products. including the 
Intellimixer, an intelligent microphone 
mixer that shuts down mic channels 
when they are not in use, thereby elimi-
nating comb filtering and other undesir-
able audio effects. 
Ashly Audio released the CFT-1800. 

MOSFET-based power amplifier that 
delivers 300 W per channel into a four-
ohm load. Mono-bridged, the unit can 
deliver 600 W into an eight-ohm load. 
Crown International showed its line of 

microphones, including its PZM bound-

ary-type mics. New this year from Crown 
is the 5000VZ amplifier, from the com-
pany's Macro-Tech line. The 5000VZ 
can deliver up to 5,000 W of power, in a 
chassis measuring three rack units high. 
Whirlwind showed its Presspower 

active press feed box. The unit includes 
12 mic outputs, 48 VDC phantom power 
supply, headphone jack with volume 
control, low-cut switches for channels 1 
and 2, and other features. A back panel 
switch allows the primary of the power 
transformer to operate in either 110 VAC 
60 Hz or 230 VAC 50 Hz. Also available 
from Whirlwind was the company's full 
line of cable gear. 
A full line of cable gear was displayed by 

both Clark Wire and Cable and Gepco. Both 

New from TASCAM was the DA-88 eight-

track recorder, with remote control. 

companies now cut cable to length and ter-
minate it as requested by the customer. 
Sound diffusion products were avail-

able for inspection both from RPG 
Diffusor Systems and from SDG. The 
latter company showed its Art Diffusor 
line, in a variety of materials and sizes. 

New formats, media 
in evidence throughout the AES exhibit 

area were new recording devices and 
media to support them. 
TASCAM debuted the DA-88 eight 

track digital multitrack recorder. Using 
an 8mm cassette transport that records 
on Hi-8 video tape, the DA-88 records at 
44.1 kHz or 48 kHz. Up to 16 DAs can 
be locked together for a possible 128 
tracks. The device has a suggested retail 
price of $4,499, and is available with the 
RC-848 remote control, for an additional 
$1.499. The CD-401MKII professional 
rack-mount CD player was also shown. 
Akai showed the A-DAM, or Akai 
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Digital Audio Multitrack tiemat record-
ing system. A-DAM is a 12-channel digi-
tal recorder using 8mm video tapes. Also 
shown were the DL1200 autolocator for 
the A-DAM and a variety of products for 
production, such as the SI100 digital 
sampler and the MPC6011 integrated 
MIDI sequencer and drum sampler. 
Alesis had its ADAT VHS-based eight-

track multitrack recording system on 
hand. The company now endorses 
Ampex's 489 digital mastering S-VHS 
tape for the recorder. 

In addition to its line of professional 
DAT recorders and other recording gear, 
Sony touted its new Mini-Disc ( MD) 
optical disc technology. Attendees were 
provided with sample discs and a pre-
view of the MD cart machine, slated to 
be available in prototype form by the 
spring NAB show. The company's 
PCM-2700 professional DAT recorder 
was also available, with features includ-
ing absolute timing recording and 
AES/EBU digital I/O. 
Digital Broadcast Associates also showed 
a broadcast cart replacement, the dB-Cart. 
This unit employs apt-X compression and 
"Floptical" disc technology; the medium is 
a 3.5-inch, 21 megabyte diskette. 
Philips showed its digital compact cas-

sette ( DCC) format. The backwards-
compatible format, which can play back 
standard analog cassettes, is supported 
by a variety of record labels, as is the 
Sony MD. 
The DigiCart, from 360 Systems, has 

been augmented this year with a giga-
byte disk drive, storing almost eight 
hours of stereo audio. 
DIC Digital introduced the CD-R 

recordable CD in 63- and 74- minute 
recording times. The new CD-R product 
meets the Orange Book standard and is 
packaged in a recyclable storage case. 
Fostex showed its PD-2 professional 

portable DAT recorder. 
Among the introductions in recording 

media at the AES show, some were 
refinements of existing formats. DIC 
showed the MQ Series DIC///DAT mas-
ter quality digital audio tape, with DIC's 
proprietary MicroFinity metal particle 
technology. 
TDK unveiled its DA-R16, a 16-minute 
DAT cassette with Super Finavinx pure 
metal particle tape. The company also 
announced its support of both Sony 
MiniDisc (MD) and Philips Digital Compact 
Cassette ( DCC) technology by providing 
recordable media for the two new formats. 
3M showed its line of analog and digi-

tal tape, as well as the Tape Care Library 
Box for long-term storage. The company 
featured its 966 high-output, low print 
analog tape and two digital audio master-
ing tapes for Nagra "Iir recorders. 
Denon showed the DN-951FA CD cart 

player. Denon's Auto Track Select sys-
tem reads bar-coded labels placed on the 
CD cart, to enable the player to lock-out 
play of a specific track, lock- in play of a 
specific track only, or auto-cue to a spe-
cific track. The DN-961FA, a drawer-
loading CD player. was also shown by 
Denon. 
Also new from Denon was the DN-

M200X, a 200-disc CD changer for broad-
cast program automation applications. The 
changer uses two disc trays for storage. 

Workstations proliferate 
Without a doubt, the prevailing theme 

at this year's AES show was digital 
audio workstations. While space restric-
tions prevent a complete inventory of the 

continued on page 36 
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products on hand, some products, both 
new and established, stood out. 
Among the established products, AKG 

showed the DSE 7000 editing worksta-
tion, while Studer displayed the Dyaxis, 
Dyaxis II, and the Dyaxis Lite. (The 
company also provided information on 
its recordable CD system.) 
Digidesign added a string of new prod-

ucts to its line, including the Sound Tools 
ProMaster 20 digital mastering system; 
Digidesign Intelligent Noise Reduction 
software, the Digidesign Expansion chas-
sis, and Digidesign Pro Tools 2.0. 
Digidesign offers open system architec-
ture, allowing cards from other manufac-
turers to be added to the company's CPU. 
Digital Audio Labs showed the CardD 

system. a computer card that plugs into 

IBM AT-compatible PCs to allow digital 
quality editing at selectable sampling 
rates from 32 to 48 kHz. The EdDitor 
waveform editing program was also 
shown. The CardD is being used by 
another new company, Innovative 
Quality Software, as the hardware sup-
port for its Software Audio Console, a 
PC emulation of a recording console. 

Digital FIX announced its acquisition of 
WaveFrame's assets, complementing an 
earlier acquisition of Hybrid Arts' assets in 
July. Digital F/X showed equipment from 
both companies, including the recently 
announced Digital Master E/X, a four chan-
nel, 16-track digital recorder and editor. 
Korg announced the availability of ver-

sion 2.0 software for its SoundLink ran-
dom access digital audio production sys-
tem. Highlights of version 2.0 include 

sample rate conversion from 44.1 kHz to 
48 kHz or 48 to 44.1, permitting the use 
of sounds recorded at a different rate 
than the session in progress. 
Otan i announced plans to release the 

new 4.0 software upgrade for the ProDisk 
464 digital recording/editing system. The 
revision includes the company's GUIDE 
(Graphical User Interface for Digital 
Editing) screen operating system and 
visual display system, facilitating access 
to ProDisk's editing functions. The com-
pany also has begun shipping the new 
DTR-90T four-head DAT recorder. 
On display from Roland was the DM-80 

digital audio workstation, reviewed in pre-
vious issues of RW. Also new from 
Roland is the DJ-70 sampling workstation, 
a 16-bit sampling keyboard targeted for 
live Dis, studios and broadcast facilities. 
The AudioEngine was the newest entry 

into digital workstations from Spectral 
Synthesis. The AudioEngine is a modu-

lar system configurable from four to 16 
tracks, with 256 virtual tracks and inter-
nal digital mixing. 
Turtle Beach Systems reduced the price 

and added features to its 56K digital 
recording system, showing its Version 
2.0 software upgrade. The upgrade 
allows for SMPTE chase/lock, time com-
pression and other features. 
Finally, an often overlooked area of 

audio products is test, measurement and 
monitoring gear. In addition to the System 
One from Audio Precision, monitoring 
products were available from Dorrough 
Electronics and Amber Electro Design. 
Dorrough offers a line of loudness 

meters for studio and broadcast applica-
tions; Amber offers a wide range of test 
gear, including the Amber 7000 precision 
audio frequency generation and measure-
ment system. The Amber 7000 combines 
a front panel user interface screen with 
both analog and digital hardware. 

Products & Services Showcase 
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s) 

on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly. 

DIELECTRIC 
FM Antennas 

,i7 

Providing antennas, filters, combiners, switches, 
loads and transmission line to the broadcast indus-
try worldwide for over 40 years. 

* Directional or Omni Patterns 

* Single or Muttistation 

* Variable spaced for limited 
aperatures. 

* Stainless Steel Construction 

* 5 year warranty on complete 
systems 

DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS GS 

1-800-341-9678 P.O. Box 949 
FAX 1-207-655-7120 Raymond, Maine 04071 

READER SERVICE NO. 45 

Tired Of Replacing 
Expensive Headphones? 

Designed to provide vivid sound 
reproduction when used with today's 
digital sources, these stereophones 
feature high-performance 40 mm 
drivers. The maximized power handl-
ing capability ensures full, accurate 
reproduction of the wide dynamic 
range found in digital program 
material. 
The soft leatherette earpads and ad-

justable headband provide for hours of 
comfortable listening while the closed-
back design of the earpieces allows for 
privacy and prevents unwanted outside 
sounds from interfering with your 
listening enjoyment. The 3.0 m (9art) 
cable is terminated in a 3.5 mm mini 
plug, ideal for portable systems, and a 114" plug adapter is included for home 
use. 

Only $2995 

AUDIO 
BROADCAST 
GROUP 

2342 S. Division Avenue 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 

1-800-999-9281 
200 Fareway Drive - Suite 2 
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577 

1-800-369-7623 

READER SERVICE NO. 12 

TOWER AND OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING PRODUCTS 
FLASHER 
FS155-30T 

ALARM RELAY 
SCR430T 

SHORTED FLASHER ALARM 
SFA430T 

SSAC offers a complete line of solid state products to con-
trol and monitor the lights on communication towers and 
other tall structures. SSAC solid state products have 
proven performance and reliability with years of infield 
use. Flash single or multiple beacons. Sense lamp fail-
ure in the beacon, side lamps, or other obstruction light-
ing with an alarm output. The PCR11 Photo Control with 
its all plastic housing is ideal for turning on complete 
tower lighting at dusk (factory calibrated). 

PHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE TOWER CONTROLS MANUAL 
TELEPHONE (315)638-1300 • FAX (315) 638-0333 

saichicg P.O. Box 1000 • Baldwinsville, NY 13027 

PHOTO CONTROL 
PCR11 

FREE 

BSI&C 
TOWER CONTROLS 

Flashers 

Alarm Relays 

Photo Controls 

Shorted Flasher Alarms 

3 Phase Voltage Monitors 

PO Box 1000 • BaldvonsvIlle NY 13027 

SEND YOUR AUDIO ACROSS THE STREET 

OR AROUND THE W ORLD 

When you think digital audio, 

think California Digital. We 

provide satellite/digital 

technology to make 

many options 

available at 

low cost. 

M USIC A M 

805-523-2310 

C>.\ •/ ' Digital satellites 
Fiber Optics 

Training 
System design 

Fiber optic brokering 
Equipment sales, leasing 8. financing 

Switch 56 8 ISDN program distribution 
Satellite time brokering 
(space segment brokering! 

S'ée. Cillf011ihl DI(pt,11 

Offelç &ItpertiNe /17 

Call for details on cost effective solutions 

CALIFORNIA  

DIGITAL AUDIO 

530 New Los Angeles Avenue 
Suite 114-96 
Moorpark CA 93021 USA 

Fax: 805-523-0480 

II 
Save up to 40% on 
Select Equipment 

• Our Systms are P.C. 
Compatible 

II Comparable In Price to 
Digital Storage Devices 

• Provides Audio 
Switching 

• No Monthly Software 
Maintenance Fees 

la No Need for a U.P.S. 
Power Supply 

Ill CD Live Assist 
Systems 

• Satellite Programming 
Systems 

la Carousels" 
II Music Systems 

SONO-MAG CORPORATION 
1833 Hovey Ave. Normal. IL 61761-4394 

Phone 309-452 5313 FAX 309-452 2571 

READER SERVICE NO. 197 
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Control Circuits Sell CCA FM4,000G 
by Richard Haskey 
Operations Manager 
Western Wireless Works 

PHOENIX, Ariz. I literally stumbled 
across an excellent—and affordable— 
FM transmitter while walking the floors 
at the NAB equipment exhibition last 
spring in Las Vegas. 
The chief engineer of one of my client 

stations was with me as we prepared an 
equipment list for the client's new Class 
A FM station. 
The station is licensed to a small min-

ing town in south-central Arizona and 
was to be operated with the same staff as 
the AM outlet but with separate pro-
gramming. Engineering would be han-
dled by the station's contract engineer. 

Simple needs 
We spent several hours looking at 

impressive RF generators with all 
manner of hundred-IC on/off circuits, 
RF drivers with myriad—and expen-
sive solid state devices waiting and 
screens that would blush and display 
cryptic fault diagnoses. We looked at 
new, all solid-state boxes that might 
make market in time to get the station 
on the air. 
When we stopped by the CCA booth, 

however, we were impressed by the 
CCA FM4,000G. Here was just the box 
to satisfy the requirements the others 
didn't: no solid state drivers, just a sin-
gle tube—a 3CX800A7; no tetrode 
final, just a medium-priced power tri-
ode ( 3CX3000A7) operating with 
grounded grid. This meant no neutraliz-
ing, no screen supplies, no screen 
blockers to go "phanort" in the night 
and trigger a frantic phone call to the 
engineer. 
One of the two biggest selling points of 

the unit was the control circuits—simple 
relay logic using all plug-in control 

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
A COST EFFECTIVE 
ALTERNATIVE TO 

MANUFACTURER SERVICE? 

IN CASE OF 
EMERGENCY 

We can help get you back on 

the air with our STL Loaner 

Program. We have STL's avail-

able that will be set to your 

frequency prior to shipping. 

We also provide over-the-

phone technical assistance. 

relays driving old-fashioned contactors. 
Secondly, the unit is housed in a spa-
cious cabinet that makes everything 
accessible. 
Steve McElroy, a very knowledgeable 

CCA sales engineer, guided us through 
the box step by step. What we saw made 
us instant believers in the transmitter. 
The station's owner/manager, in concert 
with dozens of other station owner/man-
agers everywhere, couldn't have cared 
less about neutralization, screen blockers 
waving and high order transmogrifica-
tion. His primary interest looked like 
this—$$$. 

CCA's medium-power FM broadcast 
transmitters promise among the longest 

documented tube lives. 

The low cost of the CCA FM4,000G 
was another point in its favor. Its econo-
my simply fascinated him. Tried, tested 
and true technology commands a lower 
price than boxes filled with whistles and 

SERVICE, REPAIR 

& CALIBRATION 
STL's ) RPU's) TSL's ) Exciters 

) AM/FM Broadcast Monitors 

) Remote Control Systems 

SPECIALIZING 
IN EQUIPMENT BY 

Belar ) Marti ) Moseley 
) McMartin ) TFT ) And others... 

An authorized TFT service center 

SOUARED\ 

TICHNICAL SIERVCCE 

2198 Hubbard Lane 
Grants Pass, OR 97527 

(503) 471-2262  

bells. The result is that we shaved sever-
al big ones off the budget for a new FM 
transmitter. 

Installation made easy 
CCA uses the same cabinet, a stan-

dard design and similar circuitry for 
each of its FM transmitters. The doc-
umentation supplied is very good and 
includes an overall schematic of suf-
ficient size to preclude going blind 
trying to find C203A in an ( often) 
under-lit transmitter hall. 

McElroy who said (as he often does), 
"No problem!" 

Installation was a breeze, partly 
because we had everything ready in 
advance to receive the box and partly 
because the transmitter came all in one 
piece, having been shipped by padded 
van. This meant there were only two 
"boxes" to deal with, the actual transmit-
ter and the long box with the harmonic 
filter and directional coupler. 
CCA uses a full-size harmonic filter 

manufactured from 3 1/8-inch copper 
transmission line. The ends are fitted 
with 1 5/8- inch EIA flanges and the 
package is supplied with a coaxial elbow 
to allow the unit to mount on top of the 

A spacious cabinet and simple 

relay logic control circuits were 

two of the biggest selling points. 

McElroy has a user list a mile long and a 
story to go with each. The station's peo-
ple called several users at random and 
got good reports from every one. The 
transmitter was ordered, an almost realis-
tic delivery deadline was given to 

transmitter and rotate in almost any 
direction. I find this approach superior to 
the harmonic filter in a tiny box, used by 
several manufacturers. The directional 
coupler, too, is a quality device with 

continued on page 38 

NORTHWEST 
(206) 546-6546 

WEST COAST 
(805) 682-9429 

MIDWEST 
(816) 635-5959 

NORTHEAST 
(412) 733-1994 
(215) 322-2410 

SOUTHEAST 
(904) 678-8943 

SOUTHWEST 
(806) 372-4518 

Digital 
vs. 

Analog 
Have You 
Puzzled? 

Call RE Specialties. 

We don't just sell equipment. 
We know how the pieces 
fit together. 

III RF & Audio Equipment. 

•  Over 120 Product Lines. 

•  Specializing in Digital 

Integration. 

•  Competitive Pricing. 
•  The Largest Number of Full 

Service Offices Nationwide. 

RF Spec ioltiee 
Mg Group 

.each RF Specialties office is independently owned and operated-
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USER REPORT 

WBCY Bases TTC Buy on Track Record 
by Mike Peters 
Vice President 
Applied Communication 
Technologies 

ARCHBOLD, Ohio In the past, it 
was easy to select a new FM transmitter. 
You simply called the three major manu-
facturers and let them fight it out. But we 
wanted something different—new tech-
nology with a proven track record. 
WBCY at Taylor University in 
Archbold, Ohio, selected the ITC FMS-
8000, 8 kW solid-state FM transmitter. 
The criteria used for determining what 

— The Industry Source for 
Manufacturer, Supplier, 
NAB and FCC Phone List-
ings, as well as Product 
Information, Company 
Profiles, Buyers Guide 
Reprints, RW's 1991 
Editorial Index, Reference 
Material, and More... 

NOW AVAILABLE!! 

To order, send $14.95 to: 

Radio World, P.O. Box 1214 

Falls Church, VA 22041 

new transmitter we would purchase 
included audio specifications. a proven 
track record, immunity to lightning and 
minimum maintenance. 
The FMS-8000 is "transparent" to the 

Model X FM exciter, so specs like FM 
noise of 92 dB and total harmonic distortion 
(THD) of 0.007 percent were measured 
right out of the box. Since there are no tuned 
circuits to deal with that would color the sig-
nal. synchronous AM noise is -60 dB. 

Around the world 
The FMS track record is excellent, with 

units operating all over the world. The 
downside is that almost 70 percent of these 
are overseas, so calling other users was dif-
ficult. But ITC was quick to get us in touch 
with their customers in the U.S. Almost 
every customer was happy, and those that 
had problems in the early years said TTC 
was prompt in coming to the rescue. They 
also said they would purchase another Trc 
transmitter when the need arose. 
Some opponents of solid state FM 

transmitters are quick to point out that 
the technology is more susceptible to 
lightning than a tube transmitter. The 
FMS-8000 has a DC grounded output 
(like most modern tube transmitters) and 
MOVs on the AC input. 
This protection is further enhanced by the 

ferro-resonant power supply. which can 
withstand voltage swings of ± 15 percent. 
We also opted for the TTC surge protector, 
which extends the warranty to two years. 
Further, TTC has never lost a low-pass fil-
ter to lightning, so we were convinced. 

Light maintenance 
Maintenance on the FMS-8000 

includes vacuuming the transmitter out 

once in a while, and cleaning the air fil-
ter. Since the transmitter site is over an 
hour's drive away. this was the kind of 
maintenance schedule we were looking 
for. 

The FMS track 

record is excellent, 

with units 

operating all 

over the world. 

There were only two things that really 
concerned us. First was the remote con-
trol interface to our new Potomac 
remote control. The hookup was easy 
once we figured it out, but since you can 
monitor practically everything in the 

transmitter, you can tie up a lot of chan-
nels quickly. 
Second, the manual lacked installation 

and maintenance sections. TTC current-
ly is updating the manual, but they 
reminded us the maintenance section 
will be fairly small compared to a tube 
transmitter. TTC will concentrate 
instead on trouble-shooting flow charts 
and the like. 

In summary. we are very pleased with 
our decision to purchase the FMS-8000. 
TTC has proven to be a leader in solid 
state FM at higher powers, and we 
weren't about to settle for old tube-type 
technology. 

DOD 
For information, contact Russ 

Erickson, TTC sales manager. in 
Colorado: 303-665-8000: fax: 303-673-
9900: in- circle Reader Service 16. 

Control Circuitry Sells the 

CCA FM4,000G Transmitter 
continued from page 37 

sampling elements for forward and 
reflected power. 
The FM4,000G operates from single 

phase power and can be supplied with 
transformers to match any voltage likely 
to be encountered. It uses a single fan to 
cool the tubes with the hot air exhausted 
out the top of the box. We opted to vent 
the exhaust air to the outside and provide 
make-up air via a filtered inlet arrange-
ment. Others may do the job differently. 
possibly using a closed system to cool 
and recirculate the air. 

You 
can measure... 

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set. 
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of 
precision measurement than ever before You can measure S/N below 
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations 
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than 
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.010/0, and much more... 
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure-
ments a dream 

j:1 BEL-AIR (215)687-5550 
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333 

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors. 

All parts that might have wiggled loose 
on the trek from Atlanta to the central 
Arizona hill-country were taped or other-
wise secured. The securing did its job— 
almost. We "hooked up" the box, shot 
the juice to it and voila! We ran into 
some trouble when trying to tune the 
final. We could not tune nor detune. We 
shut the unit down and tightened the 
linkage. Problem solved. 

Help from Burk 
Remote control hook-up ordinarily 

would have been easy, but did present a 
problem in our case. While each remote 
control function can be actuated with a 
normally open (or closed, in some cases) 
push-button, one rail of the control lad-
der is at chassis potential. Since this sta-
tion had purchased a Burk Technology 
remote control, a unit that required both 
sides of the transmitter control circuit 
being above ground. it didn't work 
directly with the transmitter as supplied. 
The CCA FM transmitter uses a 24 

VDC system with one side hard-wired to 
the chassis. While mad scientists could 
have reworked all of the control PC cards 
to eliminate the chassis reference, we, 
instead, searched out another solution. 
Possibly not as elegant, but it was easy. 
A quick call to Burk indicated they 

manufactured an interface panel that 
would make everything nice. 
Considering this was 1991, not 1961, the 
price was quite reasonable. 
So, to sum up a long story with a happy 

ending, the CCA FM4,000G FM transmit-
ter was bought, installed, remote-controlled 
and put into 24-hour service in early 
August 1991. As of this writing, except for 
utility power outages. the box has per-
formed without fault since its debut. 

DOD 
Richard Haskey is a long-time broad-

cast engineer, consultant and contractor: 
he is also a principal at Western 
Wireless Works, a telecommunications 
engineering and contracting firm. 
For information from CCA, contact 

Sales Engineer Steve McElroy in 
Georgia: 404-964-3530: fax: 404:964-
2222: or circle Reader Service 34. 
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CATCH THE WAVE 

DIGITAL CONTROL AT ANALOG PRICES 

THE MARINER ON-AIR CONSOLE 

II Digital faders have the reliability of VCAs with the pure 

sound of direct audio 

▪ Water resistant design allows operation even at 100%+ 

humidity 

• Standard features include multiple mix- minus, talk-

back, dual stereo outputs with mono mix-down, cue & 

headphone amps 

II Three desktop frame sizes hold either 6, 12 or 22 input 

mixers with -full metering & optional clock/timer 

▪ Panable mic, dual line, 6 function machine control & 8 

input preselector modules allow easy operation in any 

format 

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC. 

3320 BERING DRIVE HOUSTON, TX 77057 

713-782-4592 800-231-5870 FAX 713-782-7597 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Platinum Series a Goldmine for Harris 
by Ron Frillman 
RF FM Product Line Manager 
Harris-Allied Broadcast Division 

QUINCY, Ill. The economic strain of 
today's business climate means that 
nearly 3,500 U.S. radio stations no 
longer have full- or part-time engineers 
for technical equipment maintenance and 
service. 
Many transmitter engineers trained in 

the 1940s and 1950s have retired. Often, 
their jobs have been filled by studio 
engineers whose responsibilities have 

Stations in all formats and 
in markets of every size are 
boosting profits with 
Digilink. 

No matter 
what kind of 
operation you 
run, Digilink 
will make your 
station more 
efficient. 

Just one 7" 
high rack mount Digilink 
cabinet stores 6 to 20 hours 
of audio: your entire non-
music library. This 
eliminates cart reloading 
and maintenance. 

Digilink sounds better, is 
more reliable and easier to 
operate than cart-based 
automation systems— yet 
costs much less. 

Digilink replaces tape-
based audio recorder-

been expanded to include all equipment 
used by the station ( studio and RF), or by 
contract engineers. 
The large number of new stations that 

have gone on the air has intensified the 
competitive pressure at a frantic rate. In 
the U.S., for example, the typical listener 
now receives an average of 40 different 
radio stations and has ready access to 
affordable consumer audio products. 

Solid state answers 
Given these realities, FM transmitter 

manufacturers have looked to technolo-

players, giving you 
CD-quality digital recording, 
powerful and flexible com-

puter control, 
and fast, easy 
non-destructive 
editing 
operations. 

Digilink: One 
economical, 
easy to use 
digital audio 

workstation that does the 
job live on air, in production 
or as an automation system. 

And remember, when 
you shop for a digital 
automation system, Digilink 
comes with the strength 
and resources of 
Harris Allied. 

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST 
1-800-622-0022 
Fax 317-966-0623 
Canada 1-800-268-6817 
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gy-based solutions to produce equipment 
that better responds to market require-
ments. Solid state has provided an 
important answer. 
Drawing on the best of solid state FM 

basic stage in the Platinum transmitter is 
a PA module with 26 dB gain and capaci-
ty for more than 1.2 kW of output power. 
The Platinum Series transmitter's out-

put power rating is determined by the 

a. 

... 

The PT1 0 FM from Harris offers 10 kW power in a solid state package. 

(HT 250/500/1 FM), AM (Gates, SX-A 
and DX) and television transmitters, 
Harris developed the Platinum Series 
solid state 2 kW through 10 kW FM 
transmitters, which provide ruggedness, 
reliability, ease of use and low long-term 
cost of ownership. 
These transmitters, which require no 

tuning throughout the entire FM band, 
also are available for N+1 service 
required by some customers. In N+1 
applications, changing transmitter fre-
quency is as easy as selecting exciter fre-
quency. 
Exploiting the potential of solid state, 

the Harris Platinum Series uses a parallel 
design to increase reliability. The final 
vacuum tube—traditionally a single 
point of failure—is replaced by multiple, 
identical FET-powered RF amplifiers, 
which operate in parallel. 
Each transmitter has only one "stage" 

between the exciter and the antenna. The 

iwük1® MAPS 

DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET? 

YOUR COMPETITION DOES! 

DATAWORLD MAPS CAN 

Depict your coverage! 

Market orient your sales people! 

Target your ethnic/demographic 
markets! 

Identify marginal signal areas! 

Plot any special requirements! 

MAP OPTIONS 

• SHADOWING (TERRAIN SHIELDING) 

• CONTOUR COVERAGE 

• POPULATION DENSITY 

• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES 

• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL 

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

 datawcple 
A servke Of OW It% 

(301) 652-8822 (800) 368-5754 

number of combined PA modules, with 
each module conservatively producing 1 
kW of output power. 

Power stages 
Because output of individual modules is 
summed in a parallel combiner that has 
outstanding isolation, failure of a module 

Exploiting the 

potential of solid 

state, the Harris 

Platinum Series uses 

a parallel design to 

increase reliability. 

(or even a number of modules, depend-
ing upon power level) will not take the 
transmitter off the air. Rather, output 
power will be reduced proportionally 
until repairs can be made. 
Parallel design offers many direct bene-

fits to a station's bottom line: Service on 
a failed module can be delayed until con-
venient, eliminating panic runs to the 
transmitter site at midnight. Fewer criti-
cal spare parts are required, and the need 
for a standby transmitter is questioned. 
Tube replacement and rotation require-
ments also are eliminated. 
Additionally, Platinum Series FM trans-

mitters are designed so that much routine 
maintenance takes place while the trans-
mitter is on the air. " Hot-pluggable" 
modules can be removed and inserted 
while the transmitter continues to oper-
ate. The transmitters themselves have no 
interlocks. Transmitter safety takes on a 
whole new perspective when PA voltage 
is less than 50 VDC. 
The added demands on today's station 

engineers underscore the importance of 
how user-friendly a transmitter is. It's no 
longer practical for RF equipment to be 
so complex that you have to be an RF 
specialist to operate, monitor and main-
tain it. 
To this end, the controller on Platinum 

Series FM transmitters is simple and 
easy to use. There are no tuning adjust-
ments, and straightforward front-panel 
controls include On, Off, (Power) Raise, 
(Power) Lower, and Local/Remote. 

continued on page 49 
©1992 HARRIS ALLIED 
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LED A REVOLUTION 
by proving that a low-priced console 

could offer major market features, rugged 

construction, and superb audio specifications. 

IS AVAILABLE in 6, 12, 18 and 24 channel models for 
any size studio. 

FEATURES AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT a mix-minus buss, 
full remote control, full metering, talk-back, two stereo outputs, P&G faders, cue and 

headphone amps, mic through line level on any input, timer, and much more. 

IS WELL SUPPORTED by a caring factory staff via a toll-free service line, and a super next-day 
delivery no-charge warranty. 

IS HIGHLY REGARDED by the 600+ owners who have purchased RS-Series consoles since 
their introduction. Over 90c4 rated their boards a "superior value". Over 250 owners bought another 

RS-Series console when they built another studio. 

HAS A COMPLETE RANGE of available options including copy stand, distribution 
amplifier card, special application remote interface cards, input extender card, 4 and 2 buss mix-minus 

cards, squawk box card, and more. And even with all these standard and optional features, the factory 

is happy to modify the board when special user applications call for something different. 

IS THE BEST VALUE available today in broadcast consoles, and is now available from select 
distributors. Call today for more information and the name of a dealer in your area. 

Rama SYSTEMS INC. 
110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • 609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Transmitters Offer Value, Rehab& 
• • • 

by David A. White 
Sales Manager, RF Products 
Broadcast Electronics 

QUINCY, III. The FM- IC and FM-
500C solid state FM transmitters offer 
reliability and CD quality at prices that 
give broadcasters great value for their 
dollar. Broadcast Electronics' FM- 1C, 
the first of our next generation of solid 
state FM transmitters, is now joined by 
the FM-500C. 
BE started with the FX-50 FM exciter, 

with audio specs of 93 dB signal to noise 
(S/N) ratio and 0.003 total harmonic dis-

SEE 
On-screen 
traffic log display\ 

"Gas Gauge". Indicates 
what percentage of 
the system is available 
for recording. 

The Play Line. Shows 
what's currently playing 
on-the-air, with a 
count-down orner. 

Replace the chaos of carts with the 
speed and precision of the Digital 
Commercial System (DCS) from 
Computer Concepts. 

By combining a standard indus-
trial-grade PC with an advanced 
stereo audio board, DCS lets you 
program a day, 
a weekend, 
even entire 
weeks! 

AUTOMATE 
EVERYTHING, FROM 

PRODUCTION TO BILLING. 
Production Studio. DCS simplifies 

board work and replaces the muddy 
sound of analog tape with crisp CD 
sound quality. 

Control Roam. No more manual logs! 
DCS handles all your paperwork 

automatically, posting a commercial's 
actual airtime next to that listing. 
And DCS interfaces with traffic! 

tortion (THD), and followed it with an 
exceptionally transparent RF amplifier. 
The combination allows stations to trans-
mit the total capability of their digital 
source equipment. 

Reliable RF modules 
Let's take a brief look at some features 

that make these transmitters reliable. The 
FM- 1C contains two PA modules and the 
FM-500C has one. Each PA module is 
made up of two matched parts of Motorola 
MOSFETs operating at a conservative 250 
W, combined to produce 500 W. 
The RF module is protected from over-

ADVANCED FEATURES 
ENGINEERS DEMAND... 
• Digital Audio Editing. The 

quickest and most flexible real-time 
editing function available makes 
editing news stories and commercial 
cuts simple. 
• Satellite /Live-Assist Operation. 

Total support, including automatic 
back-fill of breaks. 

• Support of multi-cut 
"carts" 
• Complete audit of all 

DCS activity -- airplay of 
audio, relays, etc. 

...PLUS FEATURES OTHERS 
DON'T OFFERI 
• Simultaneous Play/Record features. 
Handle three stereo sources simulta-
neously -- overlap two spots for a tight 
segue, and record from another source 
at the same time. 
• High quality data reduction, without 

distortion 
• No pre-allocation of disk space 

required. 

temperature, over-voltage, over-current 
and VSWR. The RF modules use a 
broadband design and are interchange-
able with any of the other FM- IC or FM-
500C the station might own ( no tuning of 
optimization is necessary). 
Dual cooling fans and a large efficient 

heat sink yield a low junction tempera-
ture ( of less than 120 degrees centi-
grade). Some other competitive designs 
run a higher junction temperature of 160 
degrees centigrade. 
A front panel indicator on each RF 

module advises whether everything is 
OK ( green), in a folded back condition 

Filler Window. This special 
pop-up window gives you quick 
access to PSAs, jingles. 
promos and other fillers. 

Record Line. Shows 
what DCS s currently 
recording 

Queue Window. Just click 
on a listing, to place 
recordings in the queue 
for playing. 

• Flexible recording options -- choose 
stereo or mono, varying sample rates 
and storage methods on a cut-by-cut 

basis. 

DESIGNED BY RADIO PEOPLE 
FOR RADIO PEOPLE. 

Computer Concepts is one company 
you can count on----we've provided 
automated business systems to the 
radio industry for over seventeen years. 
We know how radio stations work and 
how to make them work more effi-
ciently. That's why the DCS interface 
is so easy to learn, so simple to use. 

ASK ABOUT OUR AFFORDABLE 
ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM. 
To find out more about our entry-

level system, or to receive a free DCS 

demo disk, call or FAX us today. You'll 
soon see one thing very clearly. You 
just can't manage as well 
without us. 

FREE UPDATED DEMO DISK! 
(800) 255-6350 
OR FAX (913) 541-0169 

8375 MELROSE DR. LENEXA, KS 66214 

(yellow), or a fault condition ( red). This 
makes trouble-shooting very easy for the 
non-technical station employee. 
We have made extensive use of LED 

and LCD readouts instead of analog 
meters or incandescent lamps. All of the 
operating parameters are measured by 
LCD metering with both the PA multi-
meter and the test meter inside the FX-
50. 
The main system controller is a highly 

reliable CMOS design for noise immu-
nity and is generally easier for the aver-
age engineer to trouble- shoot than 
microprocessor designs. All the 

The FM- IC is the first in a new 
generation of solid state FM 

transmitters from BE. 

required parameters are buffered and 
available at the remote output connec-
tor. On the rear of the transmitter a 25-
pin "D- connector and removable barri-
er strip is provided for remote control 
connections. 

Serviceability 
The FM- 1C offers flexible patching of 

its two RF amplifier 50-ohm inputs and 
outputs for half the power operation. The 
FX-50 exciter can also patch through the 
low pass filter for 50 W of emergency 
power in either model. BE's internal I 
kW-rated low pass filter is a strip line 
design offering excellent performance 
and transient protection. 
All RF modules are removable from the 

front of the cabinet for ease of servicing. 
The control panel section also is remov-
able and has a mounting hinge for place-
ment during service. This feature also 
allows access to the switch mode power 
supply and the low pass filter. 
The FM- IC amplifier cabinet weighs 

103 pounds, and the FM-500C weighs 75 
pounds. This compact transmitter can 
either sit on a table top or mount in any 
universal rack. Add 37 pounds for the 
FX-50 exciter and these units can easily 
be transported to any site. 
One of the great benefits of this trans-

mitter design is that you can change fre-
quency readily and get it to any transmit-
ter site as an emergency stand-by. 
For safety, the FM- IC exceeds the strict 

international 1EC-215 requirements. We 
also offer an optional power factor cor-
rector for locations where unity power 
factor may be required. 
The FM- 1C and FM-500C transmitters 

are transparent to the signals from your stu-
dio. 

ODD 
For information. contact David A. 

White at Broadcast Electronics in 
Illinois: 217-224-9600: fax: 217-224-
9607; or circle Reader Service 156. 
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Continental Video Keeps 
Engineer by Your Side 
by Gil Garcia 
Chief Engineer, KPEZ-FM 

AUSTIN, Texas I've installed several 
transmitters during the past 25 years. 
Usually a few years pass between instal-
lations. Remembering all the details 
from one project to the next is not 
always easy. My last installation was two 
years ago when I installed a Continental 
816R-2B, 21.5 kW FM transmitter at 
KPEZ-FM. 
The company I work for, Clear Channel 

Communications, is a group operator. 
Our group has a variety of transmitters 
but most of our radio broadcast transmit-
ters are from Continental Electronics. 
Our technical director, Jim Smith, knew 
what he was doing when he selected the 
Continentals. I consider them to be great 
"workhorses" and they are extremely 
dependable. Therein lies my problem. 
I spent a day with a Continental factory 

engineer when my new transmitter was 
tested and later attended the Continental 
transmitter school and seminar, but that 
was over two years ago. The transmitter 
rarely fails, so when it's necessary to 
work on it, I'm sometimes concerned 
that I may not remember all that I 
learned two years ago. 
After more than 18,000 hours of opera-

tion, the transmitter tube began to lose 
efficiency and needed replacing. I vague-
ly remembered learning how to replace 
the tube but I couldn't remember every 
detail, nor how to tune the transmitter 
afterward. 
I even considered the broadcast engi-

neer's last resort—looking in the instruc-
tion book. I can take the book out and 
read the instructions step-by-step-by-
step. but that takes a lot of time. 

User-friendly instructions 
I called my old friend Steve Schott at 

Continental and jokingly told him how 
great it would be to have an engineer at 
Continental standing by at the station 24-
hours-a-day just in case the transmitter 
failed. It occured to me that if I couldn't 
have a factory engineer standing by, 
maybe I could have one standing by on 
video. That's how the idea of producing a 
video for Clear Channel Communications 
for transmitter installation, operation and 
maintenance was born. 
Steve thought it was a good idea and 

believed that just one tape could cover 
the entire 8I6R Series of FM transmit-
ters from 21.5 kW to 35 kW. He would 
try to arrange it with his company. 

If a picture is worth a thousand words. 
what is a video worth? A tape like this 
required careful planning and the cooper-
ation of several people from Continental. 
I would furnish the video equipment and 
editing. Continental would furnish the 
personnel and the broadcast equipment 
for the production. 
The tape would be designed to cover all 

aspects of the transmitter, just as a print-
ed instruction book would. Three major 
sections were planned: 
•Installation—covering everything from 
how to get the transmitter unpacked to 
the electrical connections, remote control 
connections, grounding and air cooling; 

•Component location—identifying how 
to access the transmitter cabinet and 
identifying the essential metering and 
internal components; and 
•Adjustments and maintenance—from 
tube change to tuning, loading, and cali-
bration adjustments. 

Continental service 
The video was taped in Continental's 

factory test area, thanks to the arrange-
ments by Steve Claterbaugh, who is in 
charge of Continental's advertising and 
promotions, and Richard Garrett. who is 
in charge of Continental's test facilities. 
Dave Chenoweth, Continental's field ser-
vice manager, was in front of the camera 
for five hours. The final version of the 
tape is two hours and 20 minutes of com-
prehensive and "user friendly" informa-
tion complete with titles and credits. 

As many of you know, Dave 
Chenoweth has conducted many free 
transmitter seminars and literally helped 
hundreds of customers on the telephone. 
Dave is an expert when explaining the 
81 6R transmitter to Continental cus-
tomers. After watching the video, even 
my little nine year old son claims he can 
now change the tube and tune the trans-
mitter. 
The tube in the transmitter went "soft" 

and had to be replaced just four days 
after the tape was completed. I popped 
the tape in the VCR and watched Dave 
Chenoweth change a tube and tune up a 
transmitter while he explained it. That 
night I changed the tube quickly. safely 
and tuned the transmitter to factory 
specs. 
I began telling my friends about the 

video. Several engineers were surprised 
that there was a video that covered 
everything from installation to mainte-
nance of the transmitter and they have 
asked for copies. Several consultant and 
contract engineer friends have asked for 
copies. 
I don't have extra copies of the tape— 

Continental does. The tapes are repro-
duced on a standard VHS format and are 
available through Continental 
Electronics at a nominal charge to cover 
the costs of reproducing and shipping of 
tapes. Inquiries should be directed to 
Continental. 
Words of. warning: This tape is intend-

ed for use by qualified technical person-
nel on/v. The video is not a substitute for 
formal technical training and persons not 
qualified as engineers or technicians are 
warned not to access the transmitter cab-
inet or attempt repairs on broadcast 
transmitters where high voltages may be 
present. 

If you are a qualified engineer or tech-
nician you will find this video instruction 
book an invaluable source of information 
and instruction for the Continental 21.5 
kW, 25 kW, 27.5 kW, and 35 kW FM 
transmitters. Maybe we can persuade 
Continental to make videos for their 
other transmitters. 

00 
For information from Continental, con-

tact Steve Claterhaugh in Texas: 214-
381-7161; fax: 214-381-4949; or circle 
Reader Service 91. 
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Bring your station into 
the 90's with CAT4111111C 

the digital STUTSL. 

"It's ci clredin system—tve get specs like the microwave wasn't even there. 
CAT-LINK has completely eliminated the STL delay." 

Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago 

"CAT-LINK solved all our problems in 4 minutes-2 minutes to install each 
end. Performance has been impeccable." 

Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL 

"CAT-LINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station." 

Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA 

"CAT-LINK has held up through extreme heat, a hostile RF environment and 
nasty summer lightning storms." 

Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA 

Two-way multi-channel communications 
CAT-LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so 

you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they 

really belong. At the same time, CAT-LINK sends and receives up to four 

customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels, 

voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and 

satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT-LINK gives you extra 
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and 

an analog telemetry channel. 

Transparent digital transmission 
CAT-LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at 
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or 

amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 

84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You 
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time. 

No audible delays 
CAT-LINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible 

delays as data compression can, locks can monitor on-air without problems. 

Flexible signal path options 
• 23 GHz 

Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz 

with CAT-LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and inter-

ference, repeater-induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading. 

23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements. 

• DS1 (Ti) Data line 

CAT-LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have a clear microwave 

path. With CAT-LINK, a single bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class 

A telco lines, providing multi-channel STL and TSL over the same link. Already 

available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every clay. 

• Fiber Optic 

CAT-LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to 
discrete fiber. 

• Twisted Pair 

CAT-LINK will drive 

up to 5000 feet of 

twisted pair wire 

without repeaters. 

Four wires provide 

full two-way multi--

channel capabilitis. 

Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest. 
Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT-LINK— 
the digital STL/TSL for the 90's...and beyond. 

0E1 CORPORATION 
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094 

24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE (609) 728-2020 
TEL (800) 334-9154 • FAX (609) 629-1751 

GI UALITY • E NGINEERING • I NNOVATION 
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QEI Passes WAIJ (FM)'s Torture Test 
by Jeff Detweiler 
Sales Manager 
CIEI Corp. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. Many 
broadcasters have endured the rigors of 
starting a radio station from the ground 
up, but few have ever faced the test of 
strength and spirit that befell Reverend 
Dewayne Johnson of WAIJ(FM). 
WAIJ is a non-commercial Christian 

station, that began its broadcast legacy in 
October of 1984. The station evolved 
from Reverend Johnson's inspiration to 
create a non-commercial, listener sup-

ported, full service Christian station for 
the Grantsville, Maryland community. 
After a tireless search to find the right 

equipment at the right price, WAIJ 
selected the QEI 3.5 kW FM transmitter 
for its operation. Through Reverend 
Johnson's hard work and constant atten-
tion, the fruits of his labor were reward-
ed with a growing listenership. The sta-
tion seemed destined for success. 

Calm before a storm 
But just as everything seemed to be 

going so right, WAIJ was struck a crip-
pling blow on a calm June night. That 

station had concluded its broadcast day, 
the sign-off cart played and the transmit-
ter was turned off for the night. 

alarm and the transmitter dutifully went 
to its protective low power mode. After 
attempts to restore the transmitter to its 
normal operation failed, the operator 
decided a visit to the transmitter was in 
order. 
As many of you can attest, the drive to a 

silent transmitting facility in the early 

I
The entire 320 feet of tower had been 
felled by a hacksaw-wielding vandal, 

and lay in a perfectly straight line on 

the ground. 

It all seemed so normal until the station 
operator showed up the next morning. As 
the transmitter start-up was initiated, the 
operator was greeted with a high VSWR 

The inventor of 
high powered 

solid-state AM 
has perfected 
solid-state FM 

You know us as worldwide suppliers of cost-effective, 
power-efficient solid-state AM transmitters. 

Now we're proud to offer Nautel reliability, efficiency and 
serviceability in three new solid-state FM transmitters. 

AMPFET FM4 4kW 

AMPFET FM7 7kW 

AMPFET FM10 10kW 

Get the full story on our complete line. 
Call, write or FAX today. 

Phone: (902)823-2233 Canada • Fax: (902)823-3183 • Telex: 019-22552 

Nautel 
(Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited) 

R.R. *1, Tantallon, Halifax County, 
Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 310 

Nautel Maine Inc. 
201 Target Industrial Circle 

Bangor, Maine 04401 U.S.A. 

nautei 

hours of the morning is quite invigorating. 
The entire schematic of the transmitter 
and facility plan flash before your eyes. 
You have envisioned every conceivable 

problem and planned your course of 
action. But few have had the experience 
that was about to unfold. As the station 
operator neared the transmitter site, the 
static on the radio gave way to the silence 
of the transmitted carrier...it's still on the 
air, maybe it won't be so bad after all. 
But as he drove over the last rise in the 

road before the site, something was miss-
ing from this rural scene—the tower 
lights! As he pulled in the road, his heart 
fell to his stomach. 

Down but not out 
The entire 320 feet of tower had been 

felled by a hacksaw-wielding vandal, 
and lay in a perfectly straight line on the 
ground. With the antenna mangled and 
unable to effectively radiate, it was no 
wonder the coverage had diminished. 
What was discovered inside was even 

more amazing. The transmission line. 
pulled taut by the falling structure, lifted 
the QEI transmitter by the output connec-
tor and yanked it to the ceiling—quite a 
stunt for a half-ton piece of equipment. 
The truly amazing part. though, was 

that it was still on the air, operating in its 
protective lowered power mode. This 
was one test that even QEI's design engi-
neers had not imagined. 
The automatic arc suppression and pro-

tective power mode feature of the QEI 
FMQ series transmitter provided a 
momentary interruption of carrier to 
extinguish the arc and then ramped up to 
a safe power level, trying to protect the 
antenna, line and transmitter. 
This feature saves costly arc damage 

repairs, but unfortunately it can't 
straighten a twisted pile of steel. 

It took four men to get the transmitter 
down. A borrowed antenna was installed 
on a telephone pole nearby, a few feet of 
new line was connected, and a little dust 
was blown out of the QEI transmitter, 
and WAIJ was back covering the com-
munity of Grantsville. 
Not since John Cameron Swayze tested 

watches has a manufactured product 
been so tortured and survived. 
WAIJ has long since replaced the 

tower, and the community station has 
grown to a network of four stations with 
a fifth under construction. 
The group is now known as " He's 

Alive" Radio Network and continues to 
grow. With the most recent purchase of 
the QEI FM Q-200008 for the group's 
Clarksburg, Penn., construction permit. 
QEI remains Reverend Johnson's trans-
mitter of choice. 

DOD 

For information on QEI transmitters. 
contact Jeff Detweiler in New Jersey at 
800-334-9154; fax: 609-629-1751: or 
circle Reader Service 47. 
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WGAR Acts as Beta Site for RE's RDS 
by Mark Krieger 
CE, WGAR-FM 

CLEVELAND It isn't often that I read 
a test review without feeling a least a 
pinch of cynicism. When RW asked me 
to provide a synopsis of WGAR-FM's 
experience with RE America's RE531 
and 533 RDS encoders and Delco's RDS 
compatible receiver, I was determined 
not to write another public relations 
piece. The only problem was the system 
worked too well to avoid it. 
Staying abreast of new trends in broad-

cast technology isn't easy. But with com-
petition for radio revenues coming at us 
from every angle, it's my department's 
mission to evaluate new concepts and 
systems whenever possible. 

WGAR-FM test site 
We were approached by RE America 

with the suggestion that WGAR-FM 
become the first Cleveland beta test site for 
the Radio Data System (RDS). WGAR-
FM took its first step into the world of 
RDS with the assistance of RE America's 
John Casey. With his help, the ensuing col-
laboration gave us the opportunity to eval-
uate RDS in real-world conditions while 

RE 531 RDS Coder 

vide the receiver with visually displayed 
information regarding station call letters. 
format, weather and traffic alerts ( with 
possible EBS applications), as well as 
Radiotext, a 64-character user-definable 
message format. There is also a user-
accessible transparent data channel that 
offers all kinds of possibilities to the cre-
ative broadcaster. 
RDS can even be used to toggle 

receivers to other frequencies where a 
station may have translators in use! This 
is an improved. Americanized version of 
a system that has been in European ser-
vice for a number of years. 
Expertise gathered during that time by 

both encoder and receiver manufacturers, 
coupled with the guidance of the NRSC 
(National Radio Systems Committee), 
has produced a system that should prove 
to be of real benefit to both broadcasters 
and consumers. 

Early specs 
Initial testing began using RE America's 

Model 531 encoder. This is a large, fea-
ture-packed, European-built box with a 
scrolling digital display. Later, we 
switched over to a beta model 533 
encoder, a streamlined, more affordable, 

American-built version 
targeted specifically at 
American broadcasters. 
Unlike the 531, which 

has paging and on-
board display capabili-
ties, the 533 is specifi-
cally designed to be 
used in tandem with a 
customer-provided PC 
for the loading and 
review of data records. 

providing RE America feedback on its 
soon to be unveiled 533 encoder. 
For those of you unfamiliar with RDS, 

it consists of a 1200 baud data stream 
transmitted on a 57 kHz subcarrier 
which is phase locked to the 19 kHz 
stereo pilot. The subcarrier is transmit-
ted with 2 to 3 percent injection and sub-
sequently demodulated in compatible 
receivers. 
The demodulated data is used to pro-

The receiver provided was a Delco RDS 
prototype, identical to that company's 
most recent production models, except 
for the addition of a I 6-character 
alphanumeric display and multifunction 
user keys. 
Installation of the 531 encoder was sim-

ple. A sample of the station's composite 
baseband signal was provided to the 
530's "Sync" input using a BNC "tee" 
adapter between our Optimod 8100A and 
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Moseley PCL 606C STL transmitter. 
Some readjustment of composite level 
was required due to loading presented by 
the somewhat low impedance of the 
53I's sync port. 
This characteristic was found to be 

improved in the new 533, though a 
touch-up was still required. The RDS 
output from the 531 was then routed 
through a BNC cable to one of the aux 
inputs of the 606C STL. 
The injection level was adjusted via 

level control on the 531 encoder for 
approximately three percent and voila: 
WGAR FM was transmitting RDS! It 

The first consisted of checking both main 
channel audio and 67 kHz SCA for any 
detectable degradation while switching 
RDS in and out of the system. The second 
phase was an evaluation of worst case 
performance in known poor signal area. 
Phase one testing was done during an 

overnight maintenance period with the 
system on- air. Switching the RDS 
encoder in and out of the air chain 
demonstrated that it was transparent to 
main channel audio performance. Some 
noise in the 67 kHz SCA region was 
present on our QEI 691 modulation 
monitor but almost undetectable on one 
of our 67 kHz SCA receivers. This is 
probably due to an overly broad 67 kHz 
passband in the QEI monitor and 
should pose no problem in most appli-
cations. 

RE 533 Slim Profile RDS Coder 

should be noted that the new 533 
encoder can also be used in a composite 
loop through configuration for installa-
tion at a transmitter site where discrete 
audio STL is employed. 

Qualitative testing 
Once the system was operational, we 

began qualitative testing in two phases. 

Phase two testing took place in a notori-
ously weak signal/high interference area 
with the Delco RDS receiver mounted in 
a 1990 Ford Aerostar van, using the fac-
tory- installed rod antenna. The results 
were most impressive, with the station 
call sign and format code cutting through 
even in areas where main channel audio 

continued on page 47 

Have You Ever Needed Your Computer 
In Two Places at One Time? 

PC-Companion Plus is the 
answer you've been looking for. 

V Easier Information Distribution 
Now, you can nave remote access to 
your wires and other important data. 

V Better Physical Security 
Locate your computer in a secure area 
and still have round the clock access 
to your information. 

V User Friendly 
No complicated software to install. 
Just plug it in and go. 

Distribute your important 
information without a costly 
and complicated network. 
Instead, experience the advantages of having 
a second keyboard, monitor and mouse up to 
250 feet away from your computer. No 
software to set up means installation is quick 
and easy. Whether you're in the office or the 
booth, your computer is still close at hand. 

Options include: Audio channel, remote 
serial printer line, PS/2 or serial mouse. 

Note: PC-Companion Plus is not 
a multi-tasking device. Both users 
may view the display, but only one 
should type. 

Cybex Corporation 
2800-H Bob Wallace Ave 
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A. 
(205) 534-0011 
Fax (205) 534-0010 Made in USA 
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SCPC-2000E Single Channel Per Carrier Receiver 
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PSA-65A Portable Spectrum Analyzer -$2855 
AVCOM's PSA-65A Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer covers a fre-

quency range from less than 2 MHz to 1000 MHz. The broad frequency coverage 
and high sensitivity of the PSA-65A make it ideal wherever a low cost, compact 
spectrum analyzer is needed. The light weight, battery or line operated PSA-65A 
Portable Spectrum Analyzer from AVCOM is the perfect instrument for field 
testing of RF systems, classroom instruction, satellite system alignment, elec-
tronic countermeasures, cable TV maintenance, cellular and production use. 

SCPC-2000E SCPC Satellite Receiver - $1875 
AVCOM's Single Channel Per Carrier Receiver, model SCPC-2000E, has 

been developed for the reception of FM SCPC signals from satellites operating in 
the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band. The SCPC-2000E is a complete receiver that can tune 
up to 4 specific crystal controlled audio or data channels from a given transpon-
der and adapt to a variety of de-emphasis requirements. The SCPC-2000E is 
available in either wide or narrow band models and may be used with the SS-1000 
($1027) Slave for simultaneous reception of additional channels. 

AVCOM OF VIRGINIA 500 Southlake Blvd. Richmond. VA 23236 U.S.A. 
Bringing High Techrologi Doan to Egret Phone 804-794-2500 / Fax 804-794-8284 

READER SERVICE NO. 83 

TRI-MM DIGITAL 

DIGITAL TELEPHONE INTERFACE SYSTEM 

am Ei 

• 

• 
"The analogue version beat the best in the world. The 

new digital version is even better with improved digital 
PABX performance and instant call to call 

optimisation." 

- MIXERS - RTLs • OB AMPS - HYBRIDS - LIMITERS - 

IllarAW/ 

AMY F ANChPli I A 5 frfr /  

79 LITTLE OXFORD STREET. COLLINGWOOD VIC 3066, AUSTRALIA 

TELEPHONE 613 417 1835 FACSIMILE 613 417 7704 

READER SERVICE NO. 190 

Benchmark's New MF-302 System 

Our outstanding MF-300 Card Frame now with an 
Internal Power Supply. With this system, you can mix 
and match any 10 of our 14 different modules. 

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
315/437-6300 800/262-4675 FAX 315/437-8119 

Now Under $1000 

..the measure of exeellence!I SI 

READER SERVICE NO. 30 

Digital DJ 
$7,995! AUK 
(Lease for $199.00 per month) 

Special DJ pricing for a limited time. Other systems 
priced accordingly. This is a clomp/rye mono record/play 
system for any satellite programming source. DJ software 
controls hard disk audio record/playback and programs the 
entire system. Up to 200+ mono minutes storage (4:1 
ADPCM). Real time control and updates, auto spot sub 
and Sat break fill. Exclusive MACRO programming. Most 
Traffic & Billing systems will interface. Free interface 
included to EZ Log, Simple Log and Super Log Traffic. 
u Multi-Day Walkaway on Sat Formats 
u Programs SPAN, Unistar, JSA, etc. 
u Full LiveAssistincluded 

New Products 
CD-DJ: Add up to 32 user provided Pioneerimulti-disk 
compact disk players to Digital DJ. Full random CD track 
access. Load & play from CD-Music Log or other 
computer music selector system. Totally DJ integrated. 
CD-Music Log: Powerful, low cost music selector that 
integrates directly to CD-111 and EZ-CD. Runs on pc-xr 
with hard disk. Onetime cost: $1,495. No monthly fees. 
EZ-CD: Live Assist CD storage and music list playback 
system: Play singles & sweeps. Easy to use. Just $3,495. 

The Management 
1-800-334-7823 1-817-625-9761 FAX: 817-624-9741 

P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, "lx. 76136 . 

PORTABLE OFF SITE 
EBS MONITOR'350" 

Tuneable AM/FM Receiver and 
FCC Certified Decoder Model C.D. 

Ideal for use during hours of unattended operation at the 
studio and transmitter site. With modern remote control 
equipment the alert message can be put on the air with a 
telephone. 

Decoder in a minibox (price $250) is available for 
use with receiver of your choice, or the decoder can be 
driven by phone line audio. 

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 
257 W. Union St. 

Athens, Ohio 45701 

FAX 614-592-3898 Phone 614-593-3150 

• High Quality Studio Furniture 

• Modification & Repair of 
Existing Studio Furniture 

• Installation 

(215) 640-1229 

Fax (215) 640-5880 

For Additional 
Information Call: 
VINCE FIOLA 
215-640-1229 

ECHNOLOGY 
4 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355 

READER SERVICE NO. 137 

Zercom 25Hz 

Tone Processors 

&rem Corporation's dual 2511z detector and dual program am-
plifier/25Hz notch filter accurately detects tones and removes them 
from programming. 
One unit converts a remote controllable reel-to-reel machine into 

the equivalent of an Otan  ARS-10001X: or Revox PR99 reproduce 
only machine. The other converts two mono reel-to-reel machines 
or one stereo machine. 

Designed as a reel-to-reel playback interface for automation or 
live assist. some automation systems are using the 2511z 'lime 
Processor as a program amplifier. The 2511z filter is only 611/ wide 
at the 3 dB point, allowing good bass response of the audio. This 
is far better than the usual 5011z. high pass filter that removes ALI. 
bass. Maximum output per channel is + 17 dBm or +23 dBm with 
the active balance output option. 
Some users are interfacing cassette machines with the 25Hz Tone 

Processor. A number of stations are using it as a 25Hz detector and 
filter on satellite networks, including the Beethoven net. 

Call today for more information, including pricing. 

ZERCOM 
Box 84, Merrifield, MN 56465 • 218-765-3151 

READER SERVICE NO. 42 

Shively 
A good FM antenna is crucial to 

quality broadcasting. An antenna that 
is merely adequate will compromise 

the performance of even the best 
studio equipment and transmitter 

Shively regularly includes stand-
ard features that other companies 
either provide only as options or 
simply do not offer 

At Shively, we design and build 
antennas of uncompromising technical 
quality and performance. And, we 
build them to last. 

call or write for more information 

Shively Labs 
A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc 

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009 
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273 

READER SERVICE NO. 171 READER SERVICE NO. 129 READER SERVICE NO. 68 
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USER REPORT 

Nautel Survives Island Climate of KZMI 
by Edward H. Poppe, Jr. 
Owner/Engineer 
KCNM(AMI-KZMI(FM) 

AGANA, Guam My version of an 
ideal transmitter entails one built with 
enough reliability so an engineer doesn't 
have to be on-site full time and you don't 
need a room full of spare parts. The 
transmitter would have to be small 
enough to be installed in a closet and 
sturdy enough to withstand severe power 
fluctuations. 
The unit would require low voltage 

operation so there wouldn't be high 
voltage arcing and the resultant damage 
in a tropical, high humidity climate. It 

would have enough built-in redundancy 
so that a minor failure wouldn't shut 
you down. 
Ease of maintenance and room enough 

inside the cabinet to perform it also 
would be part of the design of an ideal 
transmitter. Most importantly, the unit 

ters in this same location and being 
plagued by high voltage failures, I was 
looking for relief. 

Relying on experience 
As the station's owner and engineer. I 

decided on the Nautel 

We completely assembled the 

transmitter in less than two 

hours. 

would come with factory level support 
for trouble-shooting and spares. 
After having had several other transmit-

WGAR Checks Out RE 
continued from page 45 

was nearly unintelligible. 
Toggling through various Radiotext 

messages under these conditions did 
cause some textual garble, but due to the 
redundant nature of the system, the mes-
sage would "fill in" over a period of a 
few moments. In short, RDS is a very 
robust system. 

In the later stages of testing, RE 
America exchanged the model 531 

live software upgrades. 

Alas, the software provided to us from 
RE America with the 533 was only par-
tially developed, making any meaningful 
evaluation impossible. RE America has 
promised us a look at the completed pro-
duction version in the very near future, 
and we're sure that many refinements 
will be provided in subsequent releases. 
Since the system protocol is part of the 

industry standard, outside vendors will 

RIDS can even be used to toggle 

receivers to other frequencies where 

a station may have translators 

in use. 
encoder with the model 533. Though 
electrical performance is identical, this 
unit differs from the 531 in size ( one 
rack space as opposed to three), but more 
importantly in the respect that the 533 is 
largely software driven. 
Connection between an IBM compati-

ble PC and the encoder may be achieved 
by a simple null modem cable for local 
operation or through dial-up lines using 

Mark Kreiger stands by the RE 531 and 533 RDS coders. 

also be able to compete in software 
development. User friendliness and real-
time control capability will be key items 
to look for in such "futureware." 
The engineering department of WGAR-
FM takes great pride in its attention to 
detail in the delivery of the station's 
audio product to the listener. We refuse 
to compromise with any system that 
degrades or fails to measure up to the 

highest standards. 
Even so, RE America's 
encoders and the RDS 
system have made 
honest supporters out 
of us. 
The large variety of 

features and the fact 
that many receiver 
manufacturers are 
already tooled up for 
production makes 
RDS a system that can 
help broadcasters here 
and now. With 
NRSC/EIA standards 
now a reality, we feel 

an inexpensive 1200/2400 baud modem. 
The latter arrangement is typical for 
those who will be using the encoder at a 
remote transmitter site. The PC is then 
used to create, modify or review records 
to be stored in the encoder, which can be 
toggled via the PC or external switches. 

Low cost design 
The software- intensive approach is 

also an advantage in that it allows the 
cost of the encoder to be kept low, 
making it more attractive to medium-
and small-market broadcasters while 
allowing for continuous and competi-

that RDS will deliver the goods for 
broadcasters and the listening public. 

CI 13 
Editor's note: The RE533 is being pro-

duced in Westlake. Ohio and will he 
available in December. This model 
includes the following RBDS services with 
PC control program software: PI, PS. 
PTY. PTYN, AF, CT and RT. Any changes 
to the RBDS standard may' be accommo-
dated in future software versions. 
For information, contact John Casey at 
RE America in Ohio: 216-871-7617: fax: 
216-871-4303; or circle Reader Service 
195. 

AMPFET FM4 trans-
mitter because I was 
completely satisfied 
with the quality and 
reliability of our Nautel 
5 kW AM transmitter 
at sister station 
KCNM(AM) ( no fail-
ures in three years). 
The hardest part of 

the installation was the 
delivery and unpack-
ing—a process that took about three 
hours. It was crated for overseas ship-
ment and the transmitter arrived in per-
fect condition in four crates. The mod-
ules were all individually packed as was 
the power transformer. 
We mounted the transmitter on a steel 

dolly with casters so that it could be 
easily moved in a confined area. We 

completely assembled the transmitter in 
less than two hours, including the 
installation of the power transformer 
and another hour to double-check the 
assembly and wiring before we applied 
power. 
The assembly process was a breeze; 

Nautel's instructions and the equipment 
manuals were easy to read and all the 
cables and connectors were clearly 
marked. It took just a few minutes to 

The Nautel FM4 contains four power modules, 

each with four 250W power amplifiers. 

install our exciter and as there was some 
leftover room in the transmitter cabinet 
we installed our STL and remote control 
right inside the transmitter. 

On the air 
After running the manufacturer's rec-

ommended preliminary checks, we 
continued on page 50 

A Broadcast Industry 

BEST BUY 
Mono Play 

$920 

Stereo Play 

$1 
E O. B. Factory 

Reliable / Rugged / Professional Design 

• All Metal Housing with Cast Aluminum Front Panel 

• Half Inch Thick Aluminum Deck with Stainless Steel Overlay 

• Air-Damped Solenoid with 
Telfon"-Coated Plunger 

• Direct-Drive Capstan 
Motor 

• Three-Point Adjustable 
Head Mounts 

• Output Transformers 

• CMOS Logic 

• Straightforward / 
Serviceable Design 

• Compact Size ( 1/3 Rack Width) 

• 30-Day Guarantee of Satisfaction / 1-Year Warranty 

AUDI-CORD CORPORATION 
1845 West Hovey Avenue, Normal, Illinois 61761 USA 

Phone 309-452-9461 — Fax 309-452-0893 

Available Through Your Regular Distributor 

Grde (187) On Reader Service Card 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

BEXT HPT Employs Demodulation 
by Dennis Pier 
VP Marketing, BEXT Inc. 

SAN DIEGO BEXT•s new HPT 
(High Performance Translator) line uti-
lizes frequency demodulation rather than 
the older conversion process. The advan-
tages of demodulation are not universally 
understood; this article explains some of 
these differences between frequency 
demodulation and conversion. 

For many years, the conversion 
method of operating FM translators was 
the scheme of choice for equipment 
manufacturers. Several disadvantages of 
conversion have been overcome with 
the acceptance of demodulation sys-
tems. 
With the conversion method, the errors 

or frequency offsets are additive and 
require high precision quartz references 
to maintain exact frequency. The high 
quality crystals needed for each desired 
output frequency are expensive and carry 
long lead time, and corrections per-
formed on a conversion system require 
precise calibration using complex and 
expensive instruments at RF frequencies. 
Many conversions in cascade can lead 

to a phenomenon known as "flicker.- a 
trembling of the carrier within the 88-
108 MHz band, which can push the sys-
tem out of specification. With the 
demodulation method this effect does not 

occur because an intrinsic high-pass fil-
ter eliminates carrier noise found a few 
Hertz from the carrier. 
All conversion processes use two or 

more signals of differing frequencies to 
give rise to an infinite series of resultant 
frequencies, from which the desired fre-

quency is selected. It is understood that 
in order to select the desired output fre-
quency, one must employ highly selec-
tive amplifiers. 

In any case, the spectral purity of the 
output signal always depends on the 
attenuation of spurious and unwanted 
signals. and certain spurious frequencies 
may be impossible to eliminate because 
they fall within the band. The output sig-
nal then contains the desired signal plus 
the undesired signal at a lower amplitude 
modulated at 10 times the bandwidth. 
way out of specification. It is extremely 
difficult to analyze such a system's pos-

sible frequency combinations or to pre-
dict a level of spurious harmonics lower 

than -60 dB. 
Because the conversion system con-

tains tuned amplifiers, degradation may 
occur over time due to temperature 
changes. aging of components and 
vibration. Given the high Q of the tuned 
circuits, conversion systems can be 
prone to spurious emissions and must be 
periodically readjusted with expensive 
test gear. 

Join the LI9130 Signature 
Console Crowd 

Over 1000 licensed U.S. radio stations 
Hundreds of international stations 
Hundreds of college stations 
Discover why the LPB Signature may be radio's most popular console: 

• an unparalleled record of reliability and longevity 

• clearly labelled screw-terminal connections for painless installation 
• modular electronics for easy maintenance 
• superior RFI immunity 

Signature's standard features set new standards of flexibility: 

• 3 inputs per channel • 2 identical output buses 

• remote starts • tape outputs for each bus 
• internal monitor. headphone • mono/stereo input switches 

and cue speaker amps (on stereo consoles) 

Signature options add even more versatility: 

• mix- minus plug-in module • mono mixdown plug-in module 

(mounting kit for mono consoles) for stereo consoles 

Signature is available in a size to fit your station and your budget: 

• stereo 6. 8. 10 or 12 channel • mono 6. 8 or 10 channel 

Its easy to join the LPB Signature Console Crowd—just call your broadcast 

distributor. For full information and specifications, contact LPB. 

LPB 

In demodulation systems. most of these 
problems do not exist. All circuits are 
broadband and do not require calibration 
(other than possibly the receiver's input 
filter). Factors such as humidity. temper-
ature and age do not easily affect signal 
quality, and spurious emissions are not 
found on the demodulated signal. 
While demodulation can produce 

changes in the degree of deviation not 

I
The advantages of 
demodulation are 

not universally 

understood. 

found in conversion systems. receivers 
of the demodulation type with digital 

pulse counters exhibit no problems with 
such variations at the modulation level. 
Phase and amplitude distortion associ-

ated with the intermediate frequency fil-
ters in conversion devices are corrected 
in the base band (40 Hz to 200 kHz) in 
the demodulation method. 
Even though conversion system manu-

facturers try to use very low intermediate 
frequencies of 203 MHz. to make signal 
correction easier than it would be at high 
intermediate frequencies, the precision of 
correction with demodulation systems is 
around 10 to 20 times greater. 
To reach this level of performance 

using conversion, the pass-band of the 
receiver must be widened to reduce the 
amount of correction required; this com-
promises selectivity, however, and 
therefore degrades immunity to interfer-
ence. 
These are some of the reasons BEXT 

has chosen the demodulation method for 
its new line of translators, under the 
model name HPT. The HPT also takes 
advantage of frequency synthesis to pro-
vide front-panel frequency programma-
bility. 

The HPT STL receives on the 950 
MHz band, and transmits in the 88 to 
108 MHz band. The FIPT FMR both 
receives and transmits on the 88 to 108 
MHz broadcast band. The transmitters 
will accept either balanced or unbal-
anced composite inputs with 2.2 V peak 
to peak producing 100 percent modula-
tion. The SCA inputs will produce 10 
percent modulation with 2.2 V peak to 
peak. Frequency response of the com-
posite inputs is ±1 dB from 30 Hz to 100 
kHz. 
Power output is selectable in I W steps 

and is automatically regulated at the 
selected power. Foldback protection is 
also provided to protect against VSWR. 
Spurious signals are 100 dB below the 
carrier ( another advantage of demodula-
tion). while harmonic radiation is more 
than 65 dB below the carrier. 
The receivers employ six-section heli-

coil front ends with built-in preamps. 
The 900 MHz receiver's front end is 10 
MHz wide and the 88 to 108 MHz 
receiver is 1 MHz wide. Sensitivity is 
typically 10 ±V for 60 dB quieting in the 
mono mode and 100 ±V for 60 dB quiet-
ing in the composite mode. Total har-
monic distortion is typically 0.05 percent 
in the composite mode and 0.02 percent 
in the mono mode, demodulated, decod-
ed and de-emphasized. 
Dynamic selectivity ( or ratio of inter-

fering signal to desired signal) is 12 dB 
or better at ±300 kHz and 50 dB or better 
at ±6(/0 kHz. Internal jumpers select IF 
bandwidth and pre-emphasis. Loss of 
receive signal automatically mutes out-
puts and disables the carrier detect relay. 
The frequencies of both the transmitter 

and receiver are selected with front-panel 
digi-switches. 
The HPT represents an attempt to offer 

frequency demodulation-based technolo-
gy in a bulletproof and full featured 
package, complete with the front-panel 
programmability for which BEXT prod-
ucts are known. 

DEJ U 

For information. contact Dennis Pier 
at BEXT in California: 619-239-8462: 
fax: 619-239-8474: or circle Reader 
Service 58. 

The New 1992 M Street Radio Directory 

IS HERE! 
--Over 25,000 updates 

--Complete, accurate listings of all radio stations 

--Unique dial card station listing for all markets 

-- Formats, addresses, ownership, groups 

--Pending applications, facilities, and permits 

32.95 
+ $3.00 S&II 

Send check or money order to: 

M Street Corporation 

304 Park Ave. S, 7th FI, New York, NY 10010 

Mastercard/VISA/AmEx orders call ( 800) 248-4242 
28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer , PA 19355 USA • Tel 215-644-1123 • Fax 215-644-8651 

Circle (78) On Reader Service Card Circle ( 40) On Reader Service Card 
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Users Attest to the Benefits 
Of Energy-Onix MK Series 
by Ernie Belanger 

VP Marketing 

Energy-Onix 

HUDSON, N.Y. Since its introduction 
in 1987, the Energy-Onix "MK Series" 
of FM grounded grid triode transmitters 
has proven itself capable of operating in 
the global marketplace. The transmitter 

The satisfaction level felt by users of 
our transmitters is evident in the letters 
we receive from them. 

Wine country radio 
Mike Martindale, Director of 

Engineering at KVON(AM)-KVYN 
(FM) in Napa. Calif., recently wrote 
about his experiences with the MK 3.5. 

"I made hundreds of decisions in 

building WAVX. Choosing the MI(- 15 

was one of the best ones." 

-Jonathan L. Le Veen 

offers many features and performance 
that ranks with the best of any tube-type 
transmitter manufactured. 

Harris Series 
A Goldmine 

continued from page 40 
Push- buttons select PA Voltage, PA 
Current, RF Power and SWR (Standing 
Wave Ratio), and these parameters are 
read on a large backlit numeric display. 
LED annunciators on the control panel 

indicate transmitter status and fault con-
ditions. These functions are available via 
remote control interface. 

Long-term use 
Automatic Power Control (APC) main-

tains the transmitter output to within one 
percent of the setpoint power by adjust-
ing the PA power supply voltage. SWR 
foldback is accomplished through this 
same control loop, which results in the 
PA transistors operating at less stress 
under conditions of antenna icing of feed 
line troubles. Platinum transmitters will 
fold back gracefully even if SWR reach-
es 10:1 or more, then return when the 
condition is rectified. 
With the rapid evolution of digital tech-

nology, some broadcasters are concerned 
that today's solid state transmitters will 
become prematurely obsolete. There's no 
need to worry. 
Platinum Series FM transmitters are 

designed with bandwidth sufficient for 
operation with virtually any FM 
exciter—now and in the future. Since the 
APC operates independently of the 
exciter, the only requirement is exciter 
power. 
Platinum Series FM transmitters also 

require up to 90 percent less routine 
maintenance than tube transmitters and 
provide extensive on-air maintenance 
capability. They also are engineered for 
easy operation and monitoring by any 
user. Stations faced with a shortage of 
technical staff and soaring competitive 
pressures may want to take a closer 
look. 

DOD 

For information, contact RF FM 
Product Line Manager Ron Fri//man at 
Harris Allied Broadcast Division in 
Illinois: 217-222-8200; fax: 217-222-
7041; or circle Reader Service 104. 

Mike purchased the 3.5 kW, single-tube 
transmitter about two-and-a-half years 
ago. 
Mike writes in part about the reliability 

of the automatic power output control: 
"In reviewing our transmitter logs over 
the past two-and- a- half years, the 
machine has not drifted more than plus 
or minus two percent from the original 
set parameters. Nor have I ever had to 
touch the tuning for any reason. So far 
the machine has been hands off, literal-
ly." 
The original 3CX3000A7 tube is still is 

in the unit and operating without prob-
lems, according to Mike. 
The letter goes on to relate an incident 

that makes every engineer's heart drop— 
a lightning hit. "About a year and some 
weeks ago, I observed a direct hit on our 
tower," writes Mike. "The transmitter 
dropped, recycled and came back to life 
within five seconds. No damage, no 
problems. The lightning did make it past 
ground and left scorch marks on top of 
the transmitter." 
To say the least, Mike is "very pleased" 

with his Energy-Onix transmitter. "The 
MK 3.5 improved the station's audio 
overall, increased stereo separation, low-
ered the power bill and is very reliable." 

East coast experience 
Jonathan L. Le Veen, owner of 

WAVX(FM), a 50 kW classical station, 
went against the advice of the self-pro-
claimed experts and purchased the MK 
IS, our 15 kW transmitter. 
I just received Jonathan's letter, which 

tells the story of the one bright star in his 
station's race to sign on. "...Luckily, the 
MK 15 worked right out of the box, or 
we never would have made our tight 
deadline." 
The decision to purchase the Energy-

Onix transmitter was made after careful 
financial consideration. "Starting a new 
station during a recession is risky, and 
made it imperative that I keep costs to a 
minimum. One option would have been a 
reconditioned transmitter, which would 
have met my budget restrictions, but 
might have meant future unforeseen 
costs and reliability problems. The only 
other option was Energy-Onix. 
"Although my MK- I5 was somewhat 

more expensive (than a used transmitter), 
I'm sure I've made the better long-term 
decision. I'm glad I didn't follow the 

continued on page 50 

Beginning with a DIRECT CALL, ROHN can 
guide your project to completion. And we won't 
stop there. When we install your system you can 
get our 20 Year Warranty. the best warranty in 
the industry. 

Call Mike Fleissner now for broadcast tower 

help or information on our towers and 
equipment shelters. 

Circle ( 135) On Reader Service Card 
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Who's 
running 
the ship? 

U nattended 
operation is 

one way to keep your 
station profitable, but 
you still have to mind 
the store. 

The acclaimed Burk 
Technology ARC-16 
Remote Control System 
is the first step. You can 
control transmitter and 
studio from any phone. 

But wait. There's more! 

Introducing AutoPilot' 
_from Burk Technology. 

AutoPilot is break-through 
computer software that 
makes automatic operation 
of your studio/transmitter 
facility a dream come true. 

Automatic power changes 

Automatic pattern changes 

Automatic site changes 

Automatic power trim 

Automatic fault recovery 

Automatic logging 

Now your imagination is 
the only limit. 
The new FCC fine schedule 
is imposing. Why risk a big 
penalty when AutoPilot 
can help you stay within 
the rules? 

Call us at 508-433-8877 
or toll free at 

1-800 255-8090 
for more information 
and a FREE DEMO. 

BuRK 
TECHNOLOGY 

USER REPORT Nautel Survives 
Altronic Dummy Load a Island Climate 
Smart Choice at CIEZ (FM) 
by Greg Miller 
Chief Engineer 
CIEZ(FM) 

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia One of the 
many pieces of equipment that must be 
considered by any new station is a 
dummy load, both for initial setup and 
for ongoing maintenance. 

When the time came to build 
CIEZ(FM) (Sun FM), the task of deter-
mining what equipment should be pur-
chased fell to Ottawa-based consultants 
Stacey Lawson and Associates. Sun FM 
was to operate on 96.5 MHz and serve an 

Altronic was selected for 

many reasons, one of which 

was its track record of 

problem-free operation. 

audience of 250,000 in a three-TV. six-
FM and three-AM station market in 
Canada. 
CIEZ went on the air more than two 

years ago, during which time it has 
obtained a top rating in the BBM surveys 
and continues to serve the market with 
an easy listening format. 
The Altronic Research Model 6725 

dummy load was selected for many rea-
sons, one of which was its track record 
of problem-free operation. According to 
the manufacturer, there have been very 
few—and by that they mean less than 
five—types of repairs, warranty or other-
wise since the introduction of the air-
cooled line. 
Taking this into consideration along 

with the load's known quiet operation, 

the superb RF characteristics and the 
quick delivery service Altronic 
promised, the choice became easy. 

Since installation, the Altronic 
Research load has continued to operate 
quietly and maintenance-free in the cor-
ner of the transmitter room. 
The 6725 is a 50-ohm load for the FM 

band able to operate at 25 kW continu-
ous duty cycle. The unit has proven itself 
to be a reliable piece of equipment. It is 
air cooled and easy to access should any 
repairs become necessary. 
Routine maintenance and equipment 

checks show that the 6725 has main-
tained a stable 
VSWR reading 
of less than 1.10 
during applica-
tion of power. 

Located at 
Giezers Hill, 
Halifax. Nova 
Scotia—one of 
the largest multi-

antenna sites in Canada—the dummy 
load services our Harris Model HT 
25FM transmitter, which feeds 3 1/2-
inch air dielectric and 4 I/16-inch hard 
line into a patching facility located in 
another building. From there it supplies a 
SIRA 12- bay antenna, through 136 
meters of 5-inch line, providing 100 kW 
of radiated power in an omni-directional 
pattern. 
I feel confident that Altronic Research. 

with its reputation for fast shipment on 
replacement parts. will continue to serve 
Sun Radio in its broadcasting needs. 

ODD 

For information from Altronic 
Research, contact Doug Starkey in 
Arizona at 501-449-4093: fax: 501-449-
6000; or circle Reader Service 98. 

Energy-Onix Is Praised for MK 
continued from page 49 

advice of the 'experts' who advised me to stick with the ' big name' manufactur-
ers." 
Jonathan writes that he initially planned to use a different exciter, but decided 

to give the stock Energy-Onix exciter a try. He is pleased with the exciter per-
formance in meeting the demands of a classical music station. 
He concludes, "1 made hundreds of decisions in building WAVX. Choosing 

the MK- 15 was one of the best ones. Thanks for the nice box!" 
Jonathan's decision to try the Energy-Onix stock exciter and to buy it rather 

than buying a "super exciter" saved him about $4,000. 
Jonathan and Mike are but two of several hundred very happy Energy-Onix 

users across the country. 

International use 
The international marketplace also has welcomed the Energy-Onix "MK 

Series." Export sales of the MK series have earned Energy-Onix the 1992 New 
York Governor's Export Achievement Award. The award was recently present-
ed by Governor Mario Cuomo to Energy-Onix's founder, Bernard Wise, presi-
dent of the company. 
The MK Series is currently in use at power levels from 1.5 kW to 30 kW in 

Mexico, Central and South America, Korea, Turkey, Greece, by all major radio 
networks in the Philippines and in other countries as well. 
Energy-Onix was honored in 1991 when it was selected by Radio 7 to provide 

the transmitters for the first commercial radio station in Moscow, Russia. 
Quality, reliability, and an excellent value for the dollar have all added up to 

worldwide acceptance and success of Energy-Onix and the "MK Series" of 
transmitters. 

DOD 

For information on Energy-Onix products, contact Ernie Belanger in New 
York: 518-828-1690; fax: 518-828-8476; or circle Reader Service 185. 

continued from page 47 

powered up the transmitter and went on 
the air. There was one small problem at 
turn-on: the output power meter was 
inoperative. A quick check showed that 
the problem was the meter movement; it 
was probably damaged during ship-
ment. (A new meter, from the factory, 
was on site in four days by courier ser-
vice). 
After several hours on the air, a BNC 

connector shorted out and the trans-
mitter's protection circuitry shut down 
one of the output modules. The trans-
mitter remained on the air at slightly 
reduced power. After several minutes 
of trouble-shooting, the problem was 
discovered and the DC power removed 
by pulling the fuse to one portion of 
the RF module. Total power reduction 
was about 200 watts. Replacement 
parts arrived with the power output 
meter. 
The only change I would recommend to 

the manufacturer is to install 19- inch 
rackmounts and standard power outlets 
in the open area in the transmitter cabi-
net. 

Nautel's AMPFET FM4, 4kW transmitter 

As of this writing, the AMPFET 4 kW 
transmitter seems to have been the solu-
tion to my transmitter problems. It has 
operated flawlessly on-air for the past 
three months. I must say here that this is 
one of the few pieces of broadcast 
equipment that I have been totally satis-
fied with from day one. I have been so 
impressed with the operation of the 
AMPFET 4 kW transmitter that I will be 
replacing our KSTO(FM) transmitter 
with the new AMPFET 10 kW when it 
becomes available. 

DOD 

For information on Nautel transmitters. 
contact Mark Sexton in Novia Scotia: 
902-823-2233: fax: 902-823-3183: or 
circle Reader Service 165. 

Circle (32) on Reader Service Cord 
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New 

Disc Trak" Digital 
Cart Machine. 

ep (DISC TRAK • 

FLA 

• • 

Using inexpensive 3-1/2" floppy disks as the removable media, Broadcast Electronics' 
Disc Trak Digital Cart Machine incorporates 16-bit linear digital technology to 

deliver superior audio quality matching that of CD, DAT and other digital sources. 

Up to 112 seconds of stereo audio at full band 
width can be stored on a single disk. 

Cueing is instantaneous, and up to five 
start/finish cues can be entered and executed 
in sequence with 0.01 second accuracy. 

LCD display provides spot name and timing 
information. 

3-1/2" floppy disk features hard case and 
sliding gate for excellent protection of 
recorded material. 

• Available in both record/playback and 
playback only configurations. 

• Rugged design and construction for years of 
dependable service. 

• Disks can be labeled on the sides and/or the 
end for quick, easy identification in the 
machine or in storage. 

• Space required for storage represents only 
one tenth that of magnetic tape cartridges. 

• CD audio quality on 50c media. 

Immediate Delivery. 

Broadcast Electronics...your single source for 
world class radio broadcast technology. 

I=E BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC. 

4100 N. 24TH ST.. P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A., PHONE (217) 224-9600, TELEX 250142, FAX (217) 224-9607 

Circle ( 169) On Reader Service Card 
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BUYERS BRIEFS 

NEPTUNE, N.J. Electro Impulse 
Lab., Inc. developed a new series of dry 
RF calorimeters used for precise mea-
surement of RF power. 
Calorimeters are especially useful for 

broadcasters to accurately measure trans-
mitter output without radiating—high 
power RF attenuators can make even low 
power calorimeters useful. 
These calorimeters are unique in that 

they are dry. They use no fluids, pumps 
or thermometers and are lightweight and 
portable. Calorimeters read true RF 
power regardless of waveform and have 
a wide frequency range (typically DC- 1 
GHz) with a VSWR of 1.1:1. 
RF power is displayed directly on the 

meter's digital readout. The units 
employ solid state circuitry. A 
calorimeter requires 115 volts AC, 60 
Hz for a cooling fan ( export version 
available). 
Operation of a unit is simple: Connect 

the RF power to be measured and line 

voltage—readout is quick and accurate. 
A bridge version is also available that 

can be used to compare two RF sources 
or one RF source against a known 
source, either AC or RF. 
For information contact Thomas 

McNichols in New Jersey: 908-776-
5800; fax 908-776-6793; or circle 
Reader Service 64. 

JERSEY CITY, N.J. In view of the 
continuing slowdown of the Italian 
domestic market, Siel, a Milan-based 
manufacturer of FM transmitting 
equipment, is increasing its export 
activity. 
The latest boost to Siel's exports came 

as a result of its presence at the NAB 
show in Las Vegas last spring. 
Equipment was displayed with Eurotech. 
its new U.S. distributor. 
"The aftermath of NAB has been 

extremely positive for us, resulting in 
numerous and substantial new orders,- 
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said Antonio Orizzonte, one of Siel's 
two partners. 
With the addition of the U.S. market, 

the company now exports to 14 coun-
tries: Greece, Norway, Belgium and 
France, newly independent countries 
including Lithuania, as well as Asian and 
African countries such as as Hong Kong, 
Singapore and the Ivory Coast. 
Among significant recent orders was 

the sale of a dual 5 kW system, pur-
chased by Crow, Siel's distributor in 
Singapore, and the complete transmitting 
system of Radio Man, a 10 kW FM 
Catholic station broadcasting over a 
large portion of the Ivory Coast territory, 
including the capital, Abidjan. 
For information from Siel, contact 

Yabrizo Plochino at U.S. distributor 
Eurotech in New Jersey: 201-434-5729; 
fax: 201-332-0751; or circle Reader 
Service 131. 

OCALA, Fla. The JT Communications 
PLFM-100 replacement exciter PC board 
is a universal upgrade for FM broadcast 
exciters. The PLFM-100 is a 3x5-inch 
PC board, both assembled and tested in 
the U.S. 
Operating at 12 VDC, the output level 

is 0.1 W, sufficient to drive most 8 W to 
12 W amplifier stages. There are both 
composite and 75 µSec pre-emphasis 
unbalanced audio inputs. DIP switches 
select any 100 kHz step from 88 MHz to 
108 MHz (optional 75 MHz to 90 MHz 
operation is possible). Upon installation, 
the PLFM-100 will make that old exciter 
operate as good as new, and add years to 
its old age, at a fraction of the cost of a 
new exciter. 
For information, contact Jim Trapani at 

JT Communications in Florida: 904-236-
0744; fax: 904-236-0744; or circle 
Reader Service 147. 

WOODLAND, Calif. Econco Broadcast Service has the capability to rebuild 
power tubes used in the latest FM transmitter designs. Rebuilding services are 
available for the 4CX3500A, 4CX7500A and 4CX20000A family of tubes. The 
rebuilt tubes offer output and life equal to new tubes at considerable cost savings. 
These tubes have been developed to provide maximum gain to allow solid 

state drivers and single stage vacuum tube final amplification. The products 
required the development of new processes and techniques to provide rebuild-
ing services that produce tubes equal in every respect to new tubes. 
Due to the close spacing, internal elements are subjected to higher tempera-

tures, resulting in extremely high requirements for grid and filament structures. 
Econco, as a result of its 23-year-long study of tube failures, has developed an 
extensive understanding of tube failure mechanisms. 
In addition to its rebuilding service, the company offers free applications assis-

tance for any tube user. Write or call for its free publication, "Tube Topics, a 
Guide for Vacuum Tube Users in a Transistorized World." 
For information, contact Debbie Storz at Econco Broadcast Service in 

California: 800-532-6626; fax 916-666-7760; or circle Reader Service 117. 

MARKETPLACE 
Radio World's Marketplace, a compendium of new and recently intro-

duced radio broadcast products, appears monthly in Buyers Guide. 

AT&T Accunet 
AT&T Accunet switched digital ser-

vices allow high-quality remote dial-up 
digital broadcasting. AT&T's Switched 
Digital Services (SDS) and Switched 
Digital International (SDI) can carry a 
two-way digital audio signal on a single 
digital telephone line. 
Once installed, AT&T's Accunet 

switched digital services are as easy to 
use as making a normal phone call. 
Simply dial and talk. Switched digital 
services always are available when need-
ed, however, users pay only when they 
are actually in use. Prices are based on 
distance, time of day and length of call. 
In the Continental U.S., the price for a 
standard day rate, Switched 56 Kbps call 
will not exceed 20.6 cents for the initial 
30 seconds or 25.2 cents for each minute 
thereafter. International prices range 
from 22.5 cents to $2.70 for the initial 30 
seconds and 23 cents to $2.50 for each 
additional minute. There are additional 
charges for access the AT&T's Accunet 
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Switched Digital Services. 
Equipment required includes a digital 

audio codec at each location, which pro-
vides the digitization and compression of 
an analog audio signal into an outgoing 
digital signal; and a network interface at 
each location, placed between the codec 
and the phone line. This provides the nec-
essary interface required for digital trans-
mission, as well as the dialing capabilities. 
The service can be purchased directly from 
AT&T in more than 450 U.S. locations. 
For information on Accunet Switched 

Digital Services, contact AT&T's service 
line at 800-222-SW56; or circle Reader 
Service 126. 

Safety Fabric 
Maxwell Safety Products offers Naptex 

fabric, which provides protection in 
potentially hazardous envirnoments—up 
to 40 dB attenuation, effective to more 
than 50 GHz. 
Manufactured by a double patented 

process, Naptex is a versatile shielding 
textile consisting of a cotton/polyester 
base. It can be fashioned into a variety of 
forms, including coats, coveralls, portable 
EMI shielding curtains and covers. 
Naptex is available in two grades of 

shielding effectiveness, each in standard 
and flame retardant versions. It may be 
machine washed and dried or dry 
cleaned and worn for extended periods in 
total comfort. 
For information, contact Joe Amato, VP 

marketing, in New York at 516-366-
2411; fax: 516-361-6135; or circle 
Reader Service 48. 
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CD's 

Want to Sell 

Denon DN-950FA plyr, 2 yrs old, $750. 
D Matyis, KITR, 10333 Richmond #6937, 
Houston TX 77042. 713-780-0937. 

Denon DN-950FA plyr, used 6 mos, 
$730+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 
SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-
2374. 

Want to Buy 

Technics SLP-770/777/999/similar, will 
pay near-new price. gd cond, maybe 2. 
M Friend, WTJU, Box 711 Newcomb 
Hall. Charlottesville VA 22904. 804-924-
0885. 

COMPUTERS 

Want to Sell 

DEC VAX 11/780 supercomputer sys-
tem w/tape/disc drives, Ethernet 
comms, software & manuals, sell/trade. 
M Schramm, 205-826-0390. 

Xerox Diablo daisywheel printer 
w/cheap software. P Wells, KJOY, 625 
Broadway # 1200, San Diego CA 92101. 
619-238-1037. 

NEC P6 24-pin dot matrix printer w/8 int 
fonts, $150. P Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 
E 38th St, NY NY 10016. 212-986-
2219. 

Micro Pro Wordstar, never used, 
$40/B0. Steve, Dynes Comms, 957 
Nall Rd, Wheeling WV 26003. 304-243-
0744. 

CONSOLES 

Want to Sell 

Howe Tech 9000 clean, works great, 
spare pwr sply, parts, 2 yrs old, $4500. 
P Wolf, WDCQ, 12381 S Cleveland 
Ave, Ft Myers FL 33907. 81 3-5 74-
5548. 

BE 4S-50 4-chnl stereo, gd cond. L 
Salge, KCMR, POB 979, Mason City IA 
50401. 515-424-9300. 

Gates Gatesway II. K Kenzie, KIXY, 13 
E 11th St, Washington MO 63090. 314-
239-0493. 

Auditronics 200 series, blue face 
mods, ( 1) mic input (MIS), gd cond, 
$125; ( 1) mono line ouput, gd shape, 
$125; (3) stereo line output. $ 150 ea, 
$650 all. M Guthrie, 813-855-5642. 

SMC 6-chnl, solid state, very gd cond, 
600 ohm, $200+s/h. F Smith, 615-624-
7126. 

Ward Beck R2200 stereo, 18 input 
mods, (2) pwr splys, ( 10) patch bays, 
prod, $4 2 0 0+s/h/B0; Ward Beck 
R2200, stereo, 17 input mods, pwr sply, 
(10) patch bays, air, $4000+s/h/B0. J 
Shadle, KPSN, 3719 N 32nd Ave, 
Phoenix AZ 85017. 602-279-5577. 

McMartin B-501 mono, gd cond 
w/spare parts & extra board, 5 pots, aux 
inputs, $300. J Cunningham, KEOR, Rt 
2 Box 1138, Stonewall OK 74871. 405-
265-4496. 

Quad 8 8-input mono, nds pwr sply. J 
Gaffney, Ross-Gaffney, 21 W 46th St, 
NY NY 10036. 212-719-2744. 

SMC 8-chnl, solid state, great cond, 
$200+s/h. F Smith, 615-624-7126. 

JBL 4311 pr spivs, $750/60; JBL Decade 
36 spkrs, $500/80. J Diamond, Joe 
Diarmnd Co, Box 102C, Chubbic Rd RDn1, 
Canonsburg PA 15317.412-746-3455. 

Audiolabs Quantum QS-22 12-chnl, 
very gd cond, XLR conns, slide pots, 
rem starts $2 00 0+s/h. P Robillard, 
WYLD, 2228 Gravier St, New Orleans 
LA 70119. 504-834-7745. 

Gately 16x8 w/EQ on every chnl, 4 
effects buss, quad mon, Canon conns 
for line & mic inputs & Canon conns for 
outputs in custom cons. $ 1500. A 
Baker, Bdct Prods, 804 E 38th St, 
Indianapolis IN 46205. 317-925-7371. 

EMPLOYMENT 
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers 

write Radio World, PO Box 1 2 14, Falls Church, VA 2 2 0 41. Attn:  
wv 26003. 304-243-0744. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Experienced radio engineer with var-
ied background desires to 
relocate..any stable position wel-
come..Computer Literate..Resume on 
request. Write to: Radio World, POB 
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: 
Box # 11-04-01RW. 

20 yr pro has relocated to Ft Myers FL 
AC/oldies/CHR, reliable, great numbers, 
sks on-air shift. D Palmer, DHP Enter, 
4370 Harbour Terr, N Ft Myers FL 
33903. 813-997-3796. 

Former CATV chi tech w/1 6+ yrs 
exper in RF, A/V, equip maint. syst 
design & ops seeks challenging tech 
pos. J Powers, 607-272-7717. 

Serious about radio air personality 
looking for station that values 15 yrs 
exper & natural ability to comm & 
entertain adults. Mike, 609-729-3520. 

Mgmt, small-to-med mkt, 10 yrs bdct 
exper. elects degree & exper, work-
ing on bus degree. D Koehn, 609 S 
15th. Quincy IL 62301. 217-228-
2115. 

CE w/big prod voice á over 15 yrs 
hands-on engrg exper seeks CE pos 
w/prod/air shift in competitive top 100 
mkt. G Morgan. 704-563-8676. 

10 yr male radio vet exper in most for-
mats seeks PD/air pos, pref midwest, 
can relocate immed, familiar w/Dig DJ. 
219-271-8457. 

Freelance engr w/heavy duty exper 
for any job, anywhere w/great refs, 
audio, RF, automation, xmtrs, 
ants/construction, domestic/intl. 813-
849-3477. 

5 yrs on air exper w/prod 8 sales, look-
ing for long term FT pos, any format, 

oldies spec. Mike, 314-869-3284. 
Engrg pro w/extensive radio field svc 
exper seeks hi-tech field svc pos, RF, 
audio, dig, construction & sales spi bck-
gmd. 517-379-4803. 

DJ/Trainee/volunteer sks pos, any for-
mat, 5 yrs exper as DJ, some prod 
work, willing to learn, ham operator for 3 
yrs, pref CA/CO/PA/AZ/AL, will work 
anywhere. J Benjamin, 602-788-1882. 

PD/OM avail w/20+ yrs, perler cont 
Christian format. Jo, 304-762-2527. 

Quick fix prog, sales, mktg & engrg 
expert, freelance for struggling stations 
anywhere. 813-849-3477. 

Freelance engr w/heavy duty exper for 
any job, anywhere w/great refs, audio, 
RF, automation, xmtrs, ants/construc-
tion, domestic/intl. 813-849-3477. 

DJ/intern, any format, seeks pos, will 
give 110% to PD/boss, any shift/loca-
tion. Marc, 718-998-0676. 

Station oper, announcing & perf stu-
dent, age 63, desires Fresno CA area, 
pert talk, news, C&W, easy, let's talk. A 
Bulick, POB 416. Yuma AZ 85366. 602-

342-0306. 
Quick fix prog, sales, mktg & engrg 
expert, freelance for struggling stations 
anywhere. 813-849-3477. 

Laurie Kendrick gives great headlines, 
Houston bdct vet will do talk or be 
news/sidekick at any major mkt station. 
713-460-1307. 

HELP WANTED 

International Sales Manager: West 
Coast manufacturer seeks Refional 
Sales Manager. Heavy engineering 
knowledge of broadcast. Degree pre-
ferred. Spanish a must. Write to: Radio 
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA 

STAFF ENGINEER: KLVE/KTNQ 
needs 2 yr electronics school gradu-
ate w/ 2 yrs work exper at AM or FM 
bdct station. Responsibilities include 
supplying tech support for any of the 
stations diverse activities in the 
Los Angeles/Orange county areas. 
Resume w/employment references 
to: Bob Moore, CE, KLVE/KTNQ, 
1645 N Vine St, Hollywood CA 
90028. EOE. 

RADIO STATION OPERATIONS MANAGER 
($30,930437,585, Excellent Employee Benefits) 

School District seeks qualified candidates to maintain broadcast equip-
nient and manage a public FM radio station. Must have thorough 
knowledge of FCC rules and regulations and extensive experience in 
Lutio station broadcast operations. Must possess a Society of Broadcast 
Engineer, FCC General Radiotelephone or equivalent certification. 

The Eugene School District is located in Oregon's mid-Williamette valley 
within short distances to ocean beaches and snow-capped mountains. 
The District is nationally recognized for its educational excellence. Its 
public radio station includes an educational component for its students. 

CLOSING DATE is December 15, 1992. To apply before the closing 
date, submit a letter of interest, application form, resume, a copy of 
your certification, and a list of four professional references to: Eugene 
School District, Human Resources Department, 200 N. Monroe, 
Eugene. OR 9"q(12. ç(13-687-3247; FAX *686-1426) AAJEOE/ADA 

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION 
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for 

$1.50/word or buy a display box for $55/column inch. Payment must accom-
pany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind 
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be 
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details. 

POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of 
charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues of Radio 
World. Contact information will be provided, but if a blind box number is 
required, there is a $10 fee which must be paid with the listing (there will 
be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened. 

Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE 
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 

Attn: Simone Mullins 

CONSULTANTS 
& jetatedeme You've found 

THE CARD! 

Radio !•¡‘,. terns Engineering 
"For all your Engineering Needs" 

AM - FM - TV - Translators - LPTV 
FCC Applkations - Design - Installation 

Can, fox, or write today! 

(800) 551-1667 
fox: (702)808-8731 

4289 RoanrIdge • Las Vegas, NV 89120 

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Engineers 

*Design & Optimization of 
AM Directional Arrays 

•Analysis for New Allocation, 
Site Relocation, And Upgrades 

AM FM TV LPTV 
Wireless Cable 

(MDS/MMDS/ITFS(OFS) 
*Environmental Radiation Analysis 

*Field Work 
•Expert Testimony 

9049 Shady Grove Court 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
Phone: (301) 921-0115 
Fax: (301) 590-9757 

W. LEE SIMMONS 
& ASSOC., INC. 

BROADCAST 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

CONSULTANTS 

1036 William Hilton Pkwy 
Ste 200F 

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928 

1-800-277-5417 
803-785-4445 

FAX: 803-842-3371 

Moffet, 
Larson & 

Johnson, Inc. 
Consulting Telecommunications 

Engineers 

Two Skyline Place 
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800 

Falls Church VA 22041 

703-824-5660 
800-523-3117 

Member AFCCE 

*Teleteclulac. 
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS 

AND ENGINEERS 

• FCC Applications & Field Engineering 
• Frequency Searches & Coordination 
• Tower Erection & Maintenance 
• Facility Design & Construction 

CONTACT: 
Kenneth W. Hoehn 
23400 Michigan Ave 
Dearborn, MI 48124 

(313) 562-6873 

North America RF & Audio 

Mirkwood Engineering 
Services 

Broadcast and Telecommunications 

Consultants 
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm 
including • Application & Allocatoin Services 

Proiect, Engineering .5 Construction 
Management « Site Acquisition 
• Rural & Remote Site Installations 

• Field Service • Studio Design A. Installation 
50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743 

(603) 542-6784 

-v-

PC - SOFI'WARE 

AM FM TV Search Programs 
Contour Mapping-STL Paths 
RF HAZ-1990 POP Count 
FAA Tower-Draw Tower 

Doug Vernier 
Broadcast Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Dr 
Cedar Falls, IA 511u1 

800-743-DOUG 

T.Z. Sawyer 
Technical Consultants 

1-800-255-ANIDA 
AM Directional Antenna Proofs 

AM-FM-TV-LPTV 
FCC Applications & Exhibits 

Station Inspections 

6204 Highland Drive 
Chevy Chase. MD 20815-6610 

Telefax 301-913-3799 

Without Advertising 
a Terrible Thing Happens... 

. . . NOTHING 

Consulting Communications 
Engineers 

• FCC Data Bases 
• FCC Applications and Field 
Engineering 
• Frequency Searches and 

Coordination 
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 

1306 W. County Road, F, 
St. Paul, MN 55112 

(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE 

EVANS ASSOCIATES 
Consulting Communications Engineers 

FCC Applications. Design 
8. Field Engineering 

Broadcast Engineering Software 

216 N. Green Bay Rd. 

Thiensville, WI 53092 

(414) 242-6000 
Mernbor AFCCE 

SERVICES 
elle  Where In 

The World 
Are You? 

Reach radio professionals 
worldwide by advertising in 
Radio World's international 
edition. Call Simone for 
more information. 

1-800-336-3045 

UNITED 
STATES 
TOWER 
SERVICES, LTD. 

5263 Agro Drive 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

301-874-5885 
Qualm Comm...), Irmallonam, Sale, 

and Slaunemance mace 19X). 

CUSTOM 
• PC DOS BASED 

• NOVELL NETWORK 

SOFTWARE 
• DIGITAL AUDIO 

• DEVICE CONTROL 

AA PROJECTS PERFORMED WORLDWIDE 

ediacomp  
VOICE : (519) 893-6639 FAX : (519) 893-8390 

ROHN, 
Broadcast Towers 
Furnished & Installed 

Guyed or Self-Supporting 
Solid or Tubular 

20 Year 
Warranty! 

Call Mika Flelssner 
toll free 

1-800-225-ROHN 

REMOTE EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS 

COMREX and GENTNER 

1, 2 & 3-Line Extender Systems 

MARTI and TFT 
450, 455 8 161 MHz RPU Systems 

SWITCHED-56 SYSTEMS 
Call or FAX Dwight Weller 
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL 

ENGINEERING 
Phone: 410-252-8351 FAX: 252-4261 

BROADCAST 
DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
• Facility Relocation 

• R.F. Systems 

• Soundproof/Acoustical 

• Custom Cabinetry 

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 

(313) 465-3226 

Don't 
gamble 

with your 
advertising dollars. 

Advertise in Radio World 

and reach 18,000+ 

subscribers. Call 

1-800-336-3045 today! 

61 Communications Data Services, Inc. 
Richard P. & Richard L. Biby, Principals 

Real World Propagatioe Studies 
Online/Remote Access Services 

3 Arc Second Terrain Data 
1990 Population Data 
FCC & FAA Databases 

For more information call: 

(703) 534-0034 • (800) 441-0034 
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CONSOLES . . WTS 

British Helios classic 24/16/24, circa 
1970s, updates/mods w/doc discrete 
mic preamps, 9 sep PS w/wood rack 
cab, mahogany desk, $9500/130/trade; 
Snake 16 phantom-powered inputs 
w/ext PS, 250' Belden 19-pr cable/mil 
conns/ss strain reliefs, 10' Neumann 
XLR snake mates w/box or Belden 
snake, top quai, exc cond, 
$750/80/trade. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks 
CA 91403. 813-377-5264. 

Harrison MR-4, 28x24, great condi-
tion, $26,500. Tom 816-931-3338. 

Want to Buy 

Gates Mdl 6-10 chnl, pref tube mdl. M 
Bitner, WGWD, POB 919, Quincy FL 
32353. 

Gates stereo Yard complete & 
repairable. B Elliott, WFRX, 915 E 4th 
St, Charlotte NC 28204. 704-338-
9970. 

Cetec Series 10 info, will pay copy 
costs. L Smith, Smith Studios, 15 
Ravenill Rd, Winnipeg Manitoba 
Canada R2K 3K4. 

DISCO & SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

Altec 1750 1/3 octave, mono, active 
EQ, green fold-down faceplate, exc, 
$25. J Addison, Stowe Media, 171 
Hartford Rd A-7, New Britian CT 06053. 
203-827-0329. 

Gibson SG (3) elec guitars, cherry fin-
ish, ( 1) 1974 std ltd edition, ( 1) 1968 SG 
Jr, ( 1) 1972 SG- 100, all w/cases, $1000 
+ s/h-will separate. J Tanis, Civitas, 925 
N Northlake Dr, Hollywood FL 33019. 
305-920-4218. 

Altec 88B/908-8A (2) horn & driver, exc 
cond, $ 150 both/B0; (2) EV DL15X 15" 
hi-pwr woofers, never recond. $ 125 
ea/BO. G Becker, 813-960-8153. 

Peavey MK4 24-chnl, $1400; CS-8CO3 
$375. 502-465-3342. 

dbx 208 8-chnl noise reduc, new, 
$2000/80; 154 & 155 4-chnl noise 
reduc units in same rack, mint cond, 
$600/both/B0; 150 2-chnl noise reduc, 
new. $300/80. J Diamond, Blue 
Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic Rd RD 1, 
Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-3455. 

EMT 140-T plate reverb. $450; RCA 
220 V heavy duty bulk erase, $ 1500; 
Telex 6120 master reel cons, stereo, 
new cond, $ 1750. 617-630-0007. 

EV T-350, (2) 1040A & N-3 horn 
spkrs & 3-way nover ntwk in walnut 
cab, w/o woofers, new cond, $250 all. 
S Lawson, KAK Prods, 920 Hyland 
Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-528-
4055. 

Symetrix SE-400 para EQ, new, 
$450/80; (2) phase shifters, new, 
$250 ea/BO; ( 2) SG- 200 stereo 
noise gates, new, $300 ea/BO; A-
200 stereo headphone amp, 20 W 
per chnl, new, $200/80. J Diamond, 
Blue Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic 
Rd RD 1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 
412-746-3455. 

Do you have any 

equipment for sale? 

Advertise it in the 

Radio World classifieds. 

Call Simone for details 

703-998-7000 

brie 10A freq analyzer, BO; 20A pink 
noise gener. BO; 6 1/2' custom equip 
rack; goose necks; mic cables; 
Soundworkshop 262 stereo reverb. 
$500/80; ART DR1 dig reverb, new, 
$750/80; ART 01A dig reverb, new, 
$750/80; (2) ADA 2.56i dig delays, 
new, $500 ea/BO; Loft 450 delay line 
flangers, new. $500 ea/80; (2) 
Nexus 96 point patch bays, 1/4" in 
front, RCA in back, new, $300 
ea/BO; Switchcraft 48-pt patch bay, 
balanced, used, $ 100/80; ( 2) AB 
Syst 205A stereo pwr amps, 200 W, 
new, $500/80; AB Syst 301 spkr 
switcher, new, $250/130. J Diamond, 
Blue Diamond, Box 102C Chubbic 
Rd RD 1, Canonsburg PA 15317. 
412-746-3455. 

Dolby 301 A-type stereo, discrete, 
$500. W Gunn. 619-320-0728. 

Klipsch Lascalas homs in road cases, 
will handle 300 W per chnl, excel cond, 
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB 
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-271-
7625, after 3PM CDT. 

EDUCATION 

CCA ELECTRONICS 

SERVICE SCHOOL 

Installation, Opemling, 

Maintenance, Trouble 

Shooting 

December 7,8, 1992 

Atlanta, GA 

$150 - meals included 

-space is limited-

CCA 404-964-3530 

FAX 404-964-2222 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

EQUIPMENT Financing, Lease 
Purchase Option. Need equipment for 
your radio, television or cable opera-
tion? New or Used. No down payment. 
Carpenter & Associates, Voice 504-
764-6610 Fax 504-764-7170. 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 

• Easy to quairty 

• Fixed-rate, long-term 

leases 
• Any new or used equip-
ment á computers 

• 100% financing, no 
down payment 

• No financials required 
under $50,000 

• References available 

Call Mark Wilson 
(800) 275-0185 

EXCHANGE 
NATIONAL 
FUNDING 

Use Our Experience 
For Your Business 

LIMITERS 

Want to Sell 

WE 189D xformers, $35 pair; UTC LS-
141 hybrid xformer, new, $50; UTC 
LS-33 20 W line to line xformers, 
$120 pair; Cinema Engrg # 64266 
xformers, $30 pair. R Robinson. 203-
269-4465. 

Optlmod 8000A, $ 1450. L Salge, 
KCMR, POB 979, Mason City IA 50401. 
515-424-9300. 

DAP 310. K Kenzie, KIXY, 13 E 11th St, 
Washington MO 63090. 314-239-0493. 

BE AM 400 limkomp. D Nadon, WLYT, 
POB 9250, Haverhill MA 01831. 508-
374-4733. 

Gates SA398 comp. D Nadon, WLYT, 
POB 9250, Haverhill MA 01831. 508-
374-4733. 

CBS Audimax 4450A; Volumax 4111; 
Volumax 400; Audimax Ill; Audimax 
IIIS; FM Volumax IIIS, $50 ea. F 
Konwinski, WSOY, 1100 E Pershing, 
Decatur IL 62524. 217-877-5371. 

CRL SPF-300 like new, NRSC filter, 
$175. B Buchanan, KSHN, 517 Travis, 
Liberty TX 77575. 409-336-5793. 

Orban Optimod 8100A clean, exc 
cond, $3200; Mod Sci Stereo-Mass, lit-
tle use, excep clean, pert cond, $2200; 
Tesar Prism near new cond, flawless 
oper, $ 1400. E Sutton, WOKI, 1900 
Winston Rd, Knoxville TN 37919. 615-
531-2000. 

UREI BL-40 excel cond w/manual, 
$300; BBE 224 proc, excel cond, $200. 
R Leine, POB 10665, Golden CO 
80401. 303-233-9393. 

TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 
and Also New Equipment 

For the best deals on Celwave products, 
Andrew cable and Shively antennas. 

1 kW FM 1960 Gates FM1C 2.5 kW AM 1982 CCA 2500D 

1 kW FM 1978 Collins 831C2 2.5 kW AM 1976 McMartin BA2.5K 

2.5 kW FM 1978 CCA 2500R 5 kW AM 1979 Harris MW5A 

3 kW FM 1975 CCA 30000 5 kW AM 1968 Harris BC5H 

3 kW FM 1974 Harris FM3H 5 kW AM 1972 CCA AM5000D 

3.5 kW FM 1979 Syntronics SI-F-3 5 kW AM 1977 RCA BTA 5L 

5 kW FM 1989 Harris HT5 10 kW AM 1988 Nautel Amptet 10 

15 kW FM 1975 AEL 15KG 50 kW AM 1977 CCA AM50,000D 

25 kW FM 1988 TTC 25,000 

1077 Rydal Road # 101 
Rydal PA 19046 

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738 

Optlmod 8000A. Unit just ser-
viced by Orban, $ 1500. Arthur 
Patrick, 405-536-2242. 

Pac Rec AM Multilimiter, gd cond, 
$300; lnovonics 250 5-band proc, gd 
cond w/FM limiter cards, $ 1800. R 
Diettench, WORD, 7 Pkwy Ctr # 625, 
Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412-937-1500. 

Gentnernexar Audio Prisms, very gd 
cond. 3 yrs old, $ 1000 ea. J Salov, 
WHGR, POB 546, Jackson MI 49204. 
517-740-1165. 

Orban 8100 Optimod, exc cond, $3500. 
J Salov, WHGR, POB 546, Jackson MI 
-49204. 517-740-1165. 

Orban 8000A, gd cond, in svc. A 
Stevenson, WHZT, 313 N Mattis Ave #205, 
Champaign IL 61821. 217-355-1059. 

Dorrough DAP 310, $400. E Horton, 
KWOG, 255 N Russell, Douglas WY 
82633. 307-358-3656. 

MICROPHONES 

Want to Sell 

Telex WHM-500 wireless, 171.825 
MHz, $50. P Russell, Bowdoin Coll, 
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-
725-3066. 

Sony ECM-MS5 stereo w/DC-MSS pwr 
sply & GP-5 shock mount hand grip, 
$850; AKG C522 stereo electret con-
densor pckg, $500, both new. G Odell, 
203-296-2972. 

Shure SM-513 studio, very gd cond 
w/holders, $ 150 ea. J Salov, WHGR, 
POB 546, Jackson MI 49204. 517-740-
1165. 

Peerless MB 520 (2) w/pwr sply, 
$500/80; (3) AKG D2000E, $ 125 ea; 
(4) Sony ECM-33FP, $200 ea; ( 6) 
Sony ECM-22, $ 150 ea/BO; (2) Sony 
C-22, $ 150 ea/BO; (6) Sony ECM-21, 
$100 ea/BO; Fostex M55RP, $250 
ea/BO. J Diamond, Joe Diamond Co, 
Box 102C, Chubbic Rd RD#1, 
Canonsburg PA 15317. 412-746-
3455. 

RCA 44 jr ball mount, BO. J Phillips, 
WZOM, 408 Clinton, Defiance OH 
43512. 

Neumann M56, exc cond, $750; EV-
642 shotgun, exc cond, $295; (2) Sony 
C-35P w/pwr splys, $595 both. F Virtue, 
Virtue Studios. 8809-11 Rising Sun 
Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-763-
2825. 

Telefunken/Schoeps CM61 tube mic, 
very rare, uses std 6AU6 plug-in tube, 
orig PS, new cable, mint cond, $2475; 
CR-176 large diaphram tube mic, new, 
$1250. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 15015 
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264. 

Senn 4032 (2), used 6 mos, $254 
ea+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-
2374. 

Teiefunken U-47, Neumann U-67, KM-
54 mint; RCA ribbon mics (2) KU3A's 
10,0001, (3) 77-DX, ( 1) 44-BX, (2) BK-
5; Altec tube mics M-11, M-20. M-30; 
639 film version mic ect. Trade or sale. 
Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings 
before 10PM EST). 

Telefunken M921 dual (2-way, not 
front/back) nickel capsules, cardoid 
only, classic tube mic; Neumann KM84 
pair, mint, $ 1100. W Gunn. 619-320-
0728. 

EV 676 supercardioid mics 3/5200; EV 
REID mic, $ 125. W Gunn, 619-320-
0728. 

Desk mics (hiZ). EV-Shure mic stands, 
also baby booms (3); tubes, new (32) 
RCA, GE, Sylvania; Sams tube sub 
books #8 & #6; RCA tube manual; Sony 
head demagnetizer (new); jack femal 
connectors; EV 502 transformer prima-
ry/secondary. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-
7660/0274. Call afternoons till 10PM. 

Want to Buy 

EV RE20/PL20. C Wright, Screaming 
Bunny Prod, 5288 Indian Garden, 
Petoskey MI 49770. 616-348-2740. 

Sennhelser 4215/441s, Neumann 
KM84s, EV RE20/PL20. Wayne, 619-
320-0728. 

RCA 770X working, gd cond, maybe 
more. B Berry, Karavan Bdctg, 13 
Montgomery PI, Conroe TX 77384. 409-
321-2920. 

AKG C24. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264. 

RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV 
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman. Pams 
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 
75046 214-271-7625. after 3PM CDT. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Want to Sell 

Billboard magazines 1955-1965, 
any/all issues. B Berry, Karavan Bdctg, 
13 Montgomery Ave, Conroe TX 77384. 
409-321-2920. 

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP 
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices 
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228 
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060. 

We Have Access To 

NEW & USED 

• Towers • Antennas 

• STL's • Transmitters 

• Transmission Line • Exciters 

• Financing Available • and lots more 

Let us be your one-stop shopping. We have 

used towers and ALL your AM needs. 

Economy RF Construction Company 

Joe McClish, Austin, TX 

512-288-2011 Fax: 512-288-5980 
Mon-Fri - Elam EST to 5pm Pacific 

Circle ( 18) On Reader Service Card 

Rec sleeves, 45 rpm, various; Radio 
Shack Pwr n Plug w/plug in adap & 
manual, $25; Radio Shack cable con-
verter, $20; (8) different old mic tech 
manuals, $40/80; album mailers, $1 
ea/BO; (31) 25-pin conns, $1 ea; (7) 
13-pin conns $1 ea; (6) hot mix radio 
shows on CD, BO; Ronnie Spector on 
Apple lable 45s, mint cond, $3 ea; 
patch bay, $65/130; (34) American Top 
40 w/Casey Kasem shows, 1984-
1985, $5 ea; (8) Rick Dees shows, 
$20 ea. Steve, Dynes Comms, 957 
Natl Rd, Wheeling WV 26003. 304-
243-0744. 

UptImers (3), new 2" readouts, counts 
to 9:59 & resets, momentary closure 
resets unit to 0:00, $57.50 ppd; Audio 
Dig TC-2 dig delay unit, new w/o manu-
al, $950 ppd UPS; audio & RF tech 
manuals for Sparta Elec Corp equip; 
(3) Sparta TPA 7-1 25 W audio mods, 
$45 ea/3 for $100; (8) Nortronics CH3-
R sensor tape hds, $ 10 ea/8 for $50. D 
Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E Flamingo Rd Ste 
E, Las Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-
2200. 

Audio input xformers Ampex 15095 
(4), plug in octal 8- pin, 150/600 ohm 
input, 15K out, $ 18 ea; (9) 4580116-20, 
plug in octal 8-pin, 600 ohm input, 15K 
out, $ 18 ea; (2) Triad A- 10-J, 600 ohm 
input/60K output, $36 pair; (2) UTC A-
20 pn 50/125/200/333/600 ohm in, sec 
50/125/200/333/600 ohm out, $40 pair. 
S Lawson, KAK Prods, 920 Hyland Dr, 
Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-528-4055. 

Executone K18027 phone syst w/2 
CPU's, 20 phones, nds work w/inter-
com, conf, music on hold, spare parts & 
prints, BO. L Smith, WKYG, 1715 ST 
marys Ave, Parkersburg WV 26102. 
304-485-4565 x117. 

WE 189D xformers, $35/pair; UTC LS-
141 hybrid xformer, new, $50; UTC LS-
33 20 W line to line xformers, $ 100/pair; 
Cinema Engrg 64266 xformers, 
$30/pair. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 
George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203-
269-4465. 

Grinan Fixture, 240-slot Lazy Susan 
rack, table-top, wood w/yellow formica 
covering, exc cond, $200. S Southern, 
WCIR, Box 1037, Beaver WV 25813. 
304-252-6452. 

Want to Buy 

On-Air light, old, 1955-1965. R Orr, 
WSEV, POB 486, Branson MO 65616. 
417-334-6012. 

Chicken Delight jingle & other memo-
rabilia. T Wilds, T Wilds Enter, 3564 E 
2nd #47, The Dalles OR 97058. 503-
298-2592. 

UTC LS-10X, 12X, LS- 18 xformers; 
Western Electroacoustic Labs mic 
PS#120A schematic. R Robinson, 203-
269-4465. 

RCA on-air light; WE clock; DAT of 
'60s Bucannan & Cellas Pal-O-Mine 45 
rpm single; NAB SupeRadio. Klay, 801-
272-1814. 

UTC LS-10X, 12X, LS-18 xformers; WE 
120A schematic; Hycor 4201 passive 
EQ. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg. 10 George 
St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-
4465. 

Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC, 
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J 
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA 
94804. 415-644-2363. 

MONITORS 

Want to Sell 

Gates GTM 885 FM mod monitor; 
Gates freq monitor. D Nadon, WLYT, 
POB 9250, Haverhill MA 01831. 508-
374-4733. 

TFT 742A FM stereo mod; TFT 763 
mod main-chnl, new parts, $2500 both 
+ s/h. 614-775-2600. 

Potomac AM-19 (204) 2-twr direc ant, 
$1500/80. 8 Buchanan, KSHN, 517 
Travis, Liberty TX 77575. 409-336-5793. 

Beier SCA-1 SCA on 67 kHz, $400. R 
Dietterich. WORD, 7 Pkwy Ctr #625, 
Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412-937-1500. 

Want to Buy 

Belar AMM-1/AMM-2 mono, AM, gd 
cond, working, BO. R Miller, KUAU, Box 
575, Lahaina HI 96767. 808-572-5534. 

Beier AMM-1/AMM-2, working, mono 
OK, BO. R Miller, KUAU, 490 Ulumalu 
Rd, Haiku HI 96708. 808-572-5534. 

Any older McMartin mod monitors. C 
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha 
NE 68164. 402-493-1886 

MOVIE PROD EQUIP 

Want to Sell 

RCA H1001 (2) 16mm optical trk rec, 1 
w/VVE elects, 1 camera & 1200' maga-
zines; Westrex RA1519 35mm port mag 
rec w/R&P, gd cond, manuals; RCA 
PR41 35mm stage rec, port w/mixer 
amp & mic, preamp, 220 V, mint cond. J 
Gaffney, Ross-Gaffney, 21 W 46th St, 
NY NY 10036. 212-719-2744. 

Moviola 16 & 35mm upright w/any 
combination of hds, exc cond; Eastman 
Kodak Mdl 2 TV rec camera, 16mm, 
working, 1200' mags, 115 V. manual. J 
Gaffney, Ross-Gaffney, 21 W 46th St, 
NY NY 10036. 212-719-2744. 

Maganasync Moviola 3000 16mm 
edge Irk rec w/inching knobs, 3 PB 
units, 16mm edge Irk w/inching knobs, 
AB&H proj & counter w/large display & 
small unit w/display that run from mas-
ter sync motor; (2) control panels, main 
& mini, $ 19K all. A Baker, Bdct Prods 
America, 804 E 38th St, Indianapolis IN 
46205. 317-925-7371. 

RECEIVERS & 
TRANSCEIVERS 

Want to Sell 

Onkyo T4130 AM/FM stereo tuner, dig 
w/20 presets, $ 150. L Salge, KCMR, 
POB 979, Mason City IA 50401. 515-
424-9300. 

Regency Microcom H44B 35 W, VHF, 
4-chnl, $20. P Russell, Bowdoin Coll, 
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-
725-3066. 
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SCA decoder, high quality micro-minia-
ture 67/92 kHz, prewired & ready to 
install. $ 15. D Jackway, Background 
Music Eng, 5742 Fairoak, Springfield 
MO 65810. 417-881-8401. 

AM STEREO RECEIVERS 
Pttrlithic Houle Stud., Stott 

RRADCO GROUP 
708 513-1386 

Lafayette LT-725 AM/FM/SCA, 67 kHz 
stereo tuner, just tweaked, $125/B0. D 
Pulwers, 703-751-9346. 

Sony SRF-A1 AM, port, new, $89, 
w/AC adapter, $99. C Fox, WOLF, 4853 
Manor Hill, Syracuse NY 13215. 315-
468-0908. 

Want to Buy 

Marantz 18 FM stereo, solid state 
w/mon, 1" scope, working. J Addison, 
Stowe Media. 171 Hartford Rd A-7, 
New Britian CT 06053. 203-827-0329. 

REMOTE & 
MICROWAVE EQUIP 

Want to Sell 

Moseley 303 3 trans/3 rcv. K Kenzie, 
KIXY, 13 E 11th St, Washington MO 
63090. 314-239-0493. 

Moseley TAC-15 (2), 1 w/Hallikainen 
:nterface for radio send/wire return, 
$1000; 1 is orig, radio send/audio out for 
SCA return, $500, both work well w/man-
uals. M Martindale, KVON, 1124 Foster 
Rd, Napa CA 94558. 707-252-1440. 

COMREX 
RENTALS 

1, 2 and 3-Une Extenders 

Switched 56 Systems 

Call Steve Kirsch for details 

Silver Lake Audio 

(516)623-6114 FAX: 377-4423  

Marti STL-8 (2) xmtrs & (2) R-200/950 
rcvrs on 946.875 & 947.125 MHz, 
$2500/both. B Herzog, WPKR, POB 
3450, Oshkosh WI 54903. 414-236-
4242. 

Marti APT 30 UHF 25 W xmtr/rcvr 
w/auto identifier & yagi ants, $ 1500; 
Regency 15 W UHF xcvr, gd cond, 
$150. P Wolf, WDCO, 12381 S 
Cleveland Ave, Ft Myers FL 33907. 
813-574-5548. 

Gentner VRC-1000 pert cond, ( 16) 
telemetry/metering chnls w/manual, 
$1600. B Buchanan, KSHN, 517 Travis, 
Liberty TX 77575. 409-336-5793. 

Vintage pckg w/Collins console & 2 
turntables; vintage RCA rd/studio end. 
D Nadon, WLYT, POB 9250, Haverhill 
MA 01831. 508-374-4733. 

Moseley PCL 303 composite STL on 
949 MHz, working, $ 1900; Micro 
Controls RCR9/RCT9. 9 chnls, cleaned 
& checked, 110 kHz control, audio 
telemetry, $900; Moseley tube-type 
SCA gener on 67 kHz, $125. E Horton, 
KWOG, 255 N Russell, Douglas WY 
82633. 307-358-3656. 

RENTALS 
RENTALS 

RENTALS 

CONIREX 
3- line extender 

Frank Grundstein 215-668-6434 
Audio/Video Consultants 215-642-0978 

Studer dual line telephone hybrid, 
$500; variable coils removed from 5 kW 
operation. R Dietterich, WORD, 7 Pkwy 
Ctr # 625, Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412-
937-1500. 

TFT 7610-R & C (2) dig telemetry ctrl 
w/manuals. $ 1200. R Driver, WAIM, 
2203 Old Williams Tom Rd, Anderson 
SC 29621. 803-226-1511. 

TFT 7610, nds repair, $400; Moseley 
TRL-1 telemetry return on 450 MHz, 
$600; RCA/Moseley TRC-1 rem xmtr, 
side only nds minor repair, $ 100. R 
Dietterich, WORD, 7 Pkwy Ctr #625, 
Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412-937-1500. 

Marti STL 10 (2) exc cond w/combin-
ers, 951.375/625. $3500. J Salov, 
WHGR, POB 546, Jackson MI 49204. 
517-740-1165. 

Moseley TAC 15-AW w/Hallikainen dig 
readout option, gd cond w/manuals, 
$750. K Stokes, 504-383-8695. 

Marti RMC-15 16-chnl, 3 pieces w/man-
ual, exc cond. $500. D lgou, Bdct 
Engrg, 8435 Twisted Oaks, Garden 
Ridge TX 78266. 210-651-9049. 

Want to Buy 

McMartin AP V-1430 (4) 30 W, 450-456 
MHz, 13.5 VDC, (4) bdct xmtr, $400 ea; 
(3) WR Comms WR-1455, 8-chnl, 30 
W, 450-512 MHz, mobile xcvr, $250 ea; 
(2) Celwave PD 526-4, 120 dB UHF 
duplexers, $700 ea. F Grayney, CKBW, 
215 Dominion St, Bridgewater NS B4V 
2G8, Canada. 

Marti 15 W & up UHF xmtr. C Phillips, 
WXVC, POB 987, Clinton TN 31717. 
615-457-2697. 

Marti CR-10 UHF 450-460 MHz. H 
Thompson, WWIC, 815 W Willow St, 
Scottsboro AL 35768. 205-259-1050. 

Gentner VRC 2000. M Hopper, WHBO, 
483 S Highland St, Memphis TN 38111. 
901-458-3255. 

STL-type xmtrs & rorrs, pref solid state, 
mono/stereo. M Heller, WTRW, 1414 
16th St, Two Rivers WI 54241. 414-
794-1800. 

SATELLITE EQUIP 

Want to Sell 

Wegener 1601 mainframe w/1601 pwr 
sply, 1630-01 card for CNN news, 6 mos 
use, BO. M Daigle, WSJR, 6 10th Ave, 
Madawaska ME 04756. 207-728-4000. 

SCPC ntwk needs for expansion: 
Harris, Adcom, Avcom & others. M 
Sagnelli, Great Lakes Media, 2929 
Covington Ct, Lansing MI 48912. 517-
371-2142. 

Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 w/ or w/o 
McCurdy decoder syst for Un/star for-
mat & T2F-100, $5500. P Posen, 
KEZN, POB 291, Palm Desert CA 
92261. 619-340-9383. 

Fairchild Dart 384 dig rcvr w/cards for 
Unistar news & Indiana U sports, BO. C 
Cage, WEAK, 8510 S State Rd 3, 
Muncie IN 47302. 317-289-9375. 

Zephyrus 300 w/304 mainframe, 391 
rcvr, 321 demod, card tuned to .33 MHz, 
new, excel cond, $850. M Vanhooser, 
214-827-5759. 

Adcom 7550 row for SMN/Unistar for-
mats; Satcue 400 switcher, $3500. J 
Salov, WHGR, POB 546, Jackson MI 
49204. 517-740-1165. 

Wegener 1816, $1000. B Coleman, 
KPNC, Box 2509, Ponca City OK 74601. 
405-765-2485. 

Want to Buy 

Wegener 1681. P Posen, KEZN, POB 291, 
Palm Desert CA 92261. 619-340-9383. 

Fairchild Dart 384 dig sat rcvr & down-
converter. M Heller, WTRW, 1414 16th 
St, Two Rivers WI 54241. 414-794-1800. 

SOFTWARE 
& DATABASES 

Corp CCB equip & 2 LPTV CPs, CPF 
within 100 miles of DC, 10 kW ERP 
stations, UHF 25 & 47. 703-894-5944. 

Class C FM/10 kW AM, KMCM/KMTA. 
Miles City MT, reg signals, mint equip, 
$595K. Paul, 612-222-5555. 

1000 W AM w/2 guyed twrs, phasim 
equip, 1000 W xmtr, consoles, turnta-
bles, records, cabinets, all old, all/par,, 
BO. J Childress, 704-586-2221. 

Want to Buy 

Doing business 

without advertising 

is like winking in the 

dark; you know what 

you're doing, but 

nobody else does. 

STEREO 
GENERATORS 

Want to Sell 

CAL SCA 300B gener on 92 kHz, 1 1/2 
yrs old, $1200. S Reynolds, WTUG, 142 
Skyland Blvd, Tuscaloosa AL 3540:;. 
205-345-7200. 

Harris SIX-1B AM C-Quam stereo 
exciter, limiter, manual, gd cond, $1950. 
B Barry, WAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd, 
Nashville TN 37210. 

RCA BTS 101 (2), $ 100 ea. R 
Dietterich, WORD, 7 Pkwy Ctr #625, 
Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412-937-1500. 

Rood/Marcom 203 stereo gen/test set, 
$300/B0; Moseley CSG-2 185 kHz sub-
carrier gener, $100. P Wells, KJOY, 625 
Broadway # 1200, San Diego CA 92101. 
619-238-1037. 

Moseley, $450. E Horton, KWOG, 255 
N Russell, Douglas WY 82633. 307-
358-3656. 

TAPES/CARTS & 
REELS 

Want to Sell 

Capitol 16" xcription library; vintage 
78s, BO. D Brennan, Brennan Custom 
Video, 3596 Loma Ridge Dr, Brancham 
AL 35216. 205-823-0088. 

Ampex 456 Grand Master carton w/10 
hubs, new. $ 100; (3) Scotch 10 1/2" 
metal, new, $ 10 ea; (2) Fidelipac 300 
type-C, new, 10 1/2", $ 10 ea; (2) VIF 
NAB adapters, unused, $30 pair. M 

POWERFUL PC SOFTWARE 
COUNTPOP 1990 US Census 

Find coverage area population 

INTERCHK (FCC's FMOVER) 
Uses graphics to display Service & 
Interference contours over US map 

QCHANNEL & FCC FM database 
FM channel search program 

SEARCHFM & FCC FM database 
Deluxe graphics over Map, Mouse & zoom 

CONTOUR (w/NGDC interface) 
Flexible FCC contour generating program 

PLOTPATH - STL PROGRAM 
Graphic design of STL systems 

PLOTCOMM for HP plotters 
Professional contour plotting program 

SEARCHAM - SEARCHTV 
FAATOWER - RF HAZ - Plot Tower 

AM, FM & TV databases & more 
(Send for full software list & descriptions) 

DOUG VERNIER-Broadcast Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Dr., Cedar Falls, IA 50613 

800-743-DOUG 

STATIONS 

Want to Sell 

MUST SELL DUE TO HEALTH 
Ohio full time AM. Small amount 

down or discount for cash. 
POB 69, Bellefontaine OH 43311 

Saady, 1st City Rec. 14160 84 Rd irstE, 
Briarwood NY 11435. 718-846-2062. 

7" on 1/4' (15) reels of classic DJs, 
AOR, $75/B0. D Pulwers, 703-751-
9346. 

Scotchcart li's (650), various lengths 
w/C&W & AC, $2.50 ea+s/h. B Lord, 
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent 
WA 98042. 206-31-2374. 

ACTION-GRAM 
Equipment Listings 

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a 
FREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. 

Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please 
indicate in which category you would Ike your listing to appear. 

Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you. 

Please print and include all information: I would like to receive or continue receiving 
Radio World FREE each month. 

Contact Name U Yes U No 

Title 
Signature Date 

Company/Station 
Please Circle only one enty for each category: 

Address 
I. Type of Firm 

City/State D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio 
A. Commercial AM station G. TV station/teleprod facility 

Zip Code - B. Commercial FM H. Consultant/ind station engineer 
Count C. Educational FM station I. Mtg. distributor or dealer 

ry 
E. Network/group owner J. Other  

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other 
organizations who are not legitimate end users it Job Function 
can participate in the Broadcast Equipment A. Ownership D. Programming/production - 
Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & dis- B. General management E. News operptons 

. C Engineering F. Other (specify) 
play advertising are available on a per word or 
per inch basis. 

WTS CI WTB 0 Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS 0 WTB 0 Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS Li WTB 0 Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS 0 WTB 0 Category: 
Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS 0 WTB CI Category: 

Make: Model: 

Brief Description: 

Price: 

'Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue. 
All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee. 

Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
Phone: 703-998-7600 PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA USA 22041 FAX: 703-998-2966 
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TAPES . . .VVTS 

Audiopak AA-2 new. (20) 70 sec; ( 15) 
40 sec, used once, $ 100 all. Kent, 
WASI, 347 W Berry St #600, Ft Wayne 
IN 46802. 219-423-3676. 

Carts, (200), various lengths & brand 
names, great shape, $1 ea; UMC cart 
replacement motor, $ 100. Steve, Dynes 
Comms, 957 Natl Rd, Wheeling WV 
26003. 304-243-0744. 

Want to Buy 

Cash for Orr radio, Irish band A/V 
tapes & boxes, 3, 5, 7 & 10" reels; 
Orrtronic Car Mate; Aeromate tape 
plyrs. H Norman, 205-825-0390. 

Disc recs, needles, blanks, rec xcrip-
tions. B Davies, Virgo Prods, 5548 
Elmer Ave, N Hollywood CA 91601. 
818-761-9831. 

405-705 hits all, history of R&R. C&W, 
big bands, blues. S Stevenson, 
Stevenson Crp, POB 1288, Blaine WA 
98230. 604-531-4576. 

Std carts, short length, 10/15/20/30 
sec, gd cond. T Heathwood, Heritage 
Radio. POB 16, Boston MA 02167. 617-
969-9966. 

50C-$100 per rec for 45 rpm recs & LPs 
from 50s & 60s, nice cond. B Berry, 
Karavan Bdctg, 13 Montgomery Pl, 
Conroe TX 77384. 409-321-2920. 

Beautiful music tapes for collector, 
pref unannounced w/25 Hz tones. 800-
248-9879. 

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP 

Want to Sell 

Help! small coil radio station has lost 
our board, will pay s/h. W Richter, 
Lemor Coll, Box 7410, Hickory NC 
28603. 704-328-7164. 

Low pwr FM educ radio station nds 
working/not equip such as exciters. 
stereo geners, any bdct equip. J 
Benjamin, 602-788-1882. 

TX southern Baptist church would 
apprec donations of any TV/radio equip, 
working/not, will pay s/h. T 
Hergenrader, 903-785-6431. 

Educ audio prod studio seeks working 
equip donations, will pay s/h, rcpt given. 
M Tupper, Univ S Fla, 4202 E Fowler 
Ave CIS 1040, Tampa FL 33620. 813-
974-2591. 

Any bdct equip will be appreciated for 
new AM school going on air soon, esp 
need 500 W xmtr, air mon & STL. E 
Smith, 601-845-2265. 

Monte Vista Christian School, would 
appreciate any donations of used radio 
equipment along with used TV broad-
cast equipment. T Quinn, 408-475-
0423. 

Eng student desiring donation of old 
bdct equip (anything)in repairable cond, 
will pay all shipping charges, EE stu-
dent at Purdue. C Gill, POB 371, 
Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

RADIO 
RESOURCES 
1201 S. Sharp Street 
Baltimore, MD 21230 

• New and quality pre-
owed broadcast equip-
ment for sale 

• Test and remote equip-
ment available to rent tor 
a day or a month 

• Call and ask us how to 
turn your excess equip 
ment into SSCASHU 

Call Steve, Chuck or Scott 

1-800-54-RADIO 

1-800-547-2346 

9 AM-6PM E.S.T. 

Grde (6) On Reader Service C«d  

HP 206A audio osc, rack mount, works, 
w/manual, $ 100. F Konwinski, WSOY, 
1100 E Pershing, Decatur IL 62524. 
217-877-5371. 

Tek FG507/TM515 function gen w/road-
case, $800; Tek DC508a/TM503 1.8 
GHz freq counter, $375; Sounder phase 
check set, BO; HP 400FL AC voltmeter, 
BO; Pulse Dynamics pulse gener, $50. 
P Wells, KJQY, 625 Broadway # 1200, 
San Diego CA 92101. 619-238-1037. 

General Radio 1606-A RF bridge, BO; 
1211B 0.5-50 MHz oscillator w/pwr sply, 
BO. D Kanago, Kayway Radio, 918 E 
101h, Spencer IA 51301. 712-262-6499. 

Philips PM6507 curve tracer, 
$1475/B0/trade. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264. 

Patch bays (4) ADC single inputs (24) 
rack mount; Dynakit pre-amp PAS 2; 
manuals for Ampex recorders 601, 351, 
350 also for Gotham PBF 150 W amp & 
Neuman lathe 131 disc cutter. Mr. 
Oliver, 212-874-7660/0274. Call after-
noons till lOPM. 

Want to Buy 

Crown RTA2 real time analyzer; Tek 
570 tube curve-tracer; Lambda & HP 
pwr splys. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264. 

Bird RF wattmeter, thru-line & line sec-
tion for 1 5/8 line & 4000-5000 W pwr. 
618-423-2082. 

TRANSMITTERS 

Want to Sell 

CSI FM 3000E (1) single phase plate 
xformer, (2) high volt chokes, (2) high 
volt caps, ( 1) high volt contactor, $ 1000. 
J Leutzinger, KOCD, 3001 W 13th St, 
Joplin MO 64801. 417-624-1230. 

NEW 6 kW 
FM t,ransmitters 

for under $18,000. 
Call for details 
Bill Hoffman 

518-583-9490 

Bext T-800 exc cond, on air 1 1/2 yrs, 
$4000. J Paoli, 818-774-5378. 

RCA BTF-1E2 clean, 1 kW w/BTE 15A, 
stereo, solid state exciter, 1970s unit, 
$5000; Harris/Gates FM 5-C, 5 kW, 
clean, 3-phase. 200 V w/manual, har-
monic filter & low pass filter á TE-3 
exciter, $6000. J Cunningham, KEOR, 
Rt 2 Box 113B, Stonewall OK 74871. 
405-265-4496. 

STILL USING A 
TUBE EXCITER? 

Upgrade it with solid-state technology 
on a single 3x5 PC board 

for only $189.95 
MODEL PLFM-100 

JT Communications 
579 N.E. 44th Ave.. Ocala FL 32671 

904-236-0744 

Collins 20V3 1000 W, some parts 
changed to operate up to 500 W. reli-
able w/manual, $2000. B Buchanan, 
KSHN, 517 Travis, Liberty TX 77575. 
409-336-5793. 

Precision 100 mW AM, tunable & solid 
state, very gd cond, $260; TDD-5 25 W 
AM tuned to 530 kHz, pert cond, $500. 
F Smith, 615-624-7126. 

Collins 820-D-2 1 kW/250 W. nds 
some repair w/many spare parts, 
$3900. F Hughey, WACQ, Rte 4 Box 
12, Tallassee AL 36078. 205-283-6888. 

Collins 20 V3 I kW AM, $1000. P Wolf, 
WDCO, 12381 S Cleveland Ave, Ft 
Myers FL 33907. 813-574-5548. 

DEMOED EQUIPMENT 
BEXT Inc. has a few demoed 
exciters. amplifiers and STL'sbr 
sale. All demoed systems are sold 
first come first served and have the 
saute 2-year warranty as BEXT's 
new equipment. For information: 

619-239-8462 

NEC FBN-9200 E FM 25 kW, 1984, 
uses single 4CX15000A in finals, on 
101.1, w/new final á 25 kW air cooled 
dummy load, BO. R Miller, KUAU. Box 
575, Lahaina HI 96767. 808-572-5534. 

Gates FM 250C mint cond w/6095 
exciter. mono. K Kenzie, KIXY, 13 E 
11th St, Washington MO 63090. 314-
239-0493. 

Collins 830-D 1 kW FM w/exciter & 
manuals, $2900. Bob, 603-448-0500. 

Gates HFL-3000 single-phase 
plate/screen xformer for HFL-3000 lin-
ear amp, 208/240 AC primary, 5400V at 
1.2A/1200V at 0.25A, $250. G 
Mendenhall, 217-228-0822. 

50KW AM TRANSMUTER  

One Harris MW- 50A in good 
condition, optional spare parts. 
One Gates MW-50 upgraded to 
MW-50A in good condition, 
optional spare parts. Available 
now! Call 806-376-4064. 

Harris TE-3 FM exciter, overhauled, 
exc cond, composite & SCA inputs on 
99.3 MHz, $650; Gates BC-250GY AM 
250 W xmtr, $1500, add $ 150 for chnls 
below 1300 kHz; ITC 1 kW FM w/o 
exciter, BO. E Horton, KWOG, 255 N 
Russell, Douglas WY 82633. 307-358-
3656. 

TTC AM-10000 10 kW AM tuned to 
1140 kHz, 6 ya old, in use, solid state 
audio driver & exciter, $25K; CCA 1 kW 
AM, tuned to 1190 kHz, $3000; Sparta 
701 1 kW AM, tuned to 1190 kHz, 
$3000. G Arroyo, WONQ, 1033 
Semoran Blvd, Orlando FL 32707. 407-
830-0800. 

Gates FM 10-G tuned to 99.1 MHz, 
new final & driver tubes, gd cond, 
$13K/B0. L Martino, KGGI, 2001 Iowa 
Ave #200, Riverside CA 92507. 714-
684-1991. 

LPB AM-60P 60 W on 1430, exc cond 
w/manual, $ 1100. R Driver, WAIM, 
2203 Old Williams Tom Rd, Anderson 
SC 29621. 803-226-1511. 

Collins 830-D 1 kW, FM w/exciter á 
manuals, $2900. R Vinikoor, WNTK, 
RR1 Box 249. New London NH 03257. 
603-526-9464. 

Harris MW1A 1 kW solid state, 1360 
kHz, spare parts, $8700/60; CCA AM 
2500D 2.5 kW AM w/pwr cutback, 1590 
kHz, $7000/B0. A Soroka, WJRO, 159 
8th Ave NW, Glen Burnie MD 21061. 
410-761-1590. 

Gates FM-5G 5 kW, working, poor 
cond; AEL FM-5KB 5 kW, working, poor 
cond; Bird Elects 8922 5 kW dummy 
load, air cooled, gd cond; (4) Scala 
HDCA-5eb, 92.3 MHz, gd cond; 
Moseley TRC-15, half for locating at 
xmtr site w/Hallikainen retrofit. S 
Cichorsky, Paso Bdcters, POB 2031, 
Paso Robles CA 93447. 805-239-3916. 

NEC FBN 9200E 25 kW FM, 1984, 
uses single 4CX15000A w/new tube & 
25 kW air-cooled Electro Imp DPTC-
25KFM dummy. BO. R Miller, KUAU, 
490 Ulumalu Rd, Haiku HI 96708. 808-
572-5534. 

Used & New Transmission Line, 
many sizes & lengths, many like new. 
412-733-1994. 

Want to Buy 

10 W FM xlator, working. J Stromquist, 
WNCB, 2828 Piedmont Ave, Duluth MN 
55811.218-722-3017. 

Versa Count V322 exciter part of man-
ual. P Lotsof, KAVV. Box 18899, 
Tucson AZ 85731. 602-290-9797. 

10 kW FM, gd cond. pref CCA. D 
Hogendorn, KNEI, POB 492, Waukon 
IA 52172. 319-568-3476. 

Low pwr AM/FM exciter. 25 W/Iess. T 
Heathwood, Heritage Radio, POB 16, 
Boston MA 02167. 617-969-9966. 

Harris FM-20-H2/similar. W Wilson, 
WJHY, 1005 SW 10th St, Topeka KS 
66604. 913-757-8888. 

2 kW FM, gd cond, pref East coast, 
$3000+ depending on make & mdl. B 
Vinikoor, 603-448-0500. 

FM 2 or 21/2 kW, pref Collins/Hams. R 
Vinikoor, WNTK, RR1 Box 249, New 
London NH 03257. 603-526-9464. 

Harris/Cont FM 10 kW w/ w/o exciter. 
C Scott, EME Comms, Rt 3 Box 485-C, 
Moultrie GA 31768. 912-890-2506. 

5 kW AM on 1410 kHz, pret 
1970s/newer, no PCBs, $ 12-$15K. R 
Egan, WIZM, 432 Cass St, La Crosse 
WI 54601. 608-785-7914. 

3 kW FM, gd cond w/o exciter for back-
up., 105.9 MHz, single phase. K 
Sleeman, KQPM, 110 W Standley, 
Ukiah CA 95982. 707-763-0191. 

Harris 20 kW. W Wilson, WKTY, 1005 
SW 10th Ave, Topeka KS 66604. 913-
357-8888. 

FM 2/2.5 kW, pref Collins/Harris. Bob, 
603-448-0500. 

10 kW FM, single phase, pref 
Hams/one been replaced by upgrade, 
no problems, freq on 92.3. R 
Muselman, 816-359-2261. 

1-5 kW, newer w/remote, loadable to 
500 W. 950 kHz. K Riggs, KTBR, 829 
SE Cass, Roseburg OR 97470. 503-
672-4427. 

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, 
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich 
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 
68164. 402-493-1886. 

TUBES 

Want to Sell 

ECONCO 
Quality 

Rebuilt Tubes 
Approximately 1/2 the 

Cost of New 

Call for Our Price List 

800-532-6626 
916-662-7553 
FAX 916-666-7760 

Grde (9) On Reader Service Card  

Penta pram output tubes. KT88, $35; 
KT996, $55; EL34HD, $ 15; 12AX7B, 
6072M/PR. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd. Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264. 

4-1000A, 8877, 4CX250B, 4CX1500B, 
4CX3000A & more. We carry large 
inventory all major brands, Eimac, 
Amperex, RCA, etc. Call Stew 1-800-
842-1489. 

Audio generator, TE22 ( Lafayette), 
Sencore translator lester (portable); 
Cannon plugs, male & female 3 
prong ( new); new & used cable 
w/Cannons or without. Mr. Oliver. 212-
874-7660/0274. Call aftemoons till lOPM. 

NEW IELMAC TUBES 
Howell Sales 
216-747-1841 

4CX3000A, used, OK; (3) 3CX2500F3, 
BO. T Devine, WVLK, 300 W Vine St, 
Lexington KY 40507. 606-253-5900. 

Want to Buy 

4CX250B (5) used. K Gutzke, 612-866-
6183. 

WANTED! 
\.« Transmitting Tubes  

We BUY & SELL ai types of 
transmitting/receiving tubes. 

C&N Electronics 
Harold Bramstedt 

6104 Egg Lake Road 
Hugo, MN 55038 

(612) 429-9397 ext.23 
(800) 421-9397 ext. 23 
FAX (612) 429-0292 

Circle (2) On Reader Service Curd  

6072, 5651, 569I„ 5692, 6005, 6084. 
6386, 7308, 6A05, 6BL7, 6DN7, 6EJ8, 
6EM7, 6GK5, 6HU8, 6JK6, 6XK8, 
ECC808, ELL80, 30013. 2A3, 13CW4, 
VF14, AC701 R Katz, Allegro Sound, 
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 
91403. 813-377-5264 

TURNTABLES 

Want to Sell 

Gates (4) D Nadon, WLYT, POB 9250. 

Haverhill MA 01831. 508-374-4733. 
Technics SP-15 (2) gd cond w/ATP-
127 tonearms, $250 ea. P Wolf, WDCQ, 
12381 S Cleveland Ave, Ft Myers FL 
33907. 813-574-5548. 

Carrera 33/45 rpms, new w/new 
Stanton cart, $90; tone arm w/hd shell, 
$25; Harris E0 preamp, $45; (3) Audio 
Technica ATP-N2, new, $45; RCA tone 
arm, $40/80. Steve, Dynes Comms, 
957 Natl Rd, Wheeling WV 26003. 304-
243-0744. 

Technics SP1OMK11-1 (2) w/stand & 
tone arm, $775 ea+s/h; (2) RTS stereo 
phono preamps, $220 ea+s/h. B Lord, 
Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent 
WA 98042. 206-631-2374. 

Want to Buy 

Fairchild, Westrex, Neumann, 
Grampian & Presto studio disc lathes; 
hi-ti tube gear; 45/78 recs. K Gutzke, 
612-866-6183. 

1955-1965 tone arm. R Orr, WSEV, 
POB 486, Branson MO 65616. 417-334-
6012. 

VIDEO PROD EQUIP 

Want to Sell 

Sony LDP-1000 (2) CAV & CLV, int/ext 
drive. genlockable, RS 232C port, rem, 
manual, $400 ea/$950 all. J Krepol, JVK 
Studios, 7 Dustin Dr. Claymont DE 
19703. 302-798-4076. 

Convergence 103 editor, A/B roll, 
$1500; AVS 6000 dig stds cony. $6000; 
For-A 410 TBC, $ 1200. C Denke, Amer 
Prey Svcs, 2247 15th W, Seattle WA 
98119. 206-282-1776. 

Pana S-VHS edit suite w/camcorder, 
switcher, editing VCRs, monitors, dig 
effects + more, $6500. B Kidd, Airwaves 
One, 510 W 2nd, Rayville LA 71269. 
318-728-4574. 

Radio Shack video proc, $175. Steve. 
Dynes Comms, 957 Nall Rd, Wheeling 
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Give Your Production People 
Some POWER! 

'714, 

THE SP-6 IS LOADED WITH FEATURES! Like a 
powerful equalizer section that gives your talent greater 
creative freedom: four auxiliary sends that can be used 
for special effects. headphone feeds. or I FB mixes: both 
8-track and stereo bus assigns for multi-track and dub-
bing work: plus a choice of mono mic line or stereo in-
put channels. And. to keep things fast and productive, it 
even includes full machine control logic, control room 
and studio mutes, plus tally systems—just like you'd 
expect on an on- air console. The SP-6 provides inde-
pencent headphone. control room and multiple studio 
moritors. and ( of course) an automatic stereo cue/solo 
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system. Our unique track monitor section will speed 
your production pace. allowing simultaneous stereo 
mixdown during the mLlti-track bed session. 
A powerful group of accessory modules will increase 

your production control, like a 7-station intercom module 
that links this console with other Wheatstone consoles 
and talent stations throughout your complex; a full- func-
tion tape recorder control panel: an 8- position source se-
lector to enhance input capability; additional studio 
modules to accommodate multi-studio installations; and 
finally, a digital event timer and a precision clock. 

So contact Wheatstone, the company with the 
integrity and experience you can count on. 
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Wheatstone's Finest 
We've taken all that we know, all that you've 

asked for, and the very best of today's technology and 
components to bring you our finest radio console: the 
A- 6000. 

The A-6000 has all the features you could need (or 
even MIGHT need) but with a family of over 125 input 
module combinations, you're free to choose the fea-
tures you DO need: like a built-in routing switcher with 
individual alpha channel displays, so you can configure 
your console to suit changing program requirements; 
VVheatstone's exclusive Bus-Minus" system. the ulti-
mate tool for news and sports events; four mix-minus 
busses, bringing real power to talk formats; logic con-
trolled program and mix-minus buses, giving you com-
plex function from simple switch commands; a full array 
of stereo and mono send controls for studio or effect 

mixes: and of course, an equalizer option for your pro-
duction suite. You can even add features later; you 
can relocate any module anywhere in the mainframe at 
any time, preventing obsolescence as format needs 
change. 

And while Wheatstone is well known for superior 
technical performance. the A-6000 surpasses even our 
own previous consoles in virtually every measurement 
category. 

The A-6000 has the appearance. features and 
power to excite the most demanding program and 
production staff; its engineering, performance and 
thoughtful design will help your technical staff achieve 
excellence. So contact Wheatstone, the people with 
knowledge, experience and a committment to 
excellence. 




